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ABSTRACT 
The center-of-mass energies available at the upgraded Large Electron 
Positron collider (LEP2) at CERN provide an opportunity to search for the 
Higgs boson, the fundamental scalar boson predicted by the Standard Model 
of electroweak interactions. A search is performed using data gathered by 
the ALEPH experiment at LEP during 1997. The data sample consists of an 
integrated luminosity of 57 pb-1 at center-of-mass energies near 183 GeV. 
Possible signals from production of the Standard Model Higgs boson in the 
reaction e+e- ~HZ~ bbqq are searched for using a cut-based analysis as 
well as a neural network approach. The main component of this search is 
a b-tagging algorithm utilizing neural network techniques. Results includ-
ing other possible final states (i.e., H.e+.e-, Hvi7, Hr+T- and r+r-qq) are 
also presented. No evidence of a signal is found in the data: seven events 
are selected, in agreement with the expectation of 7.2 events from standard 
processes. This results in a lower limit on the mass of the Higgs boson: 
mH > 87.9GeV/c 2 at a 953 confidence level. 
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Chapter 1 
The Standard Model and the 
Higgs Boson 
A desire to understand the natural world at a fundamental level has perme-
ated intellectual pursuits throughout history. In the modern era, an extraor-
dinary interplay between theoretical and experimental physics has allowed 
the establishment of a model describing what are currently believed to be 
fundamental particles and the interactions they experience. Despite the great 
success of this Standard Model, a crucial component remains unresolved: the 
origin of the masses of the fundamental particles. Since the inception of the 
Standard Model, a special particle, the Higgs boson, has been used to ad-
dress this problem. Unfortunately, direct experimental searches conducted 
over the past twenty years for the Higgs boson have yielded no evidence of 
its existence. The upgraded Large Electron Positron collider (LEP2) offers 
an opportunity to search for this elusive particle. 
1 
1.1 The Standard Model 
1.1.1 Introduction 
The behavior of fundamental particles can be described in terms of Quan-
tum Field Theory ( QFT), a synthesis of classical field theory, group theory, 
and relativistic quantum mechanics. Based on QFT, the heuristic Standard 
Model was developed by Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam [1] and describes 
the interactions of fermionic fields that represent what are currently believed 
to be the fundamental constituents of matter: quarks and leptons. For rea-
sons that are not fully understood, these fundamental fermions are grouped 
together in families or generations; thus far three generations are known to 
exist. 1 The fundamental fermions and their properties are summarized in 
Table 1.1. 
The interactions in the Standard Model are based upon the existence of lo-
cally invariant gauge symmetries in nature. These gauge symmetries give rise 
to three forces: the strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions. 2 Quarks 
interact through the strong, electromagnetic, and weak interactions. Leptons 
interact solely either through the electromagnetic and weak interactions (for 
the charged leptons) or through the weak interaction (for neutrinos). Each 
of these interactions has a set of gauge boson fields representing the force-
carrying particles of nature, the most familiar of which is the photon. These 
1 From measurements of the width of the Z boson at LEP, it has been determined that 
there are only three generations of matter which have light neutrinos [2]. 
2Gravity, the fourth and weakest interaction which fundamental particles experience, 
is excluded from the Standard Model and this discussion. 
2 
Quarks 
Particle Electric Mass 
Name Symbol Charge (e) (GeV / c 2) [3] 
up u +2/3 0.0015 to 0.005 
down d -1/3 0.003 to 0.009 
charm c +2/3 1.1 to 1.4 
strange s -1/3 0.060 to 0.170 
top t +2/3 173.8 ± 5.2 
bottom b -1/3 4.1 to 4.4 
Leptons 
Particle Electric Mass 
Name Symbol Charge (e) (MeV/c 2 ) [3] 
electron e -1 0.510999 
electron neutrino Ve 0 < 0.000015 
muon µ -1 105.658 
muon neutrino Vµ 0 < 0.17 
tau T -1 1777.05~8:~~ 
tau neutrino l/T 0 < 18.2 
Table 1.1: A summary of properties of quarks and leptons. Each of the 
particles in the table has a corresponding antiparticle of opposite charge. 
The masses of the u,d,s,c, and b quarks are difficult to determine since they 
exist only in bound hadronic states and not as free particles; however the large 
top mass permits a direct measurement since it decays before hadronization. 
3 
Gauge Bosons 
Particle Electric Mass 
Force Name Symbol Charge (e) (GeV / c 2) [3] 
Electromagnetism Photon I 0 0 
Weak W boson w± ±1 80.41±0.10 
Weak Z boson z 0 91.187 ± 0.007 
Strong gluon g 0 0 
Table 1.2: A summary of the properties of the gauge bosons of the Standard 
Model. The uncertainty on the W mass can be expected to improve with 
additional LEP2 measurements. 
are summarized in Table 1.2. 
The most impressive achievement of the Standard Model is the partial 
unification of the electromagnetic and weak interactions which are merged 
into an electroweak force via the gauge group SU(2) x U(l). However, the 
model must be augmented somehow in order for this model to remain physical 
(i.e., renormalizable) while agreeing with experimental evidence (i.e., mas-
sive weak gauge bosons). One way to accomplish this is to spontaneously 
break the underlying gauge symmetries and introduce a scalar field, the Higgs 
boson [4]. Other considerably less simple mechanisms exist which accom-
plish electroweak symmetry breaking. These include dynamical electroweak 
symmetry breaking models based upon Technicolor [5] and models which 
introduce composite Higgs fields such as top quark condensates [6]. 
While all other features of the Standard Model have been experimentally 
confirmed, the Higgs boson has thus far eluded detection. It is reasonable 
to conclude that the Higgs boson mass is larger than existing experimental 
4 
sensitivity to it. Thus the search for the Higgs boson is the object of intense 
research efforts, the prime motivation for the current LEP2 program and the 
future Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and the topic of this thesis. 
The next sections summarize the relevant aspects of gauge symmetries, 
the Higgs mechanism, and the Standard Model. 
1.1.2 Fundamental Particles and Gauge Symmetries 
The identification of conserved quantities in the interactions of fundamental 
particles and the association of these conserved quantities with space-time 
or internal symmetries forms the basis of the Standard Model. In the con-
text of QFT, fields describing fundamental particles are unitary irreducible 
representations of the space-time Poincare group which experience point-like 
interactions. Fundamental particles may also possess internal symmetries 
which do not involve space-time but which manifest themselves through in-
teractions. An unmeasurable phase or set of phases correspond to each in-
ternal symmetry. A space-time independent transformation of the fermion 
fields with respect to this unobservable phase is expressed as 
where Tj(j = 1, 2, ... , N) are n x n matrix representations of N generators of 
a group G of the internal symmetry, ()j(j = 1, 2, ... , N) are a set of arbitrary 
phases, and 'lj;(x) is a set of fields ( 'lj;1 (x), 'lj;2 (x), ... , 1/Jn(x)) grouped together in 
a multiplet representation. This is called a global gauge transformation, and 
5 
it does not affect the Lagrangian C('ljJ(x), 8µ1/J(x)) describing the behavior of 
the fields. Since a conservation law exists for every continuous symmetry of 
a Lagrangian [7], fundamental particles possess conserved gauge charges. 
According to the principles of locality, the phase should be allowed to 
vary locally at different space-time points. A local gauge transformation can 
be expressed as 
'l/J(x)--+ 'l/J'(x) = e-iT·(J(x)'ljJ(x) 
where Bj(x) is now dependent upon space-time coordinates. Unfortunately, 
the Lagrangian is not locally gauge invariant due to terms involving deriva-
tives of 'l/J(x). Gauge invariance is recovered by replacing the derivative 8µ 
in the Lagrangian with the gauge-covariant derivative Dw Yang and Mills 
developed a formalism for local gauge theory which includes non-Abelian as 
well as Abelian groups [8]. This requires the introduction of a massless vector 
gauge boson field At ( x) for each generator of the gauge group and a coupling 
constant g for each gauge group: 
A gauge invariant kinetic energy term (~AtvAr) associated with these new 
gauge fields must also be added to the Lagrangian where Aiv is a generalized 
field tensor given as 
Ai - ,(:} Aj ,(:} Aj f AkA1 µv = Uµ v - Uv µ - g jkl µ v 
6 
where fjkl are the structure constants of the gauge group. 
The N massless gauge boson fields interact with fundamental fermion 
fields. If the gauge group G is non-Abelian (e.g., SU(2) and SU(3)), the 
resulting gauge boson fields are also self-interacting, carry gauge "charges" 
themselves, and are able to transform one member of a multiplet into another. 
1.1.3 The Higgs Mechanism 
QFTs based upon local gauge invariance are compelling not only due to 
their mathematical beauty but also because they are renormalizable theo-
ries [9]. However, they accommodate only massless gauge bosons. Explicit 
mass terms for the gauge boson fields spoil gauge invariance. 
The weak gauge bosons (see Table 1.2) must be massive; weak interac-
tions operate on extremely short distance scales, and the w± and Z masses 
have been measured to be large (10]. If gauge invariance is abandoned and 
mass terms are added by hand to the Lagrangian, the theory becomes un-
renormalizable. However, the Higgs mechanism provides a way to generate 
masses for gauge bosons while retaining local gauge invariance. 
A given symmetry is said to be spontaneously broken if the vacuum does 
not possess the same symmetry as the Lagrangian. This can be illustrated 
with a U(l) locally gauge invariant Lagrangian describing the interaction of 
7 
a scalar field </>( x) with a gauge field Aµ ( x): 
.c = ('Dµ</>)t(1Jµ</>) - V(</>) - iAµvAµv 
</> = ~(</>1 + i</>2); 1Jµ = 8µ + igAµ 
where the scalar potential V ( </>) is defined as 
There are two possible scenarios for the functional behavior of the scalar 
potential. There is a minimum at </>1 = </>2 = 0 for the case of µ 2 > 0 as 
illustrated in Figure 1.l(a). However, when µ 2 < 0, there is a ring of minima 
at 
2 2 
l,J..12 ,J..2 ,J..2 -µ - v 'f' = 'f'l + 'f'2 = ~ = 2. 
as illustrated in Figure l.l(b). The symmetry is broken by Nature's choice 
of a specific minimum (e.g., </>1 = v/v'2, </>2 = 0). In this way, the vacuum is 
no longer U(l) gauge invariant while the Lagrangian still is. The scalar field 
can be expanded about this point and substituted into the Lagrangian: 
</>(x) = ~exp (i~~)) (v + H(x)); 
.c = ~(8µH)(8µ H) + µ 2 H2 + H8µ~)(8µ~) 
+gvAµ(8µ0 + ~g2v2 AµAµ - iAµvAµv + · · ·. 
The massless ~ ( x) field is referred to as a Goldstone boson. In general, 
8 
(a) V(<j>) (b) 
Im(<j>) Re(<j>) 
Im(<j>) Re(<j>) 
Figure 1.1: The scalar potential V(<f>) = µ 2</>t</> + >.(¢t¢) 2 for (a) µ 2 > 0 and 
(b) µ 2 < 0. In case (a) there is a single minimum at Re</> =lm<f>=O; in case 
(b) there is a ring of minima at 14>1 = J-µ2/2>.. 
a Goldstone boson appears for each generator of the gauge group that is 
spontaneously broken [11, 12]. However, in the case of a local gauge invariant 
Lagrangian, the Goldstone boson does not correspond to a physical particle. 
This can be shown with a special choice of a local U(l) gauge transformation: 
B(x) = -~(x)/gv. This choice is referred to as the Unitary Gauge. The 
resulting transformed vector and scalar fields are 
1 Aµ(x)-+ A~(x) = Aµ(x) - -8µ~(x) gv 
<f>(x)-+ </>'(x) = <f>(x) exp (i~) = ~(v + H(x)) 
Terms in the Lagrangian involving ~(x) and 8µ~(x) fortuitously cancel, and 
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the resulting Lagrangian is 
The Goldstone boson can be interpreted as the longitudinal polarization 
degree of freedom for the massive gauge field Aµ ( x). Thus, this Lagrangian 
now describes a massive real scalar field H(x) with a mass v-2µ 2, and, most 
importantly, a massive gauge field Aµ(x) with mass gv. 
The above formalism of spontaneously breaking a local gauge symme-
try to yield a massive gauge boson is known as the Higgs mechanism [4]. 
The surviving massive scalar field H ( x) is the Higgs boson. The parameters 
which appear in the scalar potential are important for determining the phe-
nomenology of the Higgs boson: µis the tree-level Higgs boson mass, and,\ 
is the quartic Higgs self-coupling. The quantity v / V2 is the Higgs vacuum 
expectation value. 
1.1.4 The Electroweak Interaction 
The current understanding of electroweak phenomena has evolved from the 
Fermi theory of weak interactions [13], quantum electrodynamics, and more 
than a century of detailed study of weak phenomena originating with Bec-
querel's discovery of radioactivity in 1896 (14]. Between 1961 and 1968, 
Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam developed the electroweak portion of the 
Standard Model: a locally invariant gauge field theory based on the group 
SU(2) x U(l) which provided a unified treatment of electromagnetic and 
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weak phenomena (1] and accommodated massive gauge bosons via the Higgs 
mechanism (4]. 
The construction of the Standard Model begins with a local SU(2) gauge 
symmetry associated with a conserved gauge charge, weak isospin (T). An-
other local U(l)y gauge symmetry is associated with another conserved 
gauge charge: hypercharge (Y). The Yang-Mills formalism discussed in Sec-
tion 1.1.2 requires the introduction of a massless weak isospin triplet of gauge 
bosons Wµ=(WJ, w;, w;) and a single massless hypercharge singlet gauge 
boson Bµ- Hence the covariant derivative is 
The normal electric charge Q is a linear combination of the third component 
of weak isospin and hypercharge: Q = T3 + Y /2; this anticipates electroweak 
symmetry breaking where a U(l)Q group remains unbroken yielding electro-
magnetism with a massless photon. 
In 1956, Lee and Yang proposed parity violation in weak interactions as 
a solution to an outstanding problem involving kaon decays [15]. Parity vi-
olation in weak decays was definitively determined in a series of astounding 
experiments [16]. To accommodate this observation, the Standard Model 
allows the electroweak SU(2) gauge bosons to operate only on left-handed 
particles. 3 Thus, fundamental fermions interact differently depending upon 
3Right-handed particles have helicity + 1/2 with their spin oriented parallel to their 
direction of motion; left-handed particles have helicity -1/2 with their spin oriented an-
tiparallel to their direction of motion. 
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their handedness and are correspondingly grouped into different SU(2) mul-
tiplet representations. Left-handed fermions are grouped into weak isospin 
doublets; there are two isospin doublets in each generation, one for quarks 
and the other for leptons: 
T = 1/2 Y = .! 
' 3 { 
T3 = +1/2 
T3 = -1/2 
{ 
T3 = +1/2 
T=l/2,Y=-1 
T3 = -1/2 
(;) (:,) (:,) 
L L L 
Right-handed particles4 can be grouped into weak isospin singlets: 
(e-)R (µ-)R 
T=O (u)R (c)R 
(d)R (s)R 
}Y= -2 
} y = ~ 
}Y= -~ 
The primes on the left-handed down sector quarks in the SU(2) doublets 
indicate that these are weak eigenstates and not mass eigenstates; this is 
discussed further in Section 1.1.5. 
To accommodate massive gauge bosons by the Higgs mechanism, a com-
plex weak isospin scalar doublet <I> is introduced along with the scalar poten-
4Neutrinos are assumed to be massless. Recent Kamiokande results may indicate the 
contrary [17], in which case right-handed neutrinos could be added to the collection of 
Standard Model right-handed singlet particles. 
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tial V (<I>) discussed in the previous section: 
With these elements in place, the Lagrangian of electroweak interactions 
can be written as 
kinetic energy and 
self-interactions of 
the gauge bosons 
gauge and scalar 
boson couplings and 





where g is the coupling constant of the weak isospin group SU(2) and g' is 
the coupling constant of the hypercharge group U(l)y. Terms for the fermion 
masses are discussed in Section 1.1.5. 
To spontaneously break the SU(2) x U(l)y symmetry, µ 2 is required to 
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be negative and l<I>l 2 must acquire a non-zero vacuum expectation value lying 
upon the hypersphere of global minima of the scalar potential V (<I>) at 
1 2 2 
I 12 - t - ( 2 2 2 2) - µ - v <I> - <I> <I> - 2 </>1 + </>2 + </>3 + </>4 - - 2.\ - 2· 
To do this in a manner which yields arr unbroken U(l)Q gauge group for 
electromagnetism, ¢3 is chosen to acquire a non-zero vacuum expectation 
value: 
<f>3 = v, </>1,2,4 = 0 : <I> - ( ¢+ ) ~ __!_ ( 0 ) 
- <Po J2 v 
As illustrated in Section 1.1.3, the resulting particle spectrum becomes ap-
parent upon expansion around the vacuum expectation value: 
1 ( e. r) ( o ) <P(x) = !<\exp i- . 
v2 2v v + H(x) 
The components of the field e ( x) are three Goldstone bosons which are ab-
sorbed into longitudinal polarization states of three massive gauge bosons; 
H(x) is the massive neutral scalar field. After substituting the above ex-
pansion and gauge transforming the resulting the Lagrangian, the apparent 
gauge boson spectrum emerges from the (Dµ<r>)t(Dµ<P) term: 
2 
(Dµ<P)t (Dµ<P) = ~ (g2 (w[µ + Wiµ) + (gW3µ - g'Bµ) 2]. 
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The covariant derivative can be rewritten in terms of physical fields: 
where the Weinberg electroweak mixing angle Bw has been introduced: 
g' 
tanBw = -. 
g 
The physical gauge fields and their masses are thus 
w; = ~ (w~ =t=iwi), Mw = 9;; 
Zµ = -BµsinBw + Wµ3 cosBw, Mz = Mw · 
cos Ow' 
Aµ = Bµ cos Bw + w; sin Bw, M'Y = 0. 
Thus, the Z boson and the photon emerge as orthogonal combinations of the 
w; and Bµ fields. 
The following has been achieved with the Higgs mechanism within the 
context of the electroweak Standard Model: 
• Three massless Goldstone bosons disappear from the particle spectrum 
and are reinterpreted as longitudinal polarization states of three mas-
sive weak gauge bosons; the charged gauge boson fields w; have ac-
quired a mass; the neutral gauge boson field Z µ has acquired a different 
mass; 
• The neutral gauge boson field Aµ corresponding to the U(l)Q group 
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(i.e., electromagnetism) remains massless; this is the photon 1; 
• A neutral massive scalar field H(x) is predicted; this is the Higgs boson. 
While all other aspects of the Standard Model have been confirmed by 
experiment, the Higgs boson remains unobserved. The Higgs boson is de-
pendent upon the parameters v and A. from the scalar potential discussed in 
Section 1.1.3. The SU(2) coupling strength determines v: 
where Gp is the Fermi coupling constant. However, ,\cannot be determined 
a priori. Hence, the Higgs boson mass remains a free parameter in the Stan-
<lard Model and must be experimentally measured, once the Higgs boson is 
discovered. 
1.1.5 Fermion Masses and the CKM Matrix 
Although the Higgs mechanism provides masses for the weak gauge bosons, 
it is naturally extendable to generate masses of the fundamental fermions 
listed in Table 1.1. Normally, fermion mass terms of the form m'lj;'lj; could 
be added to the Lagrangian without encountering problems related to gauge 
symmetry. However, such a mass term in terms of chiral fields is 
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Particles of different chiralities are placed into different SU(2) multiplets ('1/JL 
is an SU(2) doublet while 1/JR is an SU(2) singlet). Therefore in this case the 
fermion mass term m'lj;'lj; is not gauge invariant. 
Fortunately, the masses of the fundamental fermions can be generated via 
Yukawa couplings of the Higgs to the fermions. Mass terms are the form 
where g 1 is the Yukawa coupling of the fermion f represented by the field 
'ljJ to the Higgs field. This term can be inserted into the Lagrangian since 
the inner product of the Higgs and left-handed fermion SU(2) doublets yield 
a gauge invariant singlet. This is straightforward for the lepton sector if 
neutrinos are assumed to be massless: 
From this it follows that fermion masses are proportional to their Yukawa 
coupling to the Higgs field. 
The situation for generating quark masses is more interesting. Since both 
components of the SU(2) doublet for quarks have mass, the lepton mass 
generation mechanism must be modified. This is accomplished by using the 
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conjugate of the Higgs doublet: 
Thus the quark mass terms may be written as 
3 3 
LL {gt ( ui, Ji)L cl> (ui)R +gt ( ui, c4)L <P (di)R} + h.c. 
i=l J=l 
where indices i and j run over the three generations, ui are the three up-sector 
weak eigenstates, and di are the three down-sector weak eigenstates. The 
matrices gu and gd each contain nine arbitrary complex Yukawa couplings 
of the quarks to the Higgs field. Two complex quark mass matrices are 
defined as Mu _ (v/-J'2)gu and Md - (v/V'i)gd. To obtain the physical 
quark states (i.e., u,d,c,s,t,b quarks), these matrices must be diagonalized by 
multiplying on the left and right by appropriate separate unitary matrices uu 
and Ud. This is made clearer if the weak charged current terms coupling the 
left-handed weak eigenstates of the up- and down-sector quarks are expressed 
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in terms of the mass eigenstates using uu and Ud: 
di 








= (u,c,f)L 1µV s 
b 
L 
The weak eigenstates of the down-sector quarks can be interpreted to be 
mixed by the matrix V - u~tut. The matrix Vis the Cabbibo--Kobayashi-
Maskawa ( CKM) matrix [18, 19]. This complex unitary matrix is most often 
written as 
Vud Vus Vub 
V = Vcd Vcs Vcb 
Vi<l Vis V'tb 
From the unitarity requirement (which removes nine free parameters) and 
the fact that gauge invariance allows the redefinition of the phases of the 
quark fields (which further removes five unphysical phases), the matrix itself 
possesses three real parameters and one phase angle. The phase is a possible 
source of CP violation and would not exist if there were only two generations. 
This was Kobayashi and Maskawa's prime motivation for their proposal of 
the above 3 x 3 unitary mixing matrix [19]. Terms such as Vcb, Vcs, and 
Vub play a central role in discussions of the decay dynamics of heavy quark 
hadrons (see Section 3.2). 
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1.1.6 The Strong Interaction 
Quarks experience strong interactions while leptons do not. The part of the 
Standard Model describing strong interactions is a gauge field theory known 
as quantum chromodynamics (QCD) based on the non-Abelian group SU(3). 
The corresponding strong gauge charge is referred to as color and comes in 
three varieties (e.g., red, green, and blue). Hence, for each quark flavor, 
there are three possible colors it may possess. The gauge bosons for the 
strong interaction are the gluons (see Table 1.2). 
The first direct evidence for the gluon was found in three-jet events in-
terpreted as hard gluon bremsstrahlung from one of the quarks leading to 
two quark jets and a gluon jet (i.e., e+e- -+ qqg) [20). However, there is 
no evidence of free single quarks or gluons in nature [3). This observation 
supports a central feature of QCD called confinement. Confinement refers 
to the fact that at small values of momentum transfer Q2 the QCD running 
coupling constant as( Q2) becomes large. The complementary case is referred 
to as asymptotic freedom; at large values of Q2 , a 8 (Q2 ) tends to zero, QCD 
processes can be treated perturbatively, and quarks behave as quasi-free par-
ticles. This leads to the existence of only color-singlet objects in nature (e.g., 
qqq or qq hadronic states), and the fact that a non-color singlet configura-
tion of quarks will polarize the vacuum creating qq pairs until a system of 
color-singlet objects is obtained. This is described further within the context 
of jets and multi-hadronic final states from e+e- annihilations in Section 3.1. 
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1.2 Higgs Boson Phenomenology 
This section summarizes phenomenological issues relevant to Standard Model 
Higgs boson searches at LEP2. As discussed in Section 1.1.4, until the Higgs 
boson is discovered, its mass is unknown and remains a free parameter in 
the Standard Model. However, for a given mass, the relevant properties 
(e.g., the production cross section) of the Higgs boson can be unambiguously 
determined. The range of masses relevant to LEP2 searches is from 60 to 
105 GeV /c 2.5 
Section 1.2.l describes production mechanisms while Section 1.2.2 sum-
marizes Higgs boson decays. Section 1.2.3 discusses arguments for constrain-
ing the Higgs boson mass bounds derived from theory and precision mea-
surements of electroweak observables. Section 1.2.4 discusses existing exper-
imental limits on the mass of the Higgs boson. 
1.2.1 Higgs Boson Production 
The Higgs boson couples to massive fermions and the \V± and Z bosons. It 
is possible for Higgs bosons to be produced radiatively from these particles. 
Alternatively, it can be produced via w+w- and ZZ fusion. The s-channel 
production of Higgs bosons from the annihilation of fermion/anti-fermion 
pairs is possible, but this process is negligible in e+e- collisions since the 
5This assumes center-of-mass energies near y's = 196 Ge V are ultimately obtained at 
LEP2. There is the possibility that, in the year 2000, an upgraded cryogenic system will 
support running near or above y's = 200 Ge V. In this case, the upper value on the relevant 
range of Higgs boson masses should increase accordingly. 
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electron mass (and hence the Higgs-electron coupling) is very small. A Higgs 
boson and a photon can be produced via higher-order processes involving 
virtual intermediate massive fermion loops or w± loops (e.g., z~H1), but 
this process is not relevant to LEP2 searches [21]. A gluon fusion production 
mechanism exists where two gluons couple to a massive fermion loop which 
produces a Higgs boson; this is only relevant for searches at pp and pp 
colliders. 
Figure 1.2 shows diagrams contributing to Higgs boson production in 
the context of e+e- interactions relevant to LEP2 searches. Radiative Higgs 
boson production from virtual Z bosons is the dominant process at LEP2 
and is referred to as Higgsstrahlung. This process is discussed in more detail 
in Section 1.3. 
1. 2. 2 Higgs Boson Decay 
The Higgs boson decays to massive fermions or gauge bosons. The Higgs-
fermion coupling is proportional to the fermion mass, while the couplings 
to the w± and Z are proportional to the boson mass squared. Decays to 
gluons are possible through intermediate massive quark loops, and decays to 
II and Z1 are possible through intermediate w± loops or massive fermion 
loops [21]. 
At tree level, the partial width for Higgs bosons decaying into fermions is 
r(H ~ ff) = N F f H 1 - _! G M 2M ( 4M2 )
312 
c 4?TJ2 M~ 
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Figure 1.2: Diagrams contributing to Higgs boson production in e+e- inter-
actions at LEP2: (a) Higgsstrahlung, (b) w+w- fusion, and (c) ZZ fusion. 
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where Ne is 1 for leptons and 3 for quarks [21]. 
Within the relevant Higgs boson mass range for LEP2, the Higgs boson 
decays predominantly to b quark/ anti-quark pairs with a branching ratio 
ranging from roughly 87% to 80% with increasing Higgs boson mass. The 
next most prevalent decays are to r+r- and c quark/anti-quark pairs with 
branching ratios of roughly 7% and 3% respectively. The branching ratio for 
decays to gluons ranges from roughly 23 to 4%. Decays to W(*)+W(*)- and 
Z(*)Z(*) are very rare, becoming dominant only at larger Higgs boson masses 
(MH > 150GeV/c 2). Figure 1.3 shows the Higgs boson branching ratios over 
a large mass range. 
The width of the Higgs boson for a mass between 60 and 105 Ge V / c 2 
ranges between roughly 1.5 and 3 MeV /c 2 (i.e., the lifetime is on the order 
of 10-22 s). However, the typical experimental resolution for reconstructing 
the Higgs boson mass is on the order of a few Ge V / c 2 . 
1.2.3 Higgs Boson Mass Bounds 
Various theoretical arguments have been used to constrain the mass of the 
Higgs boson. Precision electroweak measurements can also be used to de-
termine the most consistent Higgs boson mass and to derive an upper limit. 
However, the final arbiter will be the direct experimental observation of the 
Higgs boson and the measurement of its mass. 
An upper limit on the Higgs boson mass can be determined from "unitar-
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Figure 1.3: Branching ratios for Higgs boson decay as a function of the Higgs 
mass (calculated by the HZHA generator [22]). Decays to bb dominate for 
Higgs boson masses relevant to LEP2 searches ( 60 < Mtt < 105 Ge V / c 2). 
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for elastic scattering of longitudinally polarized massive gauge bosons (i.e., 
wtwr,-+ wtwr,) diverges quadratically in energy when calculated in a per-
turbation expansion. At an energy above 1.2 TeV, this process would violate 
unitarity. This problem is solved once diagrams including the exchange of 
the Higgs boson are included. However, unitarity would again be violated if 
the Higgs boson mass is too large [23]: 
Hence this indicates that the Higgs boson mass should be below roughly 
850 Ge V / c 2 in order to retain perturbative unitarity and renormalizabil-
ity [24]. However, this is not a strict upper bound, it is only a measure of the 
scale up to which perturbation theory is reliable (i.e. the w± ,z, and Higgs 
bosons would become strongly interacting above 1.2 TeV, and the Standard 
Model would need to be modified in some more complex way) [25]. 
Another theoretical upper bound on the Higgs boson mass is related to the 
quartic self-coupling of the Higgs boson, .\( v2) = M~/2v2 (see Section 1.1.3), 
and the energy scale A up to which the Standard Model remains valid. This 
self-coupling grows logarithmically with energy: 8.\/8logµ2 ';::j.\2 , whereµ is 
the renormalization scale. This behavior of.\ from the electroweak symmetry 
breaking scale ( v = 246 Ge V) to µ can be approximated as [23] 
.\( 2) = .\(v2) 
µ 1 - 3>.(v2) lo Ii!_. 
87r2 g v2 
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With the condition that A.(µ 2 ) < oo for all µ < A, this translates into an 
upper bound on the Higgs boson mass [23]: 
87r2V2 
M 2 < ~(750 GeV/c 2) 2 for A~l TeV. H - 31 A2 ogV2 
The upper bound decreases for increasing values of A, becoming roughly 
200 GeV /c 2 for A~1019 GeV [23]. 
Lower bounds can be derived from theoretical arguments based on the 
stability of the electroweak vacuum. Radiative corrections from massive 
fermions modify the scalar potential given in Section 1.1.3 with terms of 
the form -gj¢4 log¢. For the case of the top quark, the shape of the Higgs 
potential changes if >.. is too small. In this case, the Higgs vacuum expecta-
tion value v2 /2 is a local minima, and the vacuum might not be stable [26). 
The requirement that this situation not occur translates into a lower limit on 
the Higgs boson mass which is dependent upon A and the top quark mass. 
Lower limits are obtained [27]: 
Mtt > 55 GeV /c 2 for A~l TeV; 
Mtt > 130GeV/c 2 for A~l019 GeV 
with a top quark mass of 175 Ge V / c 2• The former limit is consistent with ex-
isting LEP2 limits on the mass of the Higgs boson discussed in Section 1.2.4; 
the latter would not bode well for a Higgs boson discovery at LEP2. 
The Higgs boson influences observed electroweak processes via higher-
order processes beyond tree-level. Hence, if electroweak observables are pre-
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cisely measured, it is possible to determine the Higgs boson mass via the 
radiative corrections. To demonstrate this, the Fermi coupling constant Gp 
can be rewritten with radiative correction terms (D.rx) included [23]: 
Gp 27ra (()2 . 2 (} M2 (1 + D.ra + D.rt + D.rH) v £, sm 2 w z 
where a is the electromagnetic coupling, D.r a represents the difference be-
tween a(Mi) and a(O), and D.rt represents the top radiative corrections to 
the w± and Z masses. The D.rH term represents the radiative corrections 
to the w± and Z masses from the Higgs boson; this term is proportional 
to log(Mii). Measurements of electroweak observables from the four LEP 
experiments (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL), SLD, CDF, and DO are 
combined, and a fit to these data is performed. The Higgs boson mass is 
determined from the minimum x2 of the fit (28]: 
where the second error is due to theoretical uncertainties. Figure 1.4 shows 
the value of D.x2 = x2 - X~in as a function of MH. A 95% confidence level 
upper limit on the Higgs boson mass is also determined (28): 
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Figure 1.4: .6.x2 = x2 - X~in versus Mtt from a fit to precision electroweak 
measurements from Ref. [29]. The shaded band around the curve indicates 
an estimate of theoretical uncertainty. 
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1.2.4 Experimental Limits on the Mass of the Higgs 
Boson 
A variety of searches have been conducted for Higgs boson over the last 25 
years in a variety of quantum mechanical systems. The evolution of the 
searches from extremely low energies to the highest energy regimes that are 
currently experimentally accessible reflects the fact that the Higgs boson 
mass is a free parameter in the Standard Model. 
An extremely light Higgs boson (Mtt < 15 MeV /c 2 ) has been excluded 
by experiments ~earching for indirect evidence in atomic and nuclear systems 
via a Higgs-nucleon coupling [30]. Other searches have excluded a very light 
Higgs boson (Mtt < 50MeV/c 2 ) [31]. In these cases, the mass would be 
light enough for the Higgs boson to have significant lifetime and the only 
possible decays would be to e+e- or 'Y'Y· Searches for unexpected decays of 
pions (32], kaons (33], B mesons [34], and Y [35] have excluded a light Higgs 
boson (Mtt < 5 GeV /c 2). 6 
From 1989 to 1995, the four LEP experiments searched for direct ev-
idence of Higgs boson production via the Higgsstrahlung process in e+e-
collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 91.2 GeV (i.e., LEPl). Due to enor-
mous background from z-hadrons, only the final states where the Z decays 
to vii and f+g- (where g± denotes either e± orµ±) were considered. ALEPH 
used the full LEPl data sample, observed three candidate events with 2. 7 
events expected from Standard Model background processes, and set a 953 
6 Most of these results have a model dependence as summarized in Ref. [25]. 
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confidence level limit of Mtt > 63.9 GeV /c 2 [36]. DELPHI, L3, and OPAL 
also conducted similar Higgs boson searches and set 953 confidence level 
lower limits on the mass of the Higgs boson of 55.7, 60.2, and 59.6 GeV /c 2 
respectively [37, 38, 39]. 
With the advent of LEP2 and initial center-of-mass energies of 161 and 
172 Ge V, the four LEP experiments again searched for direct evidence of 
Higgs boson production via the Higgsstrahlung process. The total inte-
grated luminosities of the data samples at 161 and 172 GeV were 41.7 and 
41.2 pb-1 respectively. Due to the different background conditions at LEP2, 
all major final states of the Higgsstrahlung process were covered; this is dis-
cussed further in Section 1.3. Four (six) candidate events were observed 
at 161 (172) GeV with expectation from Standard Model background pro-
cesses of 5.3 (11.1) events. A combined 953 confidence level lower limit of 
Mtt > 77.5 GeV /c 2 was set [40]. 
A search for the Standard Model Higgs boson in pp collisions at a center-
of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV has been conducted with the CDF and DO ex-
periments at the Tevatron. The integrated luminosities of the data samples 
( 110 pb-1 for CD F and 100 pb-1 for DO) are insufficient to set any significant 
lower limits on the Higgs boson mass since cross sections and signal detection 
efficiencies are very small; however, in the absence of evidence of an unex-
pected signal, upper limits on the Higgs boson production cross section can be 
determined (41]. The Higgs boson production process qq ~ (W±, Z)H with 
H ~ bb was investigated. CDF concentrated on modes in which Z ~ qq, 
W± ~ qq', and w± ~eve or µvw DO concentrated on the modes in which 
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Z -t vD and w± -t eve or µvw The Standard Model expectation for the 
cross section is less than 1 p b for Higgs boson masses above 70 Ge V / c 2 [ 41]. 
No evidence of a signal was detected. CDF set a 95% confidence level up-
per limit on the cross section for a Higgs boson with mass between 70 and 
120GeV/c 2 in the range from 14 to 19pb [42]. Limits in the range from 50 
to 20 pb are set by DO [43]. The sensitivity of Tevatron Higgs boson searches 
is expected to improve after the main injector upgrade is completed [41]. 
1.3 Higgs Boson Production and Background 
Processes at LEP2 
The Higgsstrahlung process e+e- -t HZ is the dominant Higgs boson produc-
tion mechanism at LEP2 and constitutes the signal process for the discussions 
presented in this thesis. 
A variety of Higgsstrahlung final states exist when specific decays modes 
of the Higgs boson and the Z are considered; these are described in Sec-
tion 1.3.1. These final states have characteristic topologies for which specific 
sets of event selection criteria (referred to as analyses) are designed. 
The challenge when designing an analysis for each final state is to detect 
the Higgs boson signal while rejecting the Standard Model processes which 
do not involve Higgs boson production but can mimic it in different respects. 
These Standard Model background processes are described in Section 1.3.2. 
After all event selection criteria are applied, the number of events ex-
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pected to be observed in data due to Standard Model background processes 
can be determined from samples of simulated events. If no significant excess 
events are observed, a lower limit on the Higgs boson mass can be set. 
1.3.1 The Higgsstrahlung Process and Final States 
At tree-level, the cross section for the Higgsstrahlung process (with a final 
state Z which is real) is 
g4 1 [ ] l ,\ + 12M2 Is 
o-(e+e---+ HZ)= 40 - 1 + (1-4sin
2 0w)2 ,\2 
2 
z 2 30727r cos w s (1 - Mz/ s) 
where ,\ is a two-particle phase space factor: ,\ = (1 - M~/ s - Mi/ s )2 -
4M~M'#,/s2 (44). The Higgsstrahlung cross section as obtained from the 
HZHA event generator (22) is shown in Figure 1.5 as a function of center-of-
mass energy for various Higgs boson masses. Figure 1.6 shows cross sections 
for Higgsstrahlung as well as w+w- and ZZ fusion Higgs boson production 
processes at a fixed center-of-mass energy (JS= 183 GeV) and as a function 
of the Higgs boson mass as obtained from the HZHA event generator (22). 
At a center-of-mass energy of 183 GeV, the cross section ranges from 1.0 
to O.Olpb for Higgs boson masses between 60 and 100GeV/c 2 . As shown in 
Figure 1.6, the Higgsstrahlung cross section is roughly two orders of magni-
tude greater than the cross section for w+w- fusion and roughly three orders 
of magnitude greater than ZZ fusion for a Higgs boson mass of 85 GeV /c 2. 
There exist a variety of Higgsstrahlung final states when specific de-
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Figure 1.5: The cross section for the Higgsstrahlung process in e+e- collisions 
as a function of center-of-mass energy for various Higgs boson masses as 
calculated by the HZHA event generator (22]. 
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of the Higgs boson mass as calculated by the HZHA event generator [22]. 
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the possible decay modes and the fraction of the total Higgsstrahlung pro-
cess they represent. This thesis concentrates on the dominant four-jet final 
state described below. Analyses designed for this final state are described 
in Chapter 4. As mentioned in Section 1.2.4, this final state was inacces-
sible in the LEPl environment due to the large resonant background from 
e+e- ---; Z ---;hadrons. Analyses designed to search for the other final states 
are summarized in Appendix A. 
Higgsstrahlung Final States 
bb(qq, bb) bbvD bbf+p- bbT+T-
593 173 5.63 2.93 
T+T-(qq, bb) T+T-VV T+T-e+e- T+T-T+T-
5.53 1.53 0.53 0.33 
(qq, gg)(qq, bb) (qq, gg)vD ( qq, gg)f+ g- ( qq, gg)T+ T-
5.53 1.53 0.53 0.33 
Table 1.3: A summary of the fraction of various final states with respect to 
the total Higgsstrahlung cross section for a Higgs boson mass of 85 Ge V / c 2 . 
The first fermion pair denotes the decay products of the Higgs boson. The 
second denotes the decay products of the Z. Non-b quark pairs are denoted 
as qq. Electrons and muons are denoted as p±. 
The Four-Jet Final State 
The dominant Higgsstrahlung final state consists of the Z decaying to qq 
and the Higgs boson decaying to bb: e+e- ---; HZ ---; bbqq. This accounts for 
between 60 and 573 of the total Higgsstrahlung cross section for Higgs boson 
masses between 60 and 100 Ge V / c 2 respectively. If Higgs boson decays to 
non-b quark pairs and gg are included, the fraction of the total increases 
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to between 65 and 64 3 for Higgs boson masses between 60 and 100 Ge V / c 2 
respectively. Each of the quarks or gluons manifests itself as jets of hadrons; 
the phenomenology of jets is described in detail in Section 3.1. Hence, this 
final state is referred to as the four-jet final state 
This four-jet final state is characterized by events with a low amount 
of missing energy. The two jets from the Higgs boson decay are typically b 
quark jets. If the Z decays to bb, then the event will have four b jets. In both 
cases, the experimental identification of b quark jets is crucial to distinguish 
signal events from the background processes discussed in Section 1.3.2. 
The Missing Mass Final State 
The next most prevalent Higgsstrahlung final state consists of the Z decaying 
to neutrinos and the Higgs boson decaying to bb: e+e- ~HZ~ bbvv. This 
accounts for roughly 173 of the total Higgsstrahlung cross section for Higgs 
boson masses between 60 and 100 Ge V / c 2. If Higgs boson decays to qq 
and gg are included, the fraction of the total Higgsstrahlung cross section 
increases to roughly 183. This final state is referred to as the missing mass 
final state. 
This final state is characterized by two acoplanar jets with respect to 
the direction of the incident e+e- beams and missing mass close to Mz due 
to the neutrinos escaping undetected. Again, the two jets from the Higgs 
boson are predominantly b quark jets, and the experimental identification of 
b quark jets is of crucial importance to search for this final state. 
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The Dilepton Final States 
The Higgsstrahlung final state with the Z decaying to e+e- orµ+µ- and the 
Higgs boson decaying to bb, qq or gg is referred to as the dilepton final state 
and accounts for roughly 63 of the total Higgsstrahlung cross section for 
Higgs boson masses between 60 and 100 Ge V / c 2 . Although this is a small 
percentage of the total, the events have a distinctive signature: two energetic 
leptons from the Z and typically two b jets from the Higgs boson. 
Final States with T Leptons 
The Higgsstrahlung final state involving two oppositely charged T leptons and 
a quark/anti-quark pair, e+e-, orµ+µ- accounts for between 8.63 and 8.83 
of the total cross section for Higgs boson masses between 60 and 100 Ge V / c 2 . 
These final states include the three cases: H - 7+ T- and Z - qq consti-
tuting 5.2 to 5.53 of the total; H - bb and Z - T+T- constituting 2.9 to 
2. 73 of the total; H - T+'T- and Z - f+ .e- constituting 0.50 to 0.533 of the 
total. 7 These final states are characterized by two jets and two oppositely 
charged T leptons, typically two b jets and two oppositely charged T leptons, 
and two oppositely charged T leptons and two energetic oppositely charged 
electron or muon pairs. 
7The r+ r- .e+ .e- final state is dealt with in the context of the analyses designed for the 
dilepton final state described in Appendix A. 
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1.3.2 Background Processes 
Several Standard Model processes which do not involve Higgs boson produc-
tion can mimic a potential Higgs signal. Hence, these processes are referred 
to as Standard Model background processes or simply as background. These 
background processes can be classified into two groups: two-fermion and var-
ious four-fermion processes. Since the Higgs signal processes considered in 
this thesis involve at least two quark jets (with the exception of the T+T-c+ c-
final state), only background processes which could result in a multi-hadronic 
final state are relevant. 
The Two-Fermion Process 
The relevant two-fermion background process is the production of a 
quark/anti-quark pair from a Z or virtual photon: e+e- _,. zC*) /1* _,. qq('Y). 
A diagram contributing to this process is shown in Figure l.7(b). The (1) de-
notes any initial state radiation (ISR) photons from the electron or positron. 
One of the quarks can bremsstrahlung a hard gluon, leading to events with 
more than two jets (e.g., qqg, qqgg, qqqq, etc ... ). This process was the dom-
inant physics process at LEPl with a large cross section of roughly 30 nb 
due to the center-of-mass energies being near Mz. As the center-of-mass en-
ergy increases towards the LEP2 regime, this cross section falls rapidly. At 
a center-of-mass energy of 183 GeV, it is 102 pb.8 
8The cross sections for the Standard Model background processes are calculated with 
the PYTHIA event generator [45] with the exception of the w+w- cross section which is 
calculated with the KORALW event generator (46], the two-photon hadronic cross section 
which is calculated with the PHOT02 generator [47], and the ZviJ cross section which is 
calculated with the ZNNBOl generator [48]. 
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Roughly 65% of the e+e- ~ Z(*) f'y* ~ qq('Y) process at 183 GeV consists 
of radiative Z returns. This refers to the case when a hard ISR photon 
from the electron or positron boosts the effective center-of-mass energy of 
the colliding system back to near Mz (denoted as qq')'). The ISR photon 
typically has low transverse momentum; it can escape undetected down the 
beam pipe and the resulting event will have missing energy, or it could be 
detected as an isolated energy deposit in a detector and the resulting event 
will have little missing energy. In either case, the quark jets in qq')' events 
recoil against the ISR photon and are not collinear. 
The smaller component of the total cross section consists of hard e+e-
annihilation to qq. In this case the visible mass of the event is near the center-
of-mass energy. Since the total two-fermion cross section consists of radiative 
Z returns and hard annihilations, it is denoted as qq('Y). Figure l.8(a) shows 
the total qq('Y) and hard annihilation component cross sections as a function 
of energy for energies near 183 GeV. 
This process and experimental measurements based upon it are described 
in detail elsewhere (49). 
The Two-Photon Process 
The process in which virtual photons from the incoming electron and positron 
form a fermion/anti-fermion pair is referred to as the two-photon or 'Y'Y pro-
cess, although it is actually a four-fermion process. A lowest-order diagram 
contributing to this process is shown in Figure 1. 7 (a). A 'Y'Y event is referred 
to as being untagged if both the electron and positron escape down the beam 
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pipe undetected. The majority of the II events are untagged. 
Only the case when the produced fermion/anti-fermion pair are quarks 
is relevant to Standard Model Higgs searches. The hadronic cross section 
is highly dependent upon assumed kinematic features; it is roughly 10 nb 
with a generator level requirement that the invariant mass of the hadronic 
system whad be greater than 2.5 Ge v I c 2 . Although this cross section is large, 
these events are characterized by extremely low visible energy and particle 
multiplicity. Hence they are easily eliminated at early stages of the event 
selection criteria designed to search for the Higgs boson, and they do not 
constitute a significant source of background events. 
This process as well as experimental measurements based upon it are 
described in detail elsewhere [50]. 
The w+w- Process 
The pair-production of w± bosons has a cross section of 15.8 pb at a center-
of-mass energy of 183 GeV. 9 This process has two s-channel (I* and Z*) 
and one t-channel production mechanisms; Figure 1.7(c) shows diagrams 
contributing to these processes. At energies near the 2Mw threshold, the 
t-channel diagram dominates [44]. This process and experimental measure-
ments based upon it are described in detail elsewhere [51]. 
For searches for neutral Higgs bosons, this background process represents 
a source of c jets which can be misidentified as b jets. Figure l.8(c) shows 
9The value of Mw used in the KORALW event generator [46] for this cross section 
calculation is 80.35GeV/c 2 . 
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the w+w- cross section as a function of energy for energies near 183 GeV. 
The ZZ Process 
The four-fermion process involving the pair-production of Z bosons shown in 
Figure l.7(d) includes the processes e+e- -t ''//*, Z(*)1*, and Z(*)Z(*); this 
process is referred to as ZZ; hence "Z" denotes either an on-shell Z boson, 
Z*, or a 1*. Below 2Mz, the process results in only one on-shell Z; thus it 
can resemble the two-fermion qq/ process. 
At a center-of-mass energy of 183 GeV, which is just above 2Mz, the pro-
duction of two oµ-shell Z bosons begins to turn-on. If a definition of two "on-
shell" Z bosons is taken as {(Mz1 - 91.2)2 + (Mz2 - 91.2) 2} < (10 GeV /c 2 ) 2 , 
roughly 93 of the 2.9 pb cross section at 183 GeV is due to the production of 
two on-shell Z bosons. 10 This fraction increases to roughly 223 at 189 Ge V. 
Figure l.8(b) shows the ZZ cross section as a function of energy for the total 
and on-shell component as defined above. 
This background process is especially problematic for analyses designed 
to search for the Higgs boson at LEP2. If one Z decays to bb or ,+,-, 
the resulting final state is indistinguishable from a Higgsstrahlung final state 
for a Higgs boson mass near Mz; hence ZZ is referred to as an irreducible 
background in searches for the Standard Model Higgs boson. 
This process and experimental measurements based upon it are described 
in detail elsewhere (52]. 
10 A requirement that the mass of each z< * l h* be greater than 200 Me V / c 2 is used for 
calculating the ZZ cross section. 
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Single W and Z Processes 
The lowest-order dominant t-channel diagrams contributing to the four-
fermion processes involving the production of single w± bosons (e+e- ----; 
W±eve, denoted as Wev) and single Z bosons (e+e- ____, ze+e-, denoted as 
Zee) are shown in Figures l.7(e) and (f). As is the case with the ZZ process, 
the "Z" denotes a Z(*) or 1*. The cross sections at 183 GeV are 0.6 and 
6.8 pb for Wev and Zee respectively. 11 The Wev process and experimental 
measurements based upon it are described in detail elsewhere [53]. 
Both of these processes have events which are characterized by a "spec-
tator" electron or positron escaping down the beam pipe undetected. Hence, 
these events will have a large component of missing momentum in the z di-
rection. Events from the Wev process have visible masses near Mw. Events 
from Zee process will often have visible masses near Mz; the production of 
low mass virtual photons is possible, but these events have very low particle 
multiplicity and visible energy. 
A second mechanism for single Z boson production exists: e+e- ____, ZvD. 
This process is identical to the Higgs production via w+w- fusion illustrated 
in Figure 1.2 except that the product of the w+w- fusion is a Z boson 
instead of a Higgs boson. This process has an extremely low cross section of 
0.013 pb at a center-of-mass energy of 183 GeV (calculated with the ZNNBOl 
generator [48]). 
11 A requirement that the mass of the z<*l h* be greater than 12 GeV /c 2 is used when 
calculating the Zee cross section. 
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Summary of Background Processes 
Table 1.4 gives a summary of Standard Model background processes and 
their cross sections at vs= 183 GeV. 
Cross section (pb) 
qq('Y) I w+w- I zz I Zee I Wev I ZvD 
I 102 I 15.8 I 2.9 I 6.8 I 0.61 I 0.013 I 
Table 1.4: A summary of the cross sections for Standard Model background 
processes at Js = 183 GeV. 
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Figure 1.7: Diagrams contributing to Standard Model background processes: 
(a) two-photon, (b) qq(!'), (c) W pair production (W+w-), (d) zC*) f'y* pair 
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Figure 1.8: Cross sections for Standard Model background processes as a 
function of center-of-mass energy: (a) qqfy) (solid line) and the component 
without ISR (dashed line), (b) ZZ/'Y* production (solid line) and the compo-
nent having two "on-shell" z bosons (dashed line)' ( c) w+w- production, 




2.1 The LEP Accelerator 
Located in the region of the border between France and Switzerland at an 
average depth of 100 m below the surface, the Large Electron Positron (LEP) 
storage ring accumulates, accelerates, and collides counter-rotating high en-
ergy beams of electrons and positrons. LEP consists of four straight and four 
curved sections which together form a ring measuring 26.6 km in circumfer-
ence. The beams circulate in a pipe with a vacuum of the order of 10-9 Torr 
and are guided and focused by 3304 dipole and 496 quadrapole magnets. 
Radio frequency (RF) cavities accelerate the beams and compensate for en-
ergy losses due to synchrotron radiation. Collisions occur at four equidistant 
interaction points along the ring each of which is the site of a large detec-
tor experiment (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, or OPAL). The LEP storage ring is 
described in more detail elsewhere [54]. 
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A series of smaller accelerators and storage rings accelerate and inject 
electrons and positrons into LEP. The LEP Injector Linacs (LIL) produce 
and accelerate electrons to 600 Me V. A high-current 200 Me V electron beam 
from the first LIL strikes a tungsten target and produces positrons which 
are accelerated by the second LIL to 600 Me V. Both electrons and positrons 
are injected into the Electron/Positron Accumulator (EPA) which serves as 
a buffer between the dedicated LEP pre-injection facilities and the multi-
purpose CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS). The PS receives these leptons and 
accelerates them to an energy of 3.5 GeV before injection into the CERN 
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) which accelerates them to a final pre-LEP-
injection energy of 22 GeV. The accelerator complex is shown in Figure 2.1. 
From 1989 to 1995, LEP accelerated e+e- beams to an energy of roughly 
45 GeV, allowing collisions with center-of-mass energies at or near the Z peak. 
This first phase of LEP (LEPl) delivered a total of 200 pb-1 to each detector 
experiment and permitted the study of a variety of topics such as precision 
measurements of electroweak parameters and investigations into production 
and decay of hadrons containing the heavy b and c quarks. 
The second phase of LEP (LEP2) involves increasing the center-of-mass 
energy to nearly 200 GeV. The most notable and technologically challeng-
ing obstacle to this upgrade is the higher accelerating gradients needed to 
compensate the energy losses due to synchrotron radiation (SR). Since the 
SR energy loss scales as the fourth power of the beam energy, attaining in-
creasingly higher beam energies in a storage ring such as LEP is a formidable 
challenge. At the LEPl beam energy of 45 GeV, the average energy loss due 
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ALEPH 
Large Electron-Positron storage ring (LEP) 
27 km, 45GeV<E<100 GeV 
Proton Synchrotron (PS) 
0.6 km, E=3.5 GeV 
Electron-Positron Accumulator (EPA) 
0.12 km, E=600 MeV 
Figure 2.1: The LEP accelerator complex. The LEP Linear Injector system 
(LIL), Electron Positron Accumulator (EPA), Proton Synchrotron (PS), and 
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) are the injector system for the main LEP 
storage ring. Electron-positron collisions occur at four experimental areas 
ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL. 
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to SR was a modest 116 MeV per turn per electron/positron, and normal-
conducting copper RF cavities could be used. At a beam energy of 100 Ge V 
this energy loss increases to more than 2800 Me V per turn and superconduct-
ing (SC) copper/niobium RF cavities operating near 4.5 K must be used. In 
November of 1995, following the installation of 56 new SC RF cavities [55], 
LEP attained center-of-mass energies between 130 and 136 GeV. Another 
84 SC RF cavities were installed during the first part of 1996, and LEP was 
able to increase its energies to 161 GeV and 172 GeV during 1996 [56]. An 
additional 84 SC RF cavities have since been installed enabling LEP to reach 
183 GeV starting in May 1997. 
With the advent of LEP2, a new operational method was adopted with 
respect to the configuration of the circulating beams in order to boost lu-
minosity and to strive towards a goal of a total LEP2 integrated luminosity 
of 500 pb-1. Prior to 1995, LEP operated in either a bunch mode with 
four equidistant bunches of electrons or positrons in each beam or a pret-
zel scheme which allowed eight bunches per beam [57]. Due to a maximum 
bunch current limitation of 0.5 mA and intrinsic problems arising from the 
pretzel mode, these schemes were abandoned in favor of a new bunch train 
configuration in which beams contain four equidistant trains each consisting 
of up to four bunches [58). This scheme has been used since November 1995. 
LEP strives to deliver the highest possible instantaneous luminosities to 
each of the four detector experiments. The luminosity £ for LEP is defined 
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as 
[, = Ne+Ne-NbunchNtrainsf 
4mTxO"y 
where Ne± is the number of e± per bunch, Nbunch is the number of bunches in a 
train, Ntrains is the number of trains, f is the revolution frequency, and O" x and 
O"y are the RMS beam sizes in the x and y directions at the interaction point 
of an experiment. The luminosity at each experimental point is determined 
with dedicated luminosity subdetectors and monitors. Typical luminosities 
during the 1997 running period were roughly 1031 cm-2s-1 . 
An accurate determination of the LEP beam energy is essential for a 
majority of physics analyses. At LEPl, a method of determining the beam 
energy through resonant spin depolarization of the circulating beams was 
developed and had an accuracy of better than 1 MeV (59]. This method 
relies upon the natural build-up of transverse polarization [60]. An oscillating 
radial field from an RF-magnet is used to determine the spin precession 
frequency of electrons. This frequency is directly proportional to the beam 
energy (61]. However, the strength of depolarizing effects in the accelerator 
increases as the square of beam energy [62], and it has proved impossible to 
achieve any significant amount of transverse polarization at LEP2 energies. 
Hence, energy measurements at LEP2 must be done with a new extrapolation 
method. Partially polarized 45 or 50 Ge V beams are first circulated in LEP 
to allow an energy calibration via the depolarization scheme. The beams are 
accelerated to LEP2 energies, and a measurement of the new field strength 
of the dipole magnets is done with NMR probes. This method gives a beam 
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energy uncertainty of roughly 30 MeV [63). 
It is interesting to note that a variety of environmental phenomena con-
tribute to the energy measurement uncertainty. These include radial defor-
mations of the ring due to lunar and solar tides [61], the amount of rainfall in 
the region, the water level in Lake Geneva [64), parasitic currents carried by 
the LEP beam pipe caused by the passage of TGV trains near Geneva [65], 
and changes in the dipole magnetic fields due to temperature and humidity 
variations [63). 
During 1997, LEP operated in three different energy regimes: y's = 91.3, 
130and136, and 181-184 GeV. The data sample collected at y's = 91.3 GeV 
consists of an integrated luminosity of 2.2 pb-1 and is referred to as the Z 
peak data. This Z peak data sample is used for calibration purposes and 
systematic studies. The data collected at y's = 130GeV (3.8pb-1) and 
y's = 136 GeV (3.6 pb-1) were used to investigate possible anomalous four-
jet production observed by ALEPH in 1995 [66]. The data taken at center-
of-mass energies between 181 and 184 GeV are referred to as the high energy 
data and constitute the data sample used for the analysis presented in this 
thesis. Figure 2.2 shows the LEP integrated luminosity delivered to ALEPH 
as a function of time. Table 2.1 summarizes the center-of-mass energies and 
luminosities for the high energy data. 
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Figure 2.2: LEP integrated luminosity delivered to ALEPH in 1997 as a 
function of time [67]. The run is divided into four parts of three different 
center-of-mass energy ranges: (A) vs= 91.3 GeV, (B) vs= 181-184 GeV, 
(C) vs= 130 and 136 GeV, and (D) return to vs= 181 - 184 GeV. 
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Energy Integrated 
(GeV) Luminosity (pb-1) 
180.834 0.16 
181.711 3.94 
182. 714 51.0 
183.766 1.93 
182.675 57.0 
Table 2.1: Summary of the 1997 LEP high energy data delivered to ALEPH. 
The last row is the luminosity-weighted average. The uncertainty on the 
energy measurements is 29 MeV [68]. The uncertainty on the total luminosity 
is 0.543 as discussed in Section 2.2.8. 
2.2 The ALEPH Detector 
ALEPH (Apparatus for LEP pHysics), one of four large detector experiments 
on the LEP storage ring, consists of groups of finely segmented cylindrical 
subdetectors. The detector is large, about 1 000 m3 , and has a high degree 
of hermeticity. A cut-away view of the detector is shown in Figure 2.3. All 
subdetectors are coaxial with respect to a central beryllium/ aluminum beam 
pipe with a 5.41 cm outer radius which holds the LEP vacuum and the e+ 
and e- beams. 
The origin of the ALEPH coordinate system is a fixed point close to the 
interaction point where e+e- beams collide. The actual interaction point 
varies according to LEP beam parameters and is determined on an event-
by-event basis (see Section 3.3.1). The nominal direction of the e- beam is 
defined to be the z direction; the x direction is a horizontal line pointing 
towards the center of LEP; the y direction points upwards, orthogonal to x 
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and z. A polar angle() is defined with respect to the z axis, and an azimuthal 
angle ¢is defined circling around the detector in a right-handed sense with 
respect to the z axis. 
.: 
Figure 2.3: The ALEPH detector shown in a cut-away view. The various 
subdetector components are numbered: (1) silicon microstrip vertex detec-
tor (VDET), (2) inner tracking chamber (ITC), (3) time projection cham-
ber (TPC), (4) electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), (5) superconducting 
solenoidal magnet coil, (6) hadron calorimeter (HCAL), (7) muon chambers, 
(8) luminosity subdetectors. 
A large time projection drift chamber (TPC), a multi-wire drift cham-
ber (ITC), and a double-sided silicon microstrip vertex detector (VDET) 
comprise the central tracking system of the detector and are immersed in 
an uniform 1.5 T magnetic field created by a superconducting solenoidal coil 
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coaxial with the beam line. A lead/wire chamber sampling electromagnetic 
calorimeter (ECAL) and an iron/streamer tube hadron calorimeter (HCAL) 
provide energy measurements of charged and neutral particles traversing the 
detector. Outside the HCAL, two double layers of streamer tubes (muon 
chambers) detect and provide position information for muons. Measurements 
of absolute luminosity are obtained from specialized low-angle subdetectors, 
the LCAL and the SiCAL. 
The ALEPH detector is described in detail elsewhere (69, 70, 71, 72]. 
Relevant aspects of the detector components are described in the subsections 
below. 
2.2.1 The Vertex Detector (VDET) 
The silicon microstrip vertex detector (VDET) complements tracking infor-
mation obtained from the ITC and TPC by providing precise measurements 
of charged particle trajectories close to the interaction point. High-precision 
position measurements are crucial for identifying and studying properties of 
short-lived hadrons containing the heavy band c quarks. 
The use of silicon detectors in high energy physics has numerous benefits. 
Advanced techniques such as photolithography developed in the commercial 
semiconductor industry permit silicon detectors to be designed and fabricated 
with relative ease and a high degree of accuracy and reproducibility. Thin and 
compact detectors can be constructed due to the low average energy (3.6eV 
per electron-hole pair) needed to ionize silicon compared to gas chamber gases 
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( 26 e V for argon). The large lattice mobility of charge carriers liberated by 
ionization and the small readout electrode pitch give fast charge collection 
and signal response times on the order of 10 ns. A disadvantage of silicon 
detectors is their susceptibility to radiation damage. The nature of this 
damage is either bulk damage to sites in the crystal lattice or surface damage 
to the Si/Si02 layer [73, 74). For this reason, a dedicated subsystem of the 
ALEPH online data acquisition system, the ALEPH Radiation Beam Loss 
Interlock System (ARBLIS), monitors radiation levels near the VDET and 
is able to safely and swiftly dump LEP beams in the event of unacceptably 
high levels. 
In the fall of 1995, the ALEPH VDET was upgraded in order to im-
prove the identification of b jets for neutral Higgs boson searches at LEP2. 
The completely new VDET described below is twice as long as the previous 
VDET, has roughly half of the passive material in the active region, and uses 
new radiation-hard readout chips. More complete descriptions of the upgrade 
as well as the initial ALEPH VDET program are available elsewhere [75). 
The VDET has two concentric cylindrical layers of double-sided silicon 
wafers. Each silicon wafer is rectangular, measuring 52.6 mm by 65.4 mm, 
and consists of n-type 300 µm thick silicon. The wafers function as seg-
mented reverse-biased p-n junction diodes. On the junction side of each 
wafer, 2 041 12 µm strips of p+ material running parallel to the beam direc-
tion are implanted every 25 µm. On the Ohmic side of each wafer, 1280 
12 µm n+ strips running perpendicular to the beam direction are implanted 
every 50 µm interspersed with p+ blocking strips. The p+ blocking strips 
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electrically isolate the n+ strips from an electron accumulation layer in the 
Si/Si02 interface near the wafer surface. The wafers are reverse-biased with a 
voltage of between 20 and 62 V, creating a depletion region devoid of mobile 
charge carriers. Charged particles traversing this depletion zone ionize the 
material liberating electron-hole pairs which drift to the orthogonal p+ and 
n+ strips and generate measurable signal pulses. The junction side p+ strips 
provide an r</> coordinate for particles while the Ohmic side n+ strips provide 
the z coordinate. Only every second p+ and n+ strip is connected to readout 
electronics, hence the readout pitch is 50 µm and 100 µm for the r</> and z 
sides respectively. Using charge interpolation techniques, a spatial resolution 
of 10 µm in r<f> and 15 µm in z can be obtained. The r<f> and z measurements 
are independent; they are paired together to form true three-dimensional 
space points during offline event reconstruction. 
Three silicon wafers mounted end-to-end create a single readout unit in 
terms of data acquisition called a module. Readout electronics are mounted 
at the end of each module in order to minimize material in the active region. 
Two modules are combined to create a face with an active length of 40 cm 
shown in Figure 2.4. The entire VDET has 24 faces arranged in two layers 
shown in Figure 2.5. The inner layer has nine faces with an average radius 
of 6.3 cm from the beam axis; the outer layer has 15 faces with an average 
radius of 11 cm from the beam axis. These radii are constrained by the 5.5 cm 
outer radius of the LEP beam pipe and the inner 12.8 cm radius of the ITC 
support tube. Adjacent faces are arranged to overlap 0.2 cm in the r</> view. 







Figure 2.4: A view of the junction side of a VDET face. Each face consists of 
six wafers (two modules of three wafers) and associated readout electronics 
and cabling at both ends of the face. 
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Figure 2.5: A diagram of the assembled VDET consisting of 15 outer faces 
and nine inner faces. 
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pitch, Landau energy loss fluctuations of the particles traversing the sili-
con, electron-hole drift distortions due to the magnetic field, and noise in 
the readout electronics [73]. Knowledge of the position of the silicon strip 
detectors relative to one another and the other tracking devices is crucial 
and represents an additional source of degradation in the performance of the 
VDET. Ideally, the position of each wafer is known with the same precision 
as the intrinsic 10 µm resolution. This is challenging since there are a total 
of 864 alignment parameters: three rotations and three translations for each 
of the 144 wafers. Fortunately, tracks from data can be used to align the 
VDET [76]. Alignment parameters and corrections can be determined using 
tracks from multi-hadronic events obtained during dedicated alignment runs 
taken at .JS= 91 GeV as well as from the higher energy runs. A laser sys-
tem monitors time-dependent mechanical instabilities caused by distortions 
of the faces. Laser beams shine on 44 light spots; typically three spots are 
positioned on each outer layer face [77]. 
2.2.2 The Inner Tracking Chamber (ITC) 
The ITC, a cylindrical multi-wire drift chamber, has inner and outer radii of 
12.8 cm and 28.8 cm, and a 2 m active length. The chamber is filled with a 
mixture of 80% argon and 20% C02 at atmospheric pressure. Running par-
allel to the beam direction, 30 µm diameter gold-plated tungsten sense wires 
are arranged in eight concentric layers. There are 96 wires in each of the 
four inner layers and 144 wires in each of the four outer layers. Gold-plated 
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147 µm diameter aluminum field wires are arranged hexagonally around each 
of the sense wires creating close-packed drift cells. The sense wires carry a 
positive potential between 1.8 kV and 2.0 kV while the field wires are held 
at ground, giving a gas gain of between 1.2 x 104 and 4.9 x 104 . The drift 
cells in adjacent layers are offset by half cell-widths allowing left-right track 
ambiguities to be resolved. Between every two drift cell layers 100 µm di-
ameter copper /beryllium guard wires and aluminum hoops form guard cages 
to catch any broken wires. Figure 2.6 shows an end-on view of the wire 
configuration for a slice of the ITC. 
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Figure 2.6: An r<f> view of a slice of the ITC. There are eight layers of sense 
wires together with associated field wires and calibration wires. 
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Tracks with jcosBI < 0.97 will traverse all eight drift cell layers. The 
drift time in cells determines the ref> coordinates with an average resolution 
of 150 µm. By measuring the difference between the arrival times of pulses 
at opposite ends of sense wires, the z coordinate can be determined with an 
average resolution of 5 cm. 
The ITC provides the only tracking information for the Level-1 trigger 
(discussed in Section 2. 2. 9). The drift cell size has been minimized to be 
between 4. 7 mm and 6.5 mm to provide fast trigger response time. A decision 
based upon re/> coordinates is available within 1 µs of a beam crossing. A 
three-dimensional rc/>z trigger decision is available within 2 µs to 3 µs. These 
times are less than the successive bunch crossing time at LEP2 of 22 µs. 
2.2.3 The Time Projection Chamber (TPC) 
The TPC (shown in Figure 2. 7) is a 4.4 m long cylindrical annulus coaxial to 
the beam direction having inner and outer radii of 0.31 m and 1.80 m. The 
43m3 gas volume is filled with a mixture of argon (913) and methane (93) 
at a pressure between 8 mbar and 12 mbar above atmospheric pressure. A 
disc-shaped membrane made from 25 µm thick Mylar coated with conducting 
graphite paint is placed at the midpoint of the TPC. A potential of -27 kV 
is placed on this central membrane while each end of the TPC is held at a 
potential near ground. This creates an electric drift field of 11.5 kV /m point-
ing from each end of the TPC towards the central membrane. The surfaces 
of the inner and outer cylinders which define the TPC volume are referred 
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to as ffold cages. The field cages contain copper ring-shaped electrodes with 
a thickness of 10.2 mm spaced 1.5 mm apart. These electrodes are connected 









Figure 2.7: A cut-away view of the TPC showing the central membrane, inner 
and outer field cages, and the 18 wire chamber sectors with their supports 
at each end. 
Charged particles traversing the TPC volume leave ionization trails in 
the gas. Due to the uniform axial magnetic field, these particle trajectories 
are helical. Ionization electrons drift towards an end plate with a velocity 
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of 5.2 cm/ µs. Each of the end plates contain 18 sectors of multi-wire pro-
portional chambers. In each sector, three planes of wires are strung over a 
cathode pad plane as shown in Figure 2.8. 
The build-up of charge in the drift volume from positive ions produced in 
the wire chamber gas amplification avalanches would alter the electric drift 
field and cause track distortions. This motivates the use of a gating grid. 
The first wire plane over each sector consists of 76 µm diameter copper wires 
at 2 mm intervals. In its closed state the gating grid blocks the passage of 
charged particles by holding alternate wires at a potential of -67 ± 100 V. 
Roughly 3 µs before a LEP beam crossing, the grid wires are switched to a 
potential of -67 V, permitting the passage of charged particles. When the 
Level-1 trigger decision is positive, the gate is held in this open state for the 
45 µs maximum drift time of ionization electrons in the TPC. 
In order to define the potential boundaries of the drift cells and to isolate 
the drift volume from the wire chamber electric field, a cathode wire plane 
of 76 µm diameter copper wires is situated 6 mm behind the gating grid in 
each sector. Four millimeters behind this grid a plane of gold-plated 127 µm 
diameter copper field wires are interleaved with gold-plated 20 µm tungsten 
sense wires with a spacing of 2 mm. Ionization electrons from the drift volume 
cause avalanches around the sense wires and induce signals on a segmented 
copper cathode pad plane 4 mm from the sense-field wire plane. The size 
of each cathode pad is 6.2 mm x 30 mm (br</J x br) with an azimuthal pitch 
of 6.7mm. In each sector there are between 148 and 196 sense wires and 






Figure 2.8: A schematic view of a TPC wire chamber sector. Three layers of 
wires form a cathode wire plane, a gating plane, and a sense/field wire plane. 
These wires are strung over a plane containing copper cathode readout pads. 
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measuring 6.3 mm radially and subtending 15° in azimuth are used for the 
Level-2 trigger discussed in Section 2.2.9. 
Charged particle trajectories in the TPC can traverse a maximum of 21 
pad rows and 338 sense wires. The </> coordinate is determined by charge 
interpolation from signals induced on the cathode pads. The r coordinate 
is determined from the known radial position of the pads involved in the 
measurement. An r</> point resolution of 180 µm can be obtained. The z 
coordinate is determined from the measured drift time from the cathode pad 
signals1 with a point resolution of 0.8 mm. The pulse heights on the sense 
wires provide dE / dx information which is used for particle identification (see 
Section 2.3.2). 
A calibration system of frequency-quadrupled Nd-YAG lasers provides 
thirty straight ionization tracks which can be used to measure track distor-
tions and drift velocities. The lasers are fired between beam crossings in 
order to monitor time-dependent effects present during data taking periods. 
2.2.4 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) 
Outside the TPC but inside the magnet solenoid is the ECAL, a highly gran-
ular lead/wire chamber sampling calorimeter with a thickness of 22 radiation 
lengths (X0 ). Twelve modules surround the TPC cylinder and comprise the 
central barrel while twelve petal-shaped modules form each of the two endcap 
1Starting in 1997, modifications and improvements to the ALEPH offiine track recon-
struction algorithms permit the use of both pad and wire information to determine the z 
coordinate. This results in an improvement in the z coordinate resolution for high angle 
tracks by roughly 30%. 
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modules closing both ends. The ECAL covers 983 (3.9n) of the total solid 
angle excluding cracks between adjacent active module areas which account 
for 23 of the barrel surface and 63 of the endcap surfaces. The barrel has 
inner and outer radii of 185 cm and 225 cm. The endcaps are 251 cm on either 
side of the interaction point and have active inner and outer radii of 57 and 
228 cm and a depth of 41 cm. The barrel and endcap modules are shown in 
Figure 2.9. 
Barrel 
~ Magnet Cryostat 
Figure 2.9: An overall view of the ECAL barrel and endcaps surrounded by 
the cryostat for the magnet coil. 
Each module has 45 lead and proportional wire chamber layers. A single 
layer (see Figure 2.10) consists of a 2mm or 4mm thick lead sheet, an alu-
minum sheet with open extrusions on one side, a plane of 25 µm diameter 
gold-plated tungsten anode wires with a 5 mm pitch, a thin highly resistive 
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graphite-coated Mylar window, and a plane of cathode pads. A gas mixture 
of 803 xenon and 20% C02 at 60 mbar above atmospheric pressure is used 
in the modules. 
Cathode Plane 
Figure 2.10: Composition of a lead/wire chamber layer of the ECAL: lead 
sheet, aluminum extrusion layer, anode wire plane, and cathode readout pad 
plane. 
Electromagnetic showers develop in the lead sheets and cause ionization 
avalanches near the anode wires. These avalanches induce signals on cath-
ode pads which are connected internally to form towers pointing towards the 
interaction point. The towers are divided into three sections or storeys corre-
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sponding to three ECAL stacks: the first four ( 10 layers of 2 mm lead sheet), 
the middle nine (23 layers of 2 mm lead sheet), and the last nine radiation 
lengths (12 layers of 4mm lead sheet). There are a total of 49152 towers 
and 115 404 wires in the barrel and 24 576 towers and 226 800 wires in both 
endcaps. 
The tower storeys and the anode wires planes provide energy measure-
ments with a resolution (}E/ E = 0.18/VE + 0.009 with E in GeV. The 
longitudinal evolution of showers can be determined from separate tower 
storey readouts. The position of a shower centroid can be determined with 
a resolution of (6.8mmGeV112)/VE with E in GeV. 
2.2.5 The Superconducting Magnet Coil 
The solenoidal superconducting coil, positioned between the ECAL and the 
HCAL, is a continuous winding of a NbTi/Cu conductor along a length of 
6.35 m and is cooled by liquid helium to a temperature near 4.4 K. Near 
both ends of the main coil there are 40 cm long compensating coils. The coils 
are housed in an annular cryostat with inner and outer radii of 2.48 m and 
2.92 m. When the main coil is brought to its full nominal current of 5 000 A, it 
produces a 1.5 T uniform axial field. With the compensating coils operating, 
the field within the tracking volume has a homogeneity fj,,.Bz/ Bz < 0.23 and 
radial and azimuthal field components of Br/ Bz < 0.43 and Bq,/ Bz < 0.043 
respectively. The HCAL serves as the return yoke for the magnetic field. 
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2.2.6 The Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL) 
Consisting of iron slabs interspersed with layers of Iarocci streamer tubes [78], 
the hadron calorimeter (HCAL) measures the energy of hadrons. It also is 
the magnet return yoke, the absorbing material for the muon chambers, and 
the main support for the ALEPH detector. Shown in Figure 2.11, the central 
barrel and two endcaps encase the superconducting coil and ECAL endcaps, 
covering 993 of 41r. The barrel has inner and outer radii of 3.0 m and 4. 7 m 
and consists of twelve 70 ton modules 7.24 m in length. Each barrel module 
has twenty-two 5 cm thick iron slabs and a final 10 cm thick iron slab. The 
22 layers correspond to 7.16 interaction lengths at a normal incidence. Each 
endcap extends from a 0.45 m inner radius to 4.35 m outer radius and consists 
of six 75 ton petal-shaped modules situated 3.15 m from the interaction point. 
The narrow end of each endcap petal has twenty-two 5 cm thick iron slab 
layers with a 10 cm thick final layer and touches the outer edge of the ECAL 
endcap; the wide end has sixteen 5 cm thick iron slab layers and touches the 
end of the HCAL barrel. The 1.5 T axial magnetic field pushes the endcaps 
inwards against the barrel with a force of about 4 000 tons. Both the barrel 
and endcap modules are rotated by 32. 7 mrad with respect to the ECAL so 
that the cracks in the calorimeters do not overlap. 
Between the iron slabs, graphite-coated PVC extrusions create streamer 
tube cells with square 9 mm x 9 mm cross sections separated by 1 mm thick 
walls. Running along the length of each cell there are 100 µm thick beryllium-
copper anode wires. The tube cells contain a gas mixture of 22.53 argon, 
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Figure 2.11: The HCAL barrel and endcaps which serve as an absorber to 
measure the energy of hadrons, a support for the entire detector, and a return 
yoke for the magnet. 
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47.5% C02 , and 30% isobutane. There are 0.4cm wide aluminum strips run-
ning the length of each streamer tube as well as pads over the streamer tubes 
on the opposite side of the tube plane. Ionizing particles from hadronic show-
ers produce avalanches around the central wire of the tube and induce signals 
on the strips and pads. The pads are arranged in projective towers with an-
gular segmentation /j,,¢ x /j,,() of 3.7° x 3.0° in the barrel and either 7.5° x 2.7° 
or 15° x 2.5° in the endcaps. The tower pad readout provides energy mea-
surements of hadronic showers with a resolution of (]"E/ E = 84%/VE. Strip 
readout provides projective two-dimensional digital patterns. These digital 
hit patterns, although only two-dimensional, give a picture of a particle's 
behavior as it traverses the iron slabs and are used for muon identification. 
2.2. 7 The Muon Chambers 
Outside the HCAL there are two double layers of streamer tubes, the muon 
chambers. The separation of the two double layers is between 40 and 50 cm. 
The gas and the streamer tube construction of the muon chambers is the 
same as the HCAL. Each layer of tubes has 4 mm wide aluminum strips with 
lOmm pitch that are parallel to the streamer tube wires (x-strips) as well 
as 10 mm wide strips with 12 mm pitch that are perpendicular to the wires 
(y-strips); there are no pads. This configuration is shown in Figure 2.12. 
Particles traversing the muon chambers leave up to four two-dimensional 





Figure 2.12: A diagram of a single double muon chamber layer. Orthogonal 
planes of readout strips over streamer tube cells provide up to four two-
dimensional coordinates. 
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2.2.8 The Luminosity Subdetectors 
An accurate determination of the integrated luminosity delivered by LEP 
to ALEPH is essential for physics analyses. This can be accomplished by 
measuring the number of low-angle Bhabha scatterings, e+e- ~ 1* ~ e+e-. 
The cross section for this process is inversely proportional to the fourth power 
of the scattering angle and has a small theoretical uncertainty. Furthermore, 
interference from the less well known electroweak process e+e- ~ Z ~ e+e-
is small at low angles. Luminosity subdetectors positioned near the beam 
pipe at both ends of the detector provide position and energy measurements 
of scattered electrons and positrons and can be used to detect and count 
Bhabha events. These subdetectors are also treated as extensions of endcap 
calorimetry, extending ALEPH hermeticity to very low angles. 
The Silicon Calorimeter (SiCAL) is a sampling electromagnetic calorime-
ter consisting of 12 layers of tungsten alternating with layers of silicon pad 
detectors, 23 radiation lengths in depth. Two identical cylindrical SiCAL 
detectors are situated 2.5 m on either side of the interaction point with a 
thickness of 12 cm, and inner and outer radii of 6 and 15 cm. They can de-
tect Bhabha electrons and positrons with scattering angles between 24 and 
57mrad and have an energy resolution of aE/ E = 343/VE, a 150 µm ra-
dial position resolution, and an 3.8 mrad azimuthal resolution. Luminosity 
measurements with the SiCAL typically have an uncertainty of 0.093. 
An additional luminosity subdetector, the Luminosity Calorimeter 
(LCAL), consists of two 38 layer lead/wire chamber sampling calorimeters 
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similar in construction and operation to the ECAL, each having 24.6 radia-
tion lengths of material. The dual LCAL components are positioned 2. 7 m 
on either side of the interaction point and have a thickness of 45 cm, a 10 cm 
inner radius, and a 52 cm outer radius. They can detect Bhabha electrons 
and positrons with scattering angles between 45 and 160 mrad and have an 
energy resolution of roughly JE/ E = 153/VE and a position resolution in 
x and y of 0.43 mm +6.5 mm/ VE. Luminosity measurements with the LCAL 
have an uncertainty of roughly 0.53. 
From 1993 until the end of the LEPl era in 1995, ALEPH luminosity was 
determined using the SiCAL only [79]. However, the possibility of higher 
backgrounds at extremely low angles in the LEP2 accelerator environment 
motivated the installation of a tungsten mask inside the beam pipe to shield 
the inner ALEPH detectors from possible synchrotron radiation. To shield 
the detectors from possible secondary emission from this tungsten mask, 
a tungsten cone was added around the beam pipe. This cone shadows the 
Si CAL, reducing the acceptance from 24 to 34 mrad. An unrelated problem at 
LEP2 is associated with the SiCAL readout electronics which were designed 
specifically for LEP pretzel operation. With the advent of the LEP2 bunch 
train mode operation, the SiCAL can only be held open for one bunch out of 
each train, effectively downscaling the number of bunches in a train (80, 81]. 
Hence, ALEPH luminosities at LEP2 are determined using the LCAL only. 
At center-of-mass energies of 183 GeV, the total systematic error on the 
luminosity determination is 0.53 including the theoretical error associated 
with the Bhabha cross-section [82]. The statistical error is 0.23 [83], yielding 
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a total error on the luminosity of 0.543. 
2.2.9 The Trigger System 
It is impractical to record all information from the subdetectors at every beam 
crossing. Full detector readout not only represents a non-trivial amount 
of storage space on tape or disk, but also results in a certain amount of 
detector dead time. Therefore, a trigger system is needed to filter events 
resulting from genuine e+e- reactions from background events caused by 
cosmic rays or the LEP beam interactions with residual gas molecules in the 
beam pipe or material upstream of the detector. The fine-structure of the 
trigger configuration varies between various data-taking periods depending 
upon background rates and LEP beam configurations. 
The ALEPH trigger system has three levels; the first two levels are 
hardware-based while the third level is software-based. The Level-1 trigger 
decision is formed from tracking information from the ITC and total energy 
deposition in the ECAL, HCAL, and LCAL. A yes or no Level-1 decision is 
available within 5 µs. Since the time between bunch trains is 22 µs, no events 
are lost while this decision is made. 
If the Level-1 trigger decision is positive, the TPC gate is held open for 
the full 45 µs drift time. The Level-2 trigger is identical to Level-1 with the 
exception that TPC trigger pads replace the ITC information. A decision is 
reached within 50 µs after the beam crossing, and, if positive, initiates full 
data acquisition readout. 
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The final software-based Level-3 trigger uses raw digitized information 
from the whole event and takes advantage of correlations in subdetectors. If 
positive, the event is written to tape. 
The trigger efficiency for multi-hadronic events is essentially 1003. 
2.3 Event Reconstruction 
2.3.1 Track Reconstruction 
A typical hadronic event may have several dozen charged tracks which to-
gether may leave several hundred coordinate hits in the tracking system 
(VDET, ITC, and TPC). Pattern recognition algorithms attempt to group 
these coordinates together to form track candidates. The results of these 
track finding procedures are passed on to algorithms based upon Kalman 
filtering techniques to perform a final global track fit [84]. 
Charged particles traversing the central tracking systems have helical 
trajectories due to the uniform 1.5 T magnetic field. The radius of a track 
helix is inversely proportional to the charged particle's PT (i.e., the component 
of its momentum perpendicular to the field). ALEPH uses the following five 
parameters (illustrated in Figure 2.13) to describe track helices: 
• w is the inverse radius of curvature (positive if the helix bends counter-
clockwise, turning around the z axis in a left-handed sense); 
• tan ,\ is the tangent of the angle the helix makes with the xy plane; 
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• ¢0 is the emission angle in the xy plane at the point of closest approach 
to the z axis; 
• d0 is the distance of closest approach to the nominal ALEPH origin in 
the xy plane; 
• z0 is the z position of the distance of closest approach to the nominal 
ALEPH origin. 
Al/PT tracking resolution of 10-4 (GeV /c)-1 EB5 x 10-3 /PT is achieved, 
and a three-dimensional impact parameter resolution can be parameterized 
as (34 + 70/p) x (1+1.6 cos4 B) µm, with pin GeV /c [85]. 
Most analyses rely upon well-measured tracks which satisfy the following 
criteria 
I cos Bl < 0.95, NTPC hits ~ 4, 
Idol < 2.0 cm, lzol < 10.0 cm. 
Tracks passing these criteria are referred to as good charged tracks. 
2.3.2 dE/dx Measurements 
The specific energy loss by ionization dE / dx of charged particles can be 
determined from TPC wire measurements. Wire signals are associated with 
reconstructed tracks. Tracks must be separated by at least 3 cm in z for a 
dE / dx measurement to be resolved. Signals which are compatible with more 










I ~Sxy Zoi----__ 
Figure 2.13: A diagram illustrating the five helix parameters: w, tan,\, ¢0 , 
d0 , z0 . In the upper diagram, the arc length of the track in the r</> plane is 
denoted as Sxy· 
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where N is the number of wire hits, I is the measured dE/dx, and 10 is 
defined to be 1. 0 for minimum-ionizing particles. The remaining parameters 
are determined from data: CTo = 1.19, P1 = -0.5, p2 = p3 ~ -0.4. For 
minimally ionizing pions with more than 150 wire measurements, the dE / dx 
resolution is 5.53. 
Figure 2.14 shows dE/dx measurements for a given track sample; Fig-
ure 2.15 shows the average separation between particle types versus track 
momenta. 
2.3.3 The Energy Flow Algorithm 
Energy fl.ow refers to a series of algorithms which determine and classify de-
tected signatures from charged and neutral particle energy in an event. These 
algorithms properly deal with the multiple energy and momentum signatures 
of single tracks to avoid double-counting. The excellent momentum resolu-
tion of the TPC is combined with calorimetry and particle identification 
techniques. Energy deposited in the luminosity subdetectors is also used, 
extending the solid angle calorimetry coverage down to 34 mrad in polar an-
gle [72]. 
An initial event cleaning procedure is performed on charged tracks and 
calorimeter clusters. Charged particle tracks must meet one of the following 
sets of criteria: 
1. The track must have at least four hits in the TPC and originate from 
a cylinder of length 20 cm and radius 2 cm coaxial with the beam and 
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Track momentum (GeV/c) 
Figure 2.14: The measured dE/dx versus particle momentum for tracks hav-
ing at least 150 dE / dx measurements. Fitted parameterizations for electrons, 
muons, pions, kaons, and protons are superimposed on the data. The mea-
surements have been normalized such that minimum-ionizing particles have 
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Figure 2.15: The average dE / dx separation in standard deviations between 
particle types for tracks having at least 50 dE / dx measurements versus par-
ticle momentum. 
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centered at the nominal interaction point; 
2. Charged particle tracks rejected by the criteria above are recovered 
if they belong to a reconstructed V 0 (refer to Section 3.3.1) which is 
compatible with originating from the nominal interaction point within 
a cylinder of length 30 cm and radius of 5 cm coaxial with the beam. 
The cleaning procedure also identifies noisy ECAL and HCAL channels and 
does not use them for calorimeter cluster finding. Fake energy deposits due to 
occasional calorimeter noise are found and removed when the corresponding 
signal is incompatible with the signal measured independently on the ECAL 
wire planes or HCAL streamer tubes. 
Charged particle tracks are extrapolated from the tracking chambers to 
the calorimeters. Topologically connected tracks and calorimeter clusters 
are used to compose calorimeter objects. The calorimeter objects are pro-
cessed via a series of particle identification algorithms which classify elec-
trons, muons, photons, and neutral pions. Any remaining calorimeter ob-
jects which cannot be associated with charged tracks are classified as neutral 
hadronic objects. Hence, for each event a set of classified energy flow objects 
is built which is used in the offiine analysis of events. 
This energy flow algorithm allows jets to be reconstructed with a typical 
angular resolution of 20 mrad both for the polar and azimuthal angles, and 
a relatively uniform energy resolution over the whole detector acceptance 
parameterized as CJE = (0.60VE + 0.6) x (1 + cos2 0) where E is the jet 
energy in GeV and() is the jet polar angle [85]. 
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2.4 Monte Carlo Simulation 
In order to develop analyses and design selection criteria, it is necessary to 
generate large samples of events which simulate the occurrence of physics 
processes in the ALEPH detector. This relies upon an event generator using 
Monte Carlo techniques to provide four-vectors of final state hadrons, leptons, 
and photons. These four-vectors are processed through a detector simulation 
and then through the same event reconstruction programs used for data. 
A multitude of event generators for producing Monte Carlo simulations of 
processes relevant to e+e- annihilations exist (86]. Two event generators are 
primarily used for the samples of simulated events upon which the results of 
this thesis are based. The PYTHIA 5. 7 generator (45] is used to generate 
most of the samples for the main Standard Model background processes 
discussed in Section 1.3.2. The HZHA02 generator (22] is used for all Higgs 
signal processes. 
The ALEPH detector simulation program is called GALEPH. It uses 
the known position of material and responses of subdetector components in 
conjunction with the G EANT3 (87] and G HEISHA [88] packages to sim-
ulate the passage and possible interactions of charged and neutral particles 
through the ALEPH detector. The output of GALEPH is in a format iden-
tical to the raw data from the detector with additional information relating 
the detector signals to event generator-level particles (referred to as Monte 
Carlo truth information). 
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Chapter 3 
Identification of b Quark Jets 
A Higgs boson with a mass relevant to LEP2 searches decays predominantly 
to a bb quark pair. Quark pairs produced in high energy e+e- annihila-
tions manifest themselves as jets of particles; this is described in Section 3.1. 
Jets originating from b quarks contain b hadrons which have characteristic 
features summarized in Section 3.2. 
The properties ofb quarks and b hadrons give b jets characteristic features 
with respect to jets from lighter quark flavors (i.e.) u)d)s) and c quarks) and 
gluon jets. The identification of b jets and rejection of non-b jets is referred 
to as b-tagging and is the most important selection criterion in most analyses 
designed to search for the neutral Higgs boson. Section 3.3 describes a variety 
of b-tagging variables based upon the properties of b jets. 
A single b-tagging variable could be used alone in an analysis designed 
to search for the Higgs boson; however, greater discrimination power be-
tween signal and background processes can be obtained by combining mul-
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tiple variables together using multivariate techniques. Section 3.4 describes 
a technique which combines six b-tagging variables using a neural network 
(NN) which dramatically improves the discrimination power compared to 
any single b-tagging variable. 
3.1 Jet Phenomenology 
The primary quarks produced from e+e- annihilations manifest themselves 
as collimated jets of hadrons at high energies; this was first observed at 
center-of-mass energies near 7 GeV (89]. Gluons may bremsstrahlung from a 
quark and create additional jets in an hadronic event; this was first observed 
by Wu and Zobernig at PETRA [20]. 
3.1.1 Hadronization 
Primary quarks and any gluons they may radiate are referred to as initial 
partons. Initial partons carry color charges and cannot exist in isolation 
since Nature apparently permits only color singlets to exist freely. Non-
perturbative QCD processes convert the colored initial partons into color 
singlet hadrons. This is referred to as hadronization. Figure 3.1 illustrates 
processes involved in a hadronic event from e+e- annihilation. 
Although the hadronization process is not well understood, phenomeno-
logical models exist. Examples of these models are the string model [90] 
(implemented in the JETSET Monte Carlo program [91]) and the cluster 
model [92] (implemented in the HERWIG Monte Carlo program [93]). In 
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(a) (b) (d) 
Figure 3.1: A schematic illustration of the stages of an e+e- __,hadrons event: 
(a) electroweak processes involving the e+e- annihilation to a virtual photon 
or a Z which may be accompanied by a bremsstrahlung photon, (b) Perturba-
tive QCD parton shower processes involving gluon bremsstrahlung of the pri-
mary quarks from the virtual photon or Z decay, (c) Non-perturbative QCD 
processes (hadronization) transforming quarks and gluons into color-neutral 
hadrons, ( d) Strong or electroweak decay of the hadrons into detectable par-
ticles. 
the string model, for example, the confining nature of the strong interaction 
dictates that the color potential of the initial partons becomes proportional 
to their separation at large distances. As the initial partons fly apart from 
the interaction point, it becomes energetically favorable for additional quark 
pairs to be produced from the vacuum. Ultimately the initial colored partons 
are transformed into bound color singlet hadronic states. 
Jet originating from quarks are qualitatively different than jets from glu-
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ons. In QCD, the gluon self-interaction coupling is proportional to the color 
factor CA while the quark-gluon coupling is proportional to the color factor 
Cp. The values of the color factors are determined by the structure of the 
color gauge group SU(3). The ratio CA/CF is predicted to be 9/4 = 2.25; 
this is in good agreement with experimental measurements [94]. Hence glu-
ons are more likely to radiate softer gluons in the hadronization process, and 
a gluon jet is consequently broader with a higher particle multiplicity than 
a light quark jet of the same energy. These features of gluon jets have been 
observed in hadronic events at LEPl [95]. 
3.1.2 Jet Clustering 
Algorithms exist which cluster charged and neutral particles in an event to-
gether to form jets. These algorithms form the basis of most analyses dealing 
with hadronic events which rely upon the clustered jets to approximate the 
direction and energies of the initial partons in an event. 
Most jet clustering schemes used in ALEPH are based upon the JADE 
algorithm (96]. This recursive algorithm begins by considering each energy 
flow object in an event to be a pseudo-jet. Pairs of pseudo-jets are then 
combined according to a metric defined as 
2E-E·(l - cos O· ·) i J iJ 
Yi]= E 2. 
VIS 
where i and j are two pseudo-jets, and Evis is the visible energy in the event 
(i.e., the sum of the energy of all energy flow objects). The numerator is 
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essentially the invariant mass squared of the two pseudo-jets. The energy 
and three-momentum of the new pseudo-jets are determined according to 
a combination scheme from the energy and three-momenta of a previous 
pseudo-jet and an energy flow object, yielding a new set of pseudo-jets. In 
the E scheme the simple sum of three-momenta and of energy is used. The 
combination procedure is iterated until all Yij are larger than a specified 
threshold which is referred to as Ycut· 
Several variants of the JADE scheme exist and have been extensively 
studied in the context of QCD-related measurements and predictions [97]. 
Durham, one of the JADE variants, has several advantages (e.g., reduced 
sensitivity to soft gluon radiation) [98]. In this scheme, the JADE clustering 
metric is replaced by 
The numerator is essentially the square of the lower-energy particle's trans-
verse momentum kfij with respect to the higher-energy particle. Unless 
otherwise indicated, the Durham E scheme is used in the analyses presented 
in this thesis. 
3.1.3 Fragmentation Function 
The energy spectrum of hadrons within a jet which contains a primary quark 
depends upon a convolution of perturbative QCD processes with the non-
perturbative hadronization process. It is impossible to predict the expected 
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energy spectrum exactly, but it is possible to model and parameterize. This 
energy spectrum becomes relevant when considering heavy quark hadrons 
since analysis efficiencies are often dependent upon the momenta of decay 
products from heavy quark hadrons. A fragmentation function D!J ( z) is de-
fined as the probability to observe a hadron of type H from the fragmentation 
of an initial heavy quark Q, which carries an energy-momentum fraction z of 
the initial quark. A parameterization describing heavy quark fragmentation 





H 1 EQ DQ ex z- 1 - - - --
z l-z 
where z is defined as 
and with PU representing the component of momentum along the direction 
of the primary quark. The only free parameter in this parameterization, EQ, 
is a function of the heavy quark mass. Due to the high b quark mass, b 
hadrons are expected to have a harder momentum spectrum than c hadrons. 
In fact, b hadrons carry on average roughly 703 of the initial b quark mo-
mentum [100, 101, 102], and b hadron decay products tend to have high 
momenta even for high multiplicity b hadron decays. 
In the Monte Carlo event generators used in this thesis, the Peterson 
fragmentation model is used for b and c quarks. The LUND symmetric 
fragmentation model is used for uds quarks [45]. 
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3.2 Phenomenology of Heavy Flavor Hadrons 
This section briefly reviews properties of heavy flavor hadrons (i.e., hadrons 
containing the heavy b or c quarks) relevant to the design of b-tagging algo-
rithms. It is natural to include c hadrons in this discussion since b hadrons de-
cay predominantly to c hadrons, and c hadrons and b hadrons have similar 
properties (e.g., lifetime). In fact, w+w- events containing c jets constitute 
a major source of background for the analyses designed to search for the 
Higgs boson. 
Since the discovery of the J/'lj; in 1974 (103] and the Tin 1977 (104], heavy 
flavor hadrons have been the subject of intense study in high energy physics. 
Table 3.1 summarizes the properties of weakly decaying heavy quark hadrons. 
The relatively long lifetime of these hadrons combined with the Lorentz boost 
they acquire at LEP gives events containing these hadrons a characteristic 
displaced vertex topology. The sizeable fraction of hadronic Z decays to c 
and b quark pairs (Rc~16% and Rb~22% [3]) permitted the investigation of 
a wide variety of heavy flavor physics topics at LEPl. 
The simplest model describing heavy flavor hadron decay is the spectator 
model [105] where the decay dynamics are governed only by the electroweak 
behavior of the heavy quark, and the lighter quark or di-quark (the spectator) 
plays no role. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2(a). Any interactions between 
the spectator and heavy quarks are ignored, and the decay rates of heavy 
quark hadrons can be calculated in a manner similar to muon decay. The 
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I b hadrons I 
I Hadron II Quark Content I Mass (Me V / c 2) I Lifetime (ps) I 
B- bu 5278.9 ± 1.8 1.65 ± 0.04 
Bo bd 5279.2±1.8 1.56 ± 0.04 
Bo 
s bs 5369.3 ± 2.0 1.54 ± 0.07 
Ao b bud 5624± 9 1.24 ± 0.08 
I c hadrons I 
I Hadron II Quark Content I Mass (Me V / c 2 ) I Lifetime (ps) I 
D+ cd 1869.3 ± 0.5 1.057 ± 0.015 
Do cu 1864.6 ± 0.5 0.415 ± 0.004 
D+ 
s cs 1968.5 ± 0.6 0.467 ± 0.017 
A+ 
c cud 2284.9 ± 0.6 0.206 ± 0.012 
Table 3.1: A summary of weakly decaying b and c hadrons and their 
properties[3]. Charge-conjugate states are implied. 
hadronic and leptonic widths in the spectator model are roughly given as [106] 
where Vqq' is a CKM matrix element and mQ is the mass of a heavy quark 
Q. For b hadron decay, the very small value of IVcbl and the extremely small 
value of IVubl lead to long lifetimes. However, it is apparent from the different 
heavy flavor hadron lifetimes alone that the first-order spectator model does 
not give a complete or entirely accurate picture of heavy flavor decays. QCD 
corrections and non-spectator decay mechanisms must also be considered. 
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Non-spectator diagrams are illustrated in Figures 3.2(b) and (c). 
An interesting and relevant class of heavy flavor hadron decay is semilep-
tonic decay. In this case, the w± from the Q --* q transition decays to a 
charged lepton and a neutrino. For b hadrons, the inclusive semileptonic 
branching ratio Br(b-* XC-De) has been measured to be 10.95 ± 0.323 (3]. 
These semileptonic decays of b hadrons are distinctive: the high mass of b 
hadrons causes the leptons to have high transverse momentum relative to 
the b hadron trajectory. Hence the transverse momentum of identified lep-
tons relative to the jet axis (approximating the b hadron trajectory) is an 
excellent b-tagging variable. 
The decays of b hadrons are characterized by a high particle multiplic-
ity. Measurements of the average charge multiplicity of weakly decaying b 
hadrons have been conducted [100, 101, 102, 107, 108, 109]. A weighted 
mean of these results yields (nb) = 4.99 ± 0.05, where contributions from 
K0 and A decay have been excluded. At the Z peak, the difference in the 
average charged particle multiplicity between b events and uds events has 
been measured (100, 108]. The weighted mean of these measurements yields 
b"b-uds = 3.08 ± 0.51. Hence, variables incorporating multiplicity information 
have discriminating power between b jets and light quark jets. 
3.3 b-Tagging Variables 
Variables which identify b jets can be grouped into different categories. 
Lifetime-based variables use track impact parameter information and evi-
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Figure 3.2: Diagrams contributing to different b hadron decay mechanisms: 
(a) spectator, (b) non-spectator, ( c) non-spectator penguin. Relevant CKM 
matrix elements are indicated at various vertices in each diagram 
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dence of displaced secondary vertices. Variables can also be based upon the 
presence of energetic high PT leptons from semileptonic b decay. Finally, it is 
possible to design variables that are sensitive to topological features of jets, 
referred to as jet-shape variables. 
3.3.1 Track Impact Parameter 
Compared to tracks produced in the fragmentation process and other long-
lived or stable light quark hadrons produced at the primary vertex, b 
hadron decay products tend to have sizeable impact parameters with re-
spect to the primary vertex due to the lifetime and mass of b hadrons. If 
the mass of the b hadron were small, its decay products would have small 
transverse momenta and would tend to point towards the primary vertex. If 
the lifetime of the b hadron were small, decays would occur at or near the 
primary vertex. 
This section describes ab-tag variable based on the impact parameters 
relative to the primary vertex of charged tracks in a jet. This method was de-
veloped for ALEPH b physics analyses at LEPl (110] and has been modified 
for use at LEP2 [111]. 
Primary Vertex Determination 
An accurate determination of the primary vertex is essential for lifetime-
based b-tagging. Displaced vertices as well as impact parameters resulting 
from the decay of b hadrons are all measured with respect to the primary 
vertex. However, the primary vertex is not a fixed point in space. It depends 
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on the size of the luminous region (i.e., the size of the region where the LEP 
beams interact), and the position of the LEP beams. The beam position 
varies between fills as LEP operators adjust and tune accelerator param-
eters for optimal performance, and between events due to time-dependent 
effects in the accelerator. Thus, when dealing with measurements on the 
scale of 10 µm, an event-by-event primary vertex determination is required. 
A method developed for ALEPH b physics analyses at LEPl [112] uses an 
average beam spot position (i.e., x and y coordinates of the centroid of the 
luminous region) and energy flow objects in an event. 
The average beam spot is determined from a set of 120 charged tracks 
from a chunk of consecutive events. These charged tracks must have at least 
one VDET r</> hit and satisfy several track quality criteria which are looser 
than those used for LEPl due to the lower event rate at LEP2 energies [113]. 
The beam spot position is determined with average accuracies of roughly 
27 µm in the x direction and 25 µm in y direction. The RMS dimensions 
of the beam luminous region were measured to be roughly 140 µm in the x-
direction and 7.9 mm along the z-direction during the 1997 run period [114]; 
the size of the luminous region is small in the y direction, roughly 5 µm. 
Energy flow objects in an event are clustered into jets using the JADE 
algorithm with a Ycut = 0.01, and jets with momenta less than 10 Ge V / c are 
discarded. Charged tracks are considered to be well-measured if they have 
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momenta greater than 0.2 GeV /c and satisfy 
NTPC hits > 4, x2 < 4, 
O"zBP < 0.5 cm, 
0 
where d~P and z~P are the d0 and z0 relative to the beam spot, and x2 refers 
to the global track helix fit. Well-measured tracks are associated to their 
nearest jet and are projected into the plane perpendicular to the jet axis 
(see Figure 3.3). This projection technique reduces bias due to displaced 
secondary vertices; however, it obviously results in a loss of information along 
the jet axes. 
Using the projected tracks from a given event and the average beam 
spot information the interaction point is found in each event with typical 
resolutions of 40, 20, and 40 µmin the x, y, and z directions respectively. 
v0 Identification 
The symbol v 0 denotes neutral particles which convert or decay into a pair of 
oppositely charged particles in the tracking volume (e.g., a photon conversion 
into an electron-positron pair, or the decay of a K~ or A). These represent a 
source of tracks with high impact parameters which are not necessarily from 
b hadron decay. 
Each candidate v0 is found by considering all possible pairs of oppositely 
charged well-measured tracks. The point where the two tracks have minimal 








Figure 3.3: An illustration of the algorithm used for primary vertex determi-
nation: (a) well-measured charged tracks are associated to their nearest jet; 
some tracks may originate from a displaced vertex (e.g., due to the decay of 
ab hadron). (b) tracks in each jet are projected onto a plane perpendicular 
to the jet axis. 
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uncertainty on the distance. Three v0 hypotheses are considered (J---+ e+e-, 
K~ ---+ 7r+ 7r-, and A ---+ p7r-) based upon available dE / dx measurements and 
the invariant mass of the charged track pair. Track pairs which pass v0 
selection criteria are flagged and not used in impact parameter calculations. 
Impact Parameter 
A signed three-dimensional impact parameter, 8, is calculated for each track 
in an event belonging to jets having momenta greater than 10 Ge V / c and 
having an angle with respect to the jet axis of less than 45°. The tracks must 
have momenta greater than 400 Me V / c and less than 40 Ge V / c, at least four 
TPC hits and four ITC hits, and satisfy criteria on their distance of closest 
approach to the primary vertex. 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the impact parameter method. The primary vertex 
is denoted by V; J denotes the jet axis approximating the direction of the b 
hadron. The point of closest approach St of each track to J is determined; ~ 
is the corresponding point along J. A tangent T is calculated at the point St. 
The impact parameter 8 is the distance of closest approach between T and 
V. The impact parameter is signed according to the position of~ relative 
to V and J: 
8 =sign((~ - V) · J, 8). 
A track has a positive (negative) impact parameter if its point of closest 
approach to the jet axis is in front of (behind) the primary vertex in terms of 
















Figure 3.4: An illustration of the impact parameter technique described in 
the text. 
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tracking resolution. The uncertainty on the impact parameter measurement 
a8 is determined from the track fit error matrix, the error on the primary 
vertex, and their correlation. The quantity most often used for b-tagging 
is not the impact parameter itself, but the impact parameter signiflcance 
defined as the impact parameter divided by its uncertainty. In this manner, a 
poorly-measured track with a large impact parameter has a small significance 
while a well-measured track with a small impact parameter may have a large 
significance. 
Figure 3.5 shows impact parameter significance distributions for tracks 
from various sources in simulated events. Tracks from uds jets and tracks 
from weakly decaying c hadrons have smaller impact parameter significances 
than tracks from b hadron decays. Tracks from the decay of a c hadron which 
itself is from the decay of a b hadron typically have larger impact parameter 
significances than tracks from other sources. Furthermore, tracks from uds 
jets are equally likely to have negative impact parameters as positive impact 
parameters. Hence, a sample of negative impact parameter significance tracks 
from data can to a good approximation be considered to belong to uds jets. 
Tracks are categorized into nine different track types on the basis of their 
VDET hit multiplicity. Tracks in data with negative impact parameter sig-
nificance are used as a calibration sample; the distributions of track impact 
parameter significance are fit to a Gaussian resolution function plus two inde-
pendent exponentially decreasing tail terms. A track probability PT is based 
upon the resolution function and gives the probability that a measurement 
of a track impact parameter significance give a value greater than or equal to 
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Figure 3.5: Impact parameter significance (8/(Js) distributions for (a) frag-
mentation or tracks from uds events, (b) tracks from weakly decaying c 
hadrons, (c) tracks directly from b hadron decay, (d) tracks from the cascade 
decay of a c hadron from the decay of a b hadron. 
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that which is observed. The track probabilities for tracks belonging to a spe-
cific jet can combined to form a jet probability. Hence Pjet can be interpreted 
as the probability of a jet being a uds jet. Figure 3.6 shows distributions of 
- log10(Pjet) for various jet flavors from simulated events. 
3.3.2 Displaced Vertices 
An algorithm is used to search for evidence of displaced secondary vertices 
in an event. This method was originally developed for b physics analyses at 
LEPl [115]. It has been modified slightly to return a jet-by-jet output for 
an arbitrary number of jets. 
The algorithm only uses charged tracks with at least four TPC hits and 
a x2 per degree of freedom of less than four. A x2 is calculated when all 
selected tracks in the jet are assigned to the primary vertex coordinate; this 
is referred to as x~v. The primary vertex is determined using the method 
described in Section 3.3. l. 
A grid of points is oriented along the jet-axis and centered on the primary 
vertex. The grid extends 1 cm along the jet-axis in 200 µm steps and ±500 µm 
along the two orthogonal directions in 20 µm steps. Each point in the grid is 
considered a candidate secondary vertex, and two x2 values are calculated. 
The first x2 is based upon the hypothesis that nearby tracks are assigned to 
this vertex (referred to as x;vxJ; the second is the new x2 of the primary vertex 
excluding the tracks used in the secondary vertex (referred to as (X~v )'). 
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Figure 3.6: Distributions of - log10 of the impact parameter-based Pjet vari-
able for (a) b jets, (b) c jets, ( c) uds jets and gluon jets in simulated events. 
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Jet Axis)l-. 
\ (a) )l-. \ (b) 
Figure 3.7: An illustration of the displaced vertex algorithm: (a) x~v is 
calculated with all good tracks in a jet assigned to the primary vertex, and 
(b) tracks belonging to a secondary vertex found with a grid search method 
are used to calculate a x;vx and the other tracks are assigned to the primary 
vertex for which a new x2 is calculated, (X~v )'. 
and the point with maximal .6..x;vx is chosen as the secondary vertex. This 
algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.7. 
For any jet containing usable tracks, this algorithm will always find sec-
ondary vertices. However, for uds jets and gluon jets, these are spurious due 
to the lack of long-lived weakly decaying massive hadrons found in b and c 
jets; hence uds jets and gluon jets typically have much lower .6..x;vx values. 
Figure 3.8 shows .6..x;vx distributions for various b, c, and uds jets and gluon 
jets from simulated events. 
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Figure 3.8: The displaced vertex-based .6.x;vx variable for (a) b jets, (b) c 
jets, ( c) uds jets and gluon jets in simulated events. 
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3.3.3 Lepton Transverse Momentum 
The products of b hadron decay are relatively light and often will have high 
momenta in the rest frame of the b hadron. The transverse component of 
the momentum relative to the b hadron flight direction is unaffected by a 
boost along this direction. The jet axis is a good approximation of this 
b hadron flight direction. Hence, in the laboratory frame, b hadron decay 
products will tend to have high transverse momenta with respect to the jet 
axis compared to particles in light quark jets. 
In the absence of lifetime-based information, the lepton 1 transverse mo-
mentum with respect to the jet axis provides the best method of tagging b 
quark jets. Figure 3.9 shows electron PT spectra for leptons from b hadron de-
cay and from other sources; the distribution is dominated by semileptonic b 
hadron decays for high PT· Unfortunately, as discussed in Section 3.2, the 
inclusive semileptonic b branching ratio is small, roughly 203 for decays to 
electrons and muons combined. 
Electron and muon identification techniques described below are based 
upon those developed for ALEPH b physics analysis [116]. 
Electron Identification 
Electron identification relies upon dE / dx and track momentum measure-
ments from the TPC combined with the transverse and longitudinal patterns 
of energy deposited in the ECAL. 
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Figure 3.9: Electron PT spectra from data and from simulated events. 
The different histograms show the contributions from various sources: udsc 
events, b-+fake (misidentified) electrons, cascade decays of b-+c-+e± and di-
rect semileptonic b hadron decay b-+e±. The b jet content of the events has 
been enhanced with an lifetime-based event cut. 
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Measurements of dE / dx are able to distinguish electrons across a broad 
momentum spectrum as shown in Figures 2.14 and 2.15. The dE/dx-based 
estimator used for electron identification is defined as 
where I is the measured dE/dx, (I) is the expected dE/dx for electrons, 
and o-1 is the resolution given in Section 2.3.2. A track must have at least 
50 isolated TPC wire hits for the R1 estimator to be considered reliable; this 
requirement typically rejects 123 of tracks in a hadronic event. 
Electrons which do not traverse a crack region are usually completely 
absorbed in the ECAL, leaving compact energy deposits. Thus, a second 
electron identification estimator can be based upon the ratio of energy in 
adjacent calorimeter storeys to the momentum measured in the TPC. This 
reflects not only the energy balance between the TPC momentum measure-
ment and the ECAL energy deposit, but also the transverse evolution of the 
shower in the ECAL. 
The four closest ECAL storeys in each stack are determined by extrap-
olating tracks from the end of the TPC into the ECAL. The four closest 
storeys do not necessarily belong to the same projective towers since the 
electron has a curved trajectory in the ECAL due to the magnetic field. The 
estimator is defined as 
RT= E4/p - (E4/p) 
0-E4/p 
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where E4 is the sum of the energy deposited in the four closest ECAL storeys 
summed over the three stacks, p is the track momentum measured in the 
TPC, and (E4 /p) is the mean expected energy fraction deposited by an elec-
tron in the four central towers. The mean energy fraction has a constant value 
of 0.85 in the barrel region and 0.89 in the endcap regions for electron mo-
menta greater than 2 GeV /c. The expected resolution on energy-momentum 
ratio (JE4 /p is a function of momentum. Since energy is summed only from 
the four closest storeys, this RT estimator is a measure of the compactness 
of an electromagnetic shower; electrons have compact showers while hadrons 
typically do not. 
A third electron identification estimator is based upon longitudinal evo-
lution of electromagnetic showers in the ECAL. The inverse mean depth 
of energy deposition summed over the four closest storeys in each stack is 
defined as 
E4 XL = -4--3---
2= 2= Ef Sj 
i=l j=l 
where Ef is the energy deposited in the ith storey of stack j and Sj is the 
mean depth of energy deposition in that segment for stack j. The estimator 
is defined as 
The momentum dependence of (XL) and (JxL is parameterized using high-
purity samples of electrons from hadronic events with hard RT and Rr re-
quirements and from Bhabha events. 
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The three estimators R1, RT, and RL are normally distributed and can be 
used together to identify electrons. The R1 estimator is more effective at low 
momenta while RT and RL are more effective at high momenta. Figure 3.10 
shows the behavior of the RT and RL estimators for an electron-enriched and 
hadron-enriched sample from ALEPH data. 
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Figure 3.10: A scatter plot of the calorimeter-based electron estimators RT 
and RL for (a) an electron-enriched sample and (b) a hadron-enriched sample 
from photon conversions in data. The electron-enriched sample is obtained 
by requiring R1 to be less than 1. The hadron-enriched sample is obtained 
by requiring R1 to be greater than 3. 
Good charged tracks with momenta greater than 2 Ge V / c are identified 
as electrons if they pass the following set of criteria: 
RT > -3.0, -3.0 < RL < 3.0, 
Rr > -2.5. 
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To obtain genuine electrons from the semileptonic decays of heavy quark 
hadrons, it is necessary to tag and reject unwanted electrons originating from 
photon conversions in detector material. Dalitz decays (e.g., 7ro ~ e+e-1) 
also represent a source of unwanted electrons and are especially problematic 
since these electron/positron pairs originate from the interaction point. Elec-
tron candidates are flagged as originating from photon conversions or Dalitz 
decays if they form a V 0 with an oppositely charged track with a mass of 
less than 20 MeV /c 2 and pass within 1 cm of that track in either xy and z. 
The electron identification efficiency is a function not only of momentum, 
but also of transverse momentum PT with respect to a jet axis. It is more 
difficult to assign unambiguously TPC wire hits to low PT electrons within 
a jet due to the proximity of other charged tracks in the congested central 
part of a jet. This decreases the number of good dE/dx measurements. The 
overall electron identification efficiency ranges from roughly 553 to 703 as 
a function of p and PT· Throughout this range, the probability of identifying 
a hadron as an electron is less than 0.33 (116). 
Muon Identification 
Muon identification relies upon track information from the TPC together 
with the digital pattern readout from the HCAL and muon chamber in-
formation. Muons penetrate the calorimeter material more than any other 
charged particle and leave hits in the muon chambers. 
Typical HCAL digital hit patterns differ distinctively between charge par-
ticle species. This is illustrated in Figure 3.11 for single pions, muons, and 
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electrons with momenta of 10 Ge V / c. Pions deposit their energy in broad 
showers that do not typically penetrate to the last layers of the HCAL. Muons 
traverse the entire HCAL leaving hits in each layer. Electrons that are not 
absorbed in the ECAL would leave short compact showers in the first few 
layers of the HCAL. 
Tracks from the TPC are extrapolated through the calorimeter material 
based on the muon hypothesis. A road three times the width of the estimated 
effect of multiple scattering is defined around the extrapolated track path. An 
HCAL plane is said to be expected to fire if the extrapolated track intersects 
an active region of the plane. This expectation accounts for dead or inefficient 
regions and cracks between HCAL modules. The plane is said to have fired 
if a digital hit lies within the multiple scattering road. A track is defined to 
have a muon chamber hit if at least one of the two double-layers has a space 
point which is less than four times the estimated standard deviation due to 
multiple scattering from the extrapolated track. The following discriminating 
variables to distinguish muons are built from this information: 
• Nexp is the number of expected HCAL planes to have fired, 
• Nfire is the number of HCAL planes which have fired, 
• N10 and N3 are the number of firing HCAL planes within the last ten 
and three expected for the track respectively, 
• Nµ is the number of hits in the muon chambers, 
• Xmult is the excess digital hit multiplicity in the last 10 HCAL lay-
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ers defined as the number of digital hits within the extrapolated road 
divided by the number of firing planes. 
Since the HCAL digital hit patterns are two-dimensional projections of 
hits along a module, there is the possibility of hit-track ambiguities espe-
cially when attempting to identify muons contained within high multiplicity 
hadronic jets. The three-dimensional muon chamber hits can usually resolve 
such ambiguities. 
Good charged tracks with momenta greater than 3 Ge V / c are said to have 
a good HCAL pattern and are identified as muons if they pass the following 
criteria: 
Xmult < 1.5, 
Nfire/Nexp;::: 0.4, Na;::: 1, 
N10;::: 5, Nexp;::: 10 
'Ifacks without good HCAL patterns but with one hit in each of the muon 
chamber layers are identified as muons if 
Xmult < 1.5, 
dhit < 0.5 cm, Bhits < 150 mrad 
where dhit is the minimum distance between a muon chamber hit and the 
extrapolated track, and Bhits is the angle between the extrapolated track and 
the track constructed using only the muon chamber hits. 
As is the case with electron identification efficiency, muon identification 
efficiency depends upon p and PT of the muon. However, in this case, the 
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n+ (p=lO GeV/c) 
µ± (p=lO GeV/c) 
e+ (p 10 GeV/c) 
Figure 3.11: An illustration of typical HCAL digital hit patterns for 10 GeV /c 
pions, muons, and electrons. 
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dependence upon PT is small and is caused by overlapping and ambiguous 
track patterns in the HCAL between low PT muons and other particles within 
a jet. The identification efficiency ranges from 843 to 873. Throughout this 
range, the probability to identify a hadron as a muon is less than 0.53 [116]. 
Lepton Transverse Momentum as ab-Tagging Variable 
The transverse momentum of identified electrons and muons with respect to 
the jet axis is denoted as PT.e· This variable when available is an effective b-
tagging variable. Figure 3.12 shows distributions of PT.e for b jets, c jets, and 
uds jets and gluon jets from simulated events. Not only is a high PT.e value 
indicative of b jets, but so is the fact that a jet has an identified lepton. This 
is partly due to the fact that leptons from b hadron decay have a harder 
momentum spectrum and hence pass the lepton identification momentum 
criteria. In general roughly 303 of b jets have an identified lepton while only 
183 of c jets and 73 of uds jets and gluon jets have one. 
3.3.4 Jet-shape Variables 
A variety of variables have been developed to take into account the broader 
profile and higher multiplicity of b jets as opposed to udsc jets. This is due to 
the decay of the massive weakly decaying b hadrons within b jets. Although 
c jets contain weakly decaying c hadrons, their mass is less than half that of b 
hadrons; thus c jets more closely resemble uds jets. The situation is different 
for g jets due to enhanced soft gluon bremsstrahlung in the hadronization 
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Figure 3.12: Distributions of PTe from simulated events for (a) b jets, (b) c 
jets, and ( c) uds jets and gluon jets. 
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the jet-shape variables described below, these variables are still useful for 
discriminating between b jets and udsc jets. 
Boosted Sphericity 
The sphericity of a system of N particles is determined by computing a 
momentum tensor [117] given as 
N 
LPiaPifJ 




where the a and {3 indices run over the three Cartesian coordinates (x, y, 
and z) of each three-momentum vector fti. The eigenvalues of the momen-
tum tensor are denoted as Qi (j = 1, 2, 3) and ordered as Q1 < Q2 < Q3 . 
Sphericity is defined as 
Traditionally, sphericity has been used to study properties of entire events. 
For example, two-jet events have a sphericity near zero while multi-jet events 
or more isotropic events have a sphericity near one. A detailed discussion of 
sphericity and other event shape variables is given by Wu in Ref. [118]. 
Boosted sphericity Sb is calculated for each jet in an event by boosting all 
energy fl.ow objects belonging to a jet into the rest frame of the jet. The sum 
of the momenta and energies of all energy fl.ow objects within a jet defines the 
boost direction and magnitude. In this manner, each jet can be treated as 
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a pseudo-event. The sphericity is then calculated using the three-momenta 
of the boosted energy flow objects. Figure 3.13 shows the boosted sphericity 
distributions for b, udsc, and g jets in simulated events. 
Multiplicity 
As discussed in Section 3.2, decays of b hadrons yield on average five charged 
particles. It is natural to extend this to charged and neutral particles in a 
jet by examining the energy flow multiplicity of a jet NEF· This quantity is 
energy dependent, but normalizing by the natural logarithm of the jet energy 
reduces this dependence. Figure 3.14 shows the distributions of NEF/ log E 
for b, udsc, and g jets. 
Sum of Transverse Momenta 
As is the case for lepton transverse momentum, the transverse momenta for 
all of the decay products to the b hadron flight direction are unaffected by 
the boost. Particles in b jets should have higher transverse momenta with 
respect to the jet axis than light quark jets (with the jet axis approximating 
the b hadron flight direction within b jets). Hence, the sum of the square of 
transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis I:pT for energy flow objects 
in a jet is a good b-tagging variable. Figure 3.15 shows the distributions of 
I:p~ for b, udsc, and g jets. 
Other Jet-shape variables 
Many other jet-shape variables were developed and studied. These included 
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Figure 3.13: Boosted sphericity distributions from simulated events for (a) b 
jets, (b) udsc jets, and ( c) g jets. 
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Figure 3.14: Distributions of NEF/ log E from simulated events for (a) b jets, 
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Figure 3.15: Distributions of ~p~ from simulated events for (a) b jets, (b) 
udsc jets, and ( c) g jets. 
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ables, sums of Fox-Wolfram moments [119], the thrust of the jet, the mass of 
tracks in a jet with significant impact parameters, etc ... When included in a 
multivariate technique such as the neural network described in Section 3.4, 
they offered marginal improvement. When evaluated in the context of an 
analysis designed to search for the Higgs boson, the slight increase in perfor-
mance (often in uninteresting and unusable efficiency regions) did not justify 
their inclusion in the b-tag [120]. 
3.4 A Neural Network b-Tag 
3.4.1 Motivation 
The six variables described in Section 3.3 demonstrate power to discriminate 
between b jets and light quark jets; these variables are: 
• Pjet: the uds jet probability based upon track impact parameter signif-
icance; 
• D..x;vx: the x2 difference based upon a search for secondary vertices in 
the jet; 
• PT6 the transverse momentum of an identified electron or muon with 
respect to the jet axis; 
• Sb: the boosted sphericity of energy flow objects in the jet; 
• NEF/ log E: the energy flow object multiplicity of the jet scaled by the 
jet energy; 
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• :Ep~: the sum of the square of transverse momenta of energy flow ob-
jects in the jet with respect to the jet axis. 
Each of these six variables could be used alone with various degrees of success. 
However, some of these variables are not always available for all jets (e.g., 
if no identified electrons or muons are found, PTe would not be available). 
None of the variables reflect all aspects of ab jet. For example, although the 
weakly decaying b hadrons have significant lifetime, they could still decay at 
or near the primary vertex; however, such a decay might have a high boosted 
sphericity or multiplicity. 
These variables could be used in a traditional cut fashion, but such a 
method is often cumbersome, and the cut values and combination method 
would not be well defined. Furthermore, two variables may be partially 
correlated. For example, a high multiplicity b hadron decay yielding a sig-
nificantly displaced secondary vertex would enhance both the lifetime-based 
and jet-shape variables. 
An elegant and effective way to deal with this multivariate problem is to 
use a neural network. Neural networks can be trained to utilize information 
available from multiple variables. They take into account correlations be-
tween variables and learn to rely upon available variables alone when other 
variables are not available. 
Neural networks have been used previously to combine many jet-shape 
variables together for a single b-tagging variable [121]. The six variable 
neural network b-tag presented here is unique with respect to its use of 
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lifetime-based and lepton identification-based variables as well as jet-shape 
variables. 
3.4.2 Architecture and Training 
A discussion of the general theory and principles of neural networks is given 
elsewhere [122]. The neural network used here is a fully-connected multi-layer 
feed-forward network consisting of four layers based upon the JETNET 3.4 
package [123]. 
The first layer consists of six input nodes for the variables described in 
the above list. The second and third layers consist of ten hidden nodes 
each. The fourth layer consists of a single output node yielding the variable 
used to identify b jets. The structure of this network may be described 
succinctly as 6-10-10-1 and is illustrated in Figure 3.16. This architecture 
gives better performance than architectures containing single hidden layers. 
The performance did not improve with additional hidden neurons and layers, 
and a reduced network architecture degraded the performance [124]. 
The neural network is trained on a sample of radiative Z returns ex-
tracted from a sample of 400000 simulated e+e- ~ qq{y) events generated 
at JS=l83 GeV. The radiative Z return process is described in Section 1.3.2. 
This choice of training sample has several advantages. Neural networks re-
quire large training samples to provide sufficient statistically independent 
exposures to the network during the learning phase. The training sample 
must also be independent from the sample used for evaluating performance. 
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Figure 3.16: A diagram illustrating the architecture of the 6-10-10-1 b-
tagging neural network. Neurons are depicted as squares while links are 
the lines joining the neurons. Neurons 1-6 are the six input nodes. Neurons 
7-16 comprise the first 10-node hidden layer. Neurons 17-26 comprise the 
second 10-node hidden layer. Neuron 27 is the output node. 
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The analyses designed to search for the Higgs boson effectively reject ra-
diative Z returns at an early preselection stage. Furthermore, radiative Z 
returns comprise the majority of e+e- ~ qq.(--y) cross section, and the jets 
they contain are similar to those found in Higgs signal and other Standard 
Model background process events discussed in Section 1.3. Hence, these 
events provide a large and readily available independent training sample. 
The radiative Z return events are selected by requiring that the simu-
lated Z mass be between 70 and 110 Ge V / c 2 . Energy flow objects which 
are likely to have been created by an initial state radiation (ISR) photon 
are flagged, and the remainder of the event is clustered into jets using the 
Durham algorithm with a Ycut = 0.0046. A jet is retained for training if 
it has a momentum greater than 10 Ge V / c and if it has a fraction of elec-
tromagnetic energy (using the definition described in Section 4.1) less than 
80%. These jets roughly approximate the character of those found in the 
context of analyses designed to search for the Higgs boson. The resulting 
training sample from the 400 000 qq.('y) events consists of roughly 110 000 b 
jets, 92 000 c jets, 322 000 uds jets, and 38 000 g jets. 
The six b-tagging variables are determined for each jet in the training 
sample. If a variable is not available for a jet, its value is set to a small 
negative value. The b-tagging variables are scaled such that they have a 
value between 0.0 and 1.0 when they are available. Hence, a six variable 
pattern is presented to the neural network for each jet in the training sample. 
The neural network is also presented with the true jet-flavor identity of each 
pattern. Patterns corresponding to b jets are assigned an ideal output value 
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of 1.0 while udscg jets are assigned a value of 0.0. The weights between 
the neurons are adjusted according to the back-propagation training scheme 
after the network is exposed to 10 patterns which are chosen at random from 
the training sample. A training epoch is defined to be the point when the 
number of patterns exposed to the neural network is equivalent to the training 
sample size. The entire training phase consists of 1000 training epochs; this 
was chosen on the basis of optimal performance in simulated events. 
Attempts were made to use more advanced neural network techniques 
such as the quick-prop and resilient back-propagation (RPROP) learning 
schemes as well as non-traditional architectures such as cascade correlation 
networks and radial basis function (RBF) networks [125]. The simple stan-
dard feed-forward back-propagation neural network was found to give similar 
or better performance in simulated events. Attempts were also made to con-
struct a multiple output neural network where the outputs would correspond 
to the network response for b jets, c jets, uds jets, and g jets separately. 
However, this did not result in an enhancement in b-tagging performance. 
3.4.3 Performance 
A sample of jets from 100 000 simulated radiative Z returns extracted from 
qq('Y) events at y's = 183 GeV is used to evaluate the performance of the 
neural network in a stand-alone manner (i.e., outside the context of a specific 
analysis for the Higgs boson search). This sample is statistically independent 
from the training sample and is referred to as the testing sample. 
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Figure 3.17 shows distributions of the output of the neural network b-tag 
for b, c, uds, and g jets from the testing sample. The neural network output 
distribution is sharply peaked near 1.0 for b jets. For uds jets the output 
distribution is peaked near 0.0. The distributions for c jets and g jets are 
also peaked near 0.0 but have larger means due to the presence of weakly 
decaying c hadrons for c jets and the larger boosted sphericity and higher 
particle multiplicity for g jets. The rejection of uds, c, and g jets as a function 
of b jet efficiency is shown in Figure 3.18.2 
Compared to the single most powerful variable, Pjet, the neural network 
b-tag offers consistently better performance. Figure 3.19 shows the difference 
in non-b jet rejection between the neural network b-tag and Pjet alone as a 
function of b jet efficiency. 
The inclusion of the three jet-shape variables enhances the rejection power 
of the neural network b-tag for udsc jets, but, as expected, the rejection of g 
jets is degraded. This is illustrated by training a neural network consisting 
of only the Pjet, ,6.x;vx, and PTc variables and examining the difference in 
performance. This is shown in Figure 3.20. Although the g jet rejection is 
degraded with the full six variable neural network b-tag, the enhanced udsc 
jet rejection more than compensates for this effect when the neural network 
b-tag is used in analyses designed to search for the Higgs boson. 
It is important to note that the performance studies presented in this 
section are on a jet-by-jet basis. In analyses designed to search for the Higgs 
2Throughout this thesis, efficiencies and rejections are denoted as E and p respectively. 
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Figure 3.17: Distributions of the neural network b-tag output for (a) b jets, 
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Figure 3.18: The neural network b-tag performance in terms of rejection of 
non-b jets Puds/c/g jets versus efficiency for b jets Eb jets from the testing sample 
of simulated qq(J) events at Js = 183 GeV. The solid curve represents the 
performance for c jets; the dashed curve is for uds jets; the dotted curve is 
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Figure 3.19: Performance differences between a the six variable neural net-
work b-tag and Pjet alone. The performance is given in terms of differences 
in non-b jet rejection p as a function of b jet efficiency Eb jets for (a) c jets, 
(b) uds jets, ( c) g jets. 
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Figure 3.20: Performance differences between the six variable neural network 
b-tag and a three variable neural network b-tag excluding the three jet-
shape variables. The performance is given in terms of differences in non-b 
jet rejection p as a function of b jet efficiency Eb jets for (a) c jets, (b) uds 
jets, ( c) g jets. 
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boson, the neural network b-tag is applied to two or four jets in an event. In 
this context, a small improvement in non-b jet rejection power for a given b 
jet efficiency can translate into a substantial gain in the performance of the 
analysis. 
3.4.4 Application to Neutral Higgs Searches 
The neural network b-tag is structured to provide a jet-by-jet tagging out-
put for an arbitrary number of jets in an event. In this manner, it has 
been directly applied to and used for all final state LEP2 neutral Higgs bo-
son searches within ALEPH. This includes searches for neutral Higgs bosons 
predicted by the Minimal Supersymmetric extension to the Standard Model 
(MSSM) as well as the Standard Model Higgs searches. An earlier implemen-
tation of this same neural network b-tag was used for neutral Higgs boson 
searches conducted at center-of-mass energies of 161 and 172 GeV [126, 127]. 
3.5 Comparisons between Data and Simu-
lated Events 
Since the neural network b-tag uses many variables, one has to worry about 
introducing large systematic effects associated with discrepancies between 
the simulated events and the data. There are two sources of discrepancies: 
the modelling of the detector in the simulated events and the physics pa-
rameters used in the event generator (e.g., the average b hadron lifetime, 
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the free parameter in the Peterson fragmentation function, QCD modelling 
parameters affecting hadronization). 
A number of problems can arise from imperfect modelling of the detector. 
Since much of the power of the b-tag is derived from the variables based upon 
displaced vertices and track impact parameters, the behavior of the tracking 
should agree well between data and simulated events. In fact, problems were 
observed in the agreement of impact parameter distributions between data 
and simulated.3 These problems are ameliorated with a smearing of tracks 
in the simulation. The values of d0 and z0 are smeared by 3% for tracks with 
two VDET hits and 15% for all other tracks [131]. 
The evaluation of the effect of b-tagging systematic uncertainties on per-
formance is done in the context of analyses designed to search for the Higgs 
boson; hence a quantitative analysis of these systematics is discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4. However, a stand-alone study of the general agreement between 
data and simulated events with respect to b-tagging can be done using the 
2.2 pb-1 ALEPH Z-peak data and a comparable sample of simulated Z-peak 
events. This data sample is chosen since it provides a large sample of hadronic 
events, nearly 50 000 events, compared to the high energy data. 
3 A problem with the primary vertex was discovered in the simulation of Z-peak events 
generated after that advent of LEP2 [128]; it has been corrected [129] in the studies 
presented in this section. A more general problem with the ALEPH simulation of all 
types of events during 1997 was discovered. This problem is related to VDET alignment 
parameters in the detector simulation; an 8 µm correction was applied mistakenly to z 
coordinates instead of r</; coordinates [130]. This problem as well as other more minor 
bugs are present in the simulated event samples used throughout this thesis and are the 
source of part of the discrepancy between data and simulated events. This is dealt with 
in a quantitative manner in Section 4.4. 
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Figures 3.21 through 3.26 show the distributions for Z-peak simulated 
events with Z-peak data superimposed. It can be seen that the agreement is 
good. Figure 3.27 shows the distribution of the neural network b-tag output 
for jets in Z-peak data and simulated Z-peak events. 
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Figure 3.21: Distributions with Z-peak data (points) and simulated events 
(histogram) of - log10 Pjet: (a) the distribution with a linear y scale to show 
more clearly any differences in the peak region, (b) the distribution with a 
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Figure 3.22: Distributions with Z-peak data (points) and simulated events 
(histogram) of ~X;vx: (a) the distributions with a linear y scale to show 
more clearly any differences in the peak region, (b) the distributions with a 
logarithmic y scale to show more clearly any differences in the tail region. 
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Figure 3.23: Distributions with Z-peak data (points) and simulated events 
(histogram) of PT.e.: (a) the distributions with a linear y scale to show more 
clearly any differences in the peak region, (b) the distributions with a loga-
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Figure 3.24: Distributions with Z-peak data (points) and simulated events 
(histogram) of Sb: (a) the distributions with a linear y scale to show more 
clearly any differences in the peak region, (b) the distributions with a loga-
rithmic y scale to show more clearly any differences in the tail region. 
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Figure 3.25: Distributions with Z-peak data (points) and simulated events 
(histogram) of NEF/ log(E): (a) the distributions with a linear y scale to 
show more clearly any differences the peak region, (b) the distributions with 
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Figure 3.26: Distributions with Z-peak data (points) and simulated events 
(histogram) of ~p~: (a) the distributions with a linear y scale to show more 
clearly any differences in the peak region, (b) the distributions with a loga-
rithmic y scale to show more clearly any differences in the tail region. 
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Figure 3.27: Distributions with Z-peak data (points) and simulated events 
(histogram) of the neural network b-tag output: (a) the distributions with a 
linear y scale to show more clearly any differences in the peak regions, (b) the 
distributions with a logarithmic y scale to show more clearly any differences 
in the tail region. 
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Chapter 4 
Event Selections for the 
Four-Jet Final State 
The event selections described in this chapter are designed to detect evidence 
of the Higgsstrahlung process in the four-jet final state while rejecting Stan-
dard Model background processes. As discussed in Section 1.3.1, the four-jet 
final state is defined to include the Higgs boson decaying to bb, qq, or gg 
(where qq refers to a non-b quark pair) which in total accounts for 643 of 
the Higgsstrahlung process. The four-jet final state is denoted as Hqq and 
referred to as the signal. The dominant case is when the Higgs boson decays 
to bb; this accounts for roughly 923 of the total Hqq final state for a Higgs 
boson mass of 85 GeV /c 2 . Figure 4.1 shows an ALEPH event display [132] 
of a simulated signal event. 
After an initial set of common selection criteria, described in Section 4.1, 
two parallel analyses are used to select events. The first analysis, described 
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(a) 





1---13 Gev EC 
1---16 Gev HC 
Figure 4.1: An ALEPH event display of a simulated four-jet Higgs signal 
event at y's = 183 Ge V and with a Higgs boson mass of 85 Ge V / c 2 : (a) an 
xy projection, (b) a ()<f> projection showing energy flow objects, and (c) an xy 
projection of the region near the primary vertex (arrows indicate secondary 
vertices due to b hadron decay). Jets 1 and 2 are light quark jets from the 
decay of the Z; jets 3 and 4 are b jets from the decay of the Higgs boson. 
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in Section 4.2, relies upon a series of cuts on various kinematic variables 
and b-tagging criteria and is referred to as the cut-based analysis. A second 
parallel analysis, described in Section 4.3, relies upon two neural networks 
which have been trained to recognize the signal process while rejecting the 
qq and w+w- background processes. These analyses and their results are 
combined together using the method described in Chapter 5. 
A reference Higgs boson mass hypothesis of MH = 85GeV/c 2 for the 
signal process (corresponding to a production cross section of 0.375 pb at 
vs = 183 GeV) is used when discussing analysis performance and showing 
distributions of discriminating variables; this reference mass is close to the 
expected experimental sensitivity. Several selection criteria are allowed to 
vary freely in both the cut-based and neural network analyses. Before the 
analyses are applied to the data, the values of these criteria are optimized 
on the basis of the performance (using simulated events) which maximizes 
the sensitivity to the reference Higgs signal for a combination of all Hig-
gsstrahlung final state analyses; this procedure is described in Chapter 5. 
The optimized set of event selection criteria is referred to as the working 
point. Despite the optimization for the single reference mass, the event se-
lection criteria are designed to be effective over a sensible range of Higgs 
boson masses. 
The performance quantities (i.e., signal efficiencies and number of events 
expected from background processes) quoted in this chapter are based upon 
simulated events samples of 10 000 events for the signal at various Higgs bo-
son masses, 250 000 events for qq('Y), 150 000 events for w+w-, and 30 000 
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Process Cross Sample I .Cdt 
Section (pb) Size (fb-1) 
e+e- -t HZ (MH = 70GeV/c 2 ) 0.821 10000 12.2 
e+e- -t HZ (MH = 75 GeV /c 2 ) 0.687 10000 14.6 
e+e- -t HZ (MH = 80 GeV /c 2) 0.541 10000 18.5 
e+e- -t HZ (MH = 85GeV/c 2 ) 0.375 10000 26.7 
e+e- -t HZ (MH = 90GeV/c 2) 0.169 10000 59.2 
e+e- -t qq(I) 102 250000 2.45 
e+e- -7 w+w- 15.8 150000 9.49 
e+e- -t ZZ 2.93 30000 10.2 
Table 4.1: A summary of the samples of simulated events used to evaluate 
analysis performance. The cross section, number of events in the sample, 
and the corresponding integrated luminosity are given. 
events for ZZ. These samples are summarized in Table 4.1. In the case of 
the neural network analysis, these samples are independent of the training 
samples. The analyses are applied to the high energy data sample of 57 pb- 1 
taken at center-of-mass energies between 181 and 184 GeV described in Sec-
tion 2.1 and summarized in Table 2.1. The number of expected signal and 
background events from the simulated samples are normalized to correspond 
to the integrated luminosity of 57 pb- 1 of the data sample. 
4.1 Event Preselection, Jet Clustering, and 
Jet Energy Rescaling 
Hadronic events are selected by placing requirements on the number of good 
charged tracks and the fraction of good charged energy in an event. Events 
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from the two-photon process have very low particle multiplicity and low visi-
ble energy. This is also true of four fermion processes having no hadronic jets. 
Figure 4.2 shows these quantities for the signal as well as for the background 
processes. Events are retained if they have at least eight good charged tracks 
( Ncharged 2: 8) and if the sum of the energy of all good charged tracks Echarged 
is greater than 0.1.JS. This selection removes virtually all two-photon events 
and leaves only two- and four-fermion background processes which contain 
jets from at least two primary quarks. 
Radiative Z return ( qqf') events in which initial state radiation (ISR) 
photons escape into the beam pipe have a large amount of missing momentum 
along the beam direction Pz and a visible mass Mvis near Mz. Figure 4.3 
shows scatter plots of these quantities for the signal process as well as for 
background processes. Events are required to have IPzl < l.5(Mvis - 90) 
where Mvis is in Ge V / c 2 and Pz is in Ge V / c. This criterion eliminates 723 
of the qqf' background; it is also effective against the remaining four-fermion 
Zee and Wev background processes which typically have large Pz and lower 
Mvis than signal. 
Each event is clustered into jets using the Durham algorithm described in 
Section 3.1. However, no specific cut on the Ycut value is made. Instead the 
recursive jet clustering algorithm is allowed to proceed until it clusters an 
event to four jets. Thus the event is said to be forced into a four jet topology. 
An important quantity is the Ycut value for the transition of an event 
from three to four jets; this is denoted as y34 and is a measure of the four-jet 
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Figure 4.2: Number of good charged tracks Ncharged versus fraction of good 
charged energy Echarged/Vs in simulated events: (a) signal, (b) ''('(, (c) qq{'y), 
( d) four-fermion processes. The solid lines indicate the position of the cuts 
requiring Ncharged 2: 8 and Echarged/ Vs 2: 0.1. 
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Figure 4.3: Event Pz versus visible mass for (a) signal, (b) four-fermion 
processes, (c) qq/, (d) qq. The solid lines indicate the position of the cut 
requiring IPzl < l.5(Mvis - 90). 
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can be forced to form four jets if the Ycut value is small enough; hence, they 
will have very small y34 values. However, events which generally have four 
energetic primary partons (such as the signal process) are easily forced to 
form four jets and will have sizeable y34 values. Therefore, events with y34 
values less than 0.004 are rejected. Figure 4.4 shows y34 distributions for 
data and background processes, and the signal. Furthermore, all jets in an 
event are required to have at least one charged track. 
In order to reject remaining qql' events in which the ISR photons are de-
tected, the electromagnetic energy content of each jet is determined. Energy 
flow objects within each jet are flagged as electromagnetic energy if they are 
identified as electrons, photons, or photon conversions. Furthermore, energy 
deposits in the ECAL below the TPC acceptance of JcosBJ > 0.95, LCAL, 
SiCAL, or HCAL behind ECAL module cracks, are also flagged as electro-
magnetic energy. The largest value of the fraction of electromagnetic energy 
with respect to the total jet energy contained in any one degree cone around 
each energy flow object in a jet (X,.)max must be smaller than 0.80. Distri-
butions of this quantity are shown in Figure 4.5. With the (XA1)max criterion 
and other requirements described above, (99.8±0.l(stat.))3 of the radiative 
Z return events are eliminated. 
The measurements of the jet energies can be improved by using the 
method of Wu described in Ref. (133] which makes use of energy-momentum 
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Figure 4.4: Distributions of - log10 y34 after the Ncharged, Echarged, IPzl, and 
Mvis criteria are applied: (a) data and simulated background events (b) signal 
for MH = 85 Ge V / c 2 . The arrows show the position of the cut requiring 
y34 > 0.004. 
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Figure 4.5: Distributions of (X'Y)max after the Ncharged, Echarged, IPzl, and Mvis 
criteria are applied: (a) data and simulated background events (b) signal 
for MH = 85 Ge V / c 2 . The arrows show the position of the cut requiring 
(X'Y )max < 0.80. 
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rescaling factor ai is determined: 
Pix P2x P3x P4x CY1 0 
P1y P2y P3y P4y CY2 0 
P1z P2z P3z P4z CY3 0 
Ei E2 E3 E4 CY4 Vs 
where Pij is the jth Cartesian component of the observed momentum for the 
ith jet, Ei is the observed energy of the ith jet, and ai is a energy scaling 
factor for the ith jet. The measured jet velocities (i.e., iJi = pif Ei) are 
preserved in this process. In this way, it is possible to compensate partially 
for intrinsic detector resolutions and any undetected particles (e.g., neutrinos 
from semileptonic b decays). The procedure fails for roughly 53 of the events 
due to extreme event energy-momentum imbalance forcing one of ai values to 
be negative. In these cases, the original measured jet energies and momenta 
are used in the analysis. 
The selection criteria and procedures discussed above are collectively re-
ferred to as the preselection throughout this chapter. The efficiency for signal 
and expected background at various stages of the preselection is presented 
in Table 4.2. 
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Criteria Signal qqfy) w+w-
Efficiency Total 
(%) (Z return) 
Ech ;:::: O.ly's, Nch ;:::: 8 99.9 ± 0.02 5146 ± 5 799± 1 
(3471±4) 
JPzJ < l.5(Mvis - 90) 98.6 ± 0.1 2623 ± 8 697±2 
(1083 ± 5) 
y34 > 0.004 93.4 ± 0.3 283 ±3 463 ±2 
(76 ± 2) 
(X,,)max 91.0 ± 0.4 199±3 393 ±2 
(7.4 ± 0.5) 
Criteria zz Wev Zee 
Total 
(on-shell) 
Ech ;:::: O.ly's, Nch ;:::: 8 133 ± 0.4 21.6 ± 0.2 121±0.7 
(13.9 ± 0.1) 
JPzJ < l.5(Mvis - 90) 102 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.1 36.5 ± 0.5 
(10.4 ± 0.1) 
y34 > 0.004 34.9 ± 0.4 0.28 ± 0.04 9.7 ± 0.3 
(9.1±0.2) 
(X,,)max 27.l ± 0.4 0.04 ± 0.02 1.3 ± 0.1 
(8.1±0.2) 
Table 4.2: A breakdown of signal efficiency (for Mu = 85 GeV /c 2) and the 
number of expected Standard Model background events (for an integrated 
luminosity of 57 pb-1 ) at various stages of the preselection. The uncertainties 
are statistical. 
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4.2 Event Selection with Cuts 
4.2.1 Four-Jet Quality Cuts 
After the preselect ion, almost all of the radiative Z returns ( qqJ') have been 
rejected. A frequent topology from the surviving qq background is a "three-
against-one" event where gluon bremsstrahlung from one of the primary 
quarks results in a system of three jets close together in angle recoiling against 
a single quark jet. An event display of a simulated qq event illustrates this 
topology in Figure 4.6. To eliminate this background, events in which the 
sum of the smallest four inter-jet angles e is less than 350° are rejected. 
Distributions of this quantity are shown in Figure 4. 7. 
For Higgs boson masses close to the HZ production threshold of .JS- Mz, 
the characteristic signal topology is two pairs of back-to-back jets. The min-
imum sum of the cosines of di-jet angles in an event is a good measure of this 
topology. The quantity/' = min( cos (}ij +cos Bk1) (minimized over all possible 
permutations of i, j, k, l) tends to -2 as the Higgs boson mass approaches 
threshold. Events are required to have "( less than -1.3. Figure 4.8 shows 
the distributions of/' for data and simulated background processes as well as 
for simulated signal with various Higgs boson masses to illustrate the Higgs 
boson mass dependence of this quantity. 
Table 4.3 shows the number of observed events in data and the number of 
expected events from background as well as the signal efficiency as the above 
criteria are applied. 
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(a) ,__..;., 5 Gev EC ,;....;....,s Gev HC 
Figure 4.6: An ALEPH event display of a simulated qq background event 
illustrating the "three-against-one" background topology. The event displays 
show (a) an xy projection, (b) an rz projection, and (c) a B</> projection 
showing energy flow objects clustered into jets. 
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Figure 4.7: Distributions of 8 at the preselection level for (a) data and 
simulated background processes, and (b) signal for MH = 85 Ge V / c 2 • The 
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Figure 4.8: Distributions of 'Y at the preselection level for (a) data and simu-
lated background processes, and (b) signal for Mtt = 80, 85, and 90 Ge V / c 2 . 
The arrows show the position of the cut requiring 'Y < -1.3. 
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Selection Number Number Signal Number 
Criteria Observed Expected Efficiency(%) Signal 
Pres election 653 620±4 91.0 ± 0.4 12.45 ± 0.05 
+e > 350° 497 478±3 85.2 ± 0.4 11.66 ± 0.05 
+1 < -1.3 367 342±2 79.5 ± 0.5 10.88 ± 0.07 
Table 4.3: A breakdown of the number of observed events in data, number of 
expected events from Standard Model background processes, the efficiency 
for signal and the corresponding number of signal events expected for Mtt = 
85 GeV /c 2 at various stages of the cut-based analysis. The uncertainties are 
statistical only. 
4.2.2 b-Tagging and Jet Pairing 
The neural network b-tag described in Section 3.4 is applied to the four jets 
in each event. The output of the neural network b-tag is denoted as T/i for 
the ith jet in each event. Indices 1 and 2 label jets hypothesized to be from 
a Z boson candidate while indices 3 and 4 label the jets from a Higgs boson 
candidate. Figure 4.9(a) shows that, for the correct jet pairing, 1 there is a 
prominent peak at (1.0, 1.0) in the plane of T/3 versus T/4 ; this is not the case 
for the qq, w+w-, and ZZ background events which survive the preselection 
and jet quality criteria. 
In order to be considered a Higgs boson candidate event, at least one of 
the six possible jet pairing permutations in an event must pass one of the two 
following sets of criteria which are labelled A and B. The cut values of the 
1The term correct jet pairing refers to the single permutation which correctly assigns 
each of the four jets to the Higgs and the Z bosons determined using Monte Carlo truth 
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Figure 4.9: Distributions of the neural network b-tag output for the Higgs 
boson candidate jets (jets 3 and 4) for (a) signal, (b) qq, ( c) w+w-) and 
(d) zz. 
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selection criteria indicated with a dagger (t) below are allowed to vary when 
determining the best performance of the analysis using simulated events for 
different signal efficiencies/background rejection points. 
(A) The Scenario for Two b jets 
This set of criteria is designed to select HZ -? bbqq final states 
where the qq pair are not b quarks and the bb pair originate from 
the Higgs boson. This accounts for 723 of the total four-jet final 
state. 
The value of the cut on y 34 is tightened from its preselection 
value. Furthermore, requirements are placed on the lower bound 
for the di-jet invariant mass of the Z candidate jets M 12 and of 
the Higgs boson candidate jets M 34 . 
The Higgs boson candidate jets are required to be well-b-
tagged. A lower bound is placed on the minimum of the neural 
network b-tag outputs for the two Higgs boson candidate jets. A 
requirement is also placed on the product of the b-tag values for 
the two jets; this allows the b-tagging requirement to be relaxed 
on one jet when the other jet is extremely well-b-tagged. 
The selection criteria are 
• y34 > 0.008; 
• M12 > 78 GeV /c 2 (Z candidate);t 
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• M34 > 55 Ge V / c 2 (Higgs boson candidate); 
• (1 - 773)(1 - 774) < 6.0 x 10-3.t 
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the distributions for M12 and M 34 
respectively. The signal distributions for both of these quantities 
are also shown for various Higgs boson masses (i.e., MH = 80, 
85, and 90GeV/c 2). The resolution for both M12 and M 34 de-
grades slightly as the Higgs boson mass increases; this is due to 
a threshold effect related to the jet energy rescaling [134].2 
Distributions of the b-tagging based quantities discussed 
above are shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13; their strong discrimi-
nating power between signal and background is apparent. 
(B) The Scenario for Four-b jets 
The HZ ~ bbbb final state accounts for 20% of the total four jet 
final state. In terms of flavor composition, it has much less back-
ground and can be selected by requiring a well-b-tagged event. A 
linear discriminant of the sum of the neural network b-tag for the 
four jets and the value of y 34 gives better separation between sig-
nal and background than cutting on these quantities individually. 
2Near threshold, di-jet pairs are back-to-back; hence the resulting four-jet system oc-
cupies a plane. This effectively causes the loss of one of the constraints in the rescaling 
procedure. 
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Figure 4.10: Distributions of M12 (Z candidate mass) at the preselection 
level for (a) data and simulated background processes, and (b) signal for 
MH = 85 GeV /c 2 • The arrows show the position of the cut requiring 
M12 > 78 Ge V / c 2 . All six jet pairing combinations per event are used for the 
distributions for data and simulated background; only the correct jet pairing 
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Figure 4.11: Distributions of M 34 (Higgs boson candidate mass) at the prese-
lection level for (a) data and simulated background processes, and (b) signal 
for MH = 80, 85, and 90 Ge V / c 2 . The arrows show the position of the cut re-
quiring M 34 > 55 Ge V / c 2 • All six jet pairing combinations per event are used 
for the distributions for data and simulated background; only the correct jet 
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Figure 4.12: Distributions of min(173 , 174) at the preselection level for (a) data 
and simulated background processes, and (b) signal for Mtt = 85 Ge V / c 2 • 
The arrows show the position of the cut requiring min(173 , 174 ) > 0.30. All six 
jet pairing combinations per event are used for the distributions for data and 
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Figure 4.13: Distributions of -log10((1 - 173)(1 - 174)) at the preselection 
level for (a) data and simulated background processes, and (b) signal for 
Mtt = 85 Ge V / c 2 . The arrows show the position of the cut requiring ( 1 -
173 )(1 -174 ) < 6.0 x 10-3 . All six jet pairing combinations per event are used 
for the distributions for data and simulated background; only the correct jet 
pairing is used for the signal. 
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Background events are concentrated at low values of y 34 and the 
discriminant will impose a tighter b-tagging cut on '2:[=1 T/i than 
for higher values of y34 . The coefficients in the linear discrim-
inant are chosen on the basis of the Fisher linear discriminant 
method [135]. Hence, the selection consists of a single criterion: 
4 
• /'i, = 9.5y34 + LT/i > 2.9.t 
i=l 
Figure 4.14 shows distributions of K, for simulated background 
and signal events. 
Jet pairing permutations are selected if they pass either of the two sets 
of selection criteria (A or B). If more than one jet pairing of a given event 
passes this selection, the one with M12 closest to 91.2 GeV /c 2 is chosen. 
4.2.3 Performance 
As described in Section 4.2.2, several selection criteria are allowed to vary to 
determine the performance of the analysis. A scan over a four-dimensional 
grid of selection criteria is performed to find the minimal expected back-
ground for a given efficiency for the signal. This grid corresponds to the 
requirements placed on the four free selection criteria denoted with ( t) in 
Section 4.2.2; the scan range corresponds to cut values of 62 to 88 GeV /c 2 for 
M 34 , 0.05 to 0.95 for min(ry3 , ry4), 2.5x10-4 to 1.025x10-2 for (1-ry3)(1-ry4), 
and 2.5 to 4.25 for K,. 
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Figure 4.14: Distributions of 9.5y34 + 'L,t=I 'f/i at the preselection level for (a) 
simulated background processes, and (b) signal with Mtt = 85 GeV /c 2• The 
arrows show the position of the cut requiring K = 9.5y34 + 'L,t=I 'f/i > 2.9. All 
six jet pairing combinations per event are used for the distributions for data 
and simulated background; only the correct jet pairing is used for the signal. 
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events passing the selection criteria which have both the Higgs boson decay-
ing to hadrons (i.e., H ~ bb, qq, or gg) and the Z boson decaying to hadrons 
(i.e., Z ~ bb or qq) divided by the total number of simulated Higgsstrahlung 
events in the sample which have both the Higgs and Z bosons decaying to 
hadrons. The number of expected background events is determined using 
the efficiency for simulated background events to pass the selection criteria 
multiplied by the integrated luminosity of the data sample of 57pb-1 and 
the production cross section for each of the background processes described 
in Section 1.3.2. 
Figure 4.15 shows the performance of the cut-based analysis in terms 
of efficiency for a signal with MH = 85 GeV /c 2 versus the number of 
events expected from Standard Model background processes. The expected 
background is broken down into its contribution from qq, w+w-' and 
ZZ processes. An arrow denotes the working point determined using the 
method summarized in Chapter 5. This working point corresponds to a 
signal efficiency of (34.0 ± 0.6)3 (i.e., 4.65 ± 0.08 signal events expected) 
for A1H = 85 GeV /c 2 and an expected background of 3.45 ± 0.22 events 
(1.52 ± 0.19 qq, 0.53 ± 0.05 w+w-, and 1.40 ± 0.09 ZZ);3 the uncertainties 
are statistical only. The flavor composition of the background is given in 
Table 4.4. 
The signal efficiency is dependent upon the Higgs boson mass hypoth-
3No events survive the selection criteria from the simulated samples of Wev and Zee. 
A 95% confidence level upper limit on the expected number of events can be set at 0.02 
events for each process. 
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Figure 4.15: The performance of the cut-based analysis in terms of efficiency 
for a signal with Mtt = 85 Ge V / c 2 versus the number of events expected 
from Standard Model background processes for an integrated luminosity 
of 5 7 pb-1. The background is broken down into its contribution from qq, 
w+w-, and ZZ processes. The arrow denotes the working point determined 
using the method summarized in Chapter 5. 
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Background Composition 
qq w+w- zz 
1.52 ± 0.19 Events 0.53 ± 0.05 Events 1.40 ± 0.09 Events 
bbgg 533 cscs 533 bbqq 533 
bbqq 223 csud 273 bbcc 233 
bbcc 123 cscd 53 bbbb 203 
bbbb 53 cscb 43 cc cc 23 
ccgg 53 cbud 43 ccqq 13 
Other 33 Other 73 Other 13 
Table 4.4: A breakdown of the flavor composition of the expected Standard 
Model background processes after the cut-based selection criteria are applied. 
Charge-conjugation is implied for the w+w- modes. 
esis used for the simulated events. Figure 4.16 shows the signal efficiency 
evaluated using several simulated samples with different Higgs boson mass 
hypotheses. As the Higgs boson masses decreases, the selection criteria for I 
and M34 begin to eliminate more of the signal and the efficiency is reduced. 
As the Higgs boson mass approaches the HZ production threshold, the de-
graded M 12 and M 34 resolutions cause some of the signal to fall below the 
J\1.12 and lV/34 requirements, thus reducing the efficiency slightly. 
Roughly 503 of the signal events pass through the two b-jet scenario 
(A) branch only, 333 pass through the four b-jet scenario (B) branch only, 
and the remaining events (roughly 1 73) pass both branches (A and B). A 
detailed breakdown in terms of four-jet final state composition and event 
selection branches is given in Table 4.5. 
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Figure 4.16: The working point signal efficiency for various Higgs boson mass 
hypotheses. The error bars indicate the statistical uncertainty. 
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Branch c(HZ--+ 4jets) c(HZ --+ bbqq) c(HZ --+ bbbb) c(HZ--+ 
(qq,gg)(qq, bb)) 
A Only 16.4 ± 0.4 15.0 ± 0.4 1.1±0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 
B Only 11.1±0.4 4.2 ± 0.3 6.6 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.1 
A and B 6.5 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.2 4.2 ± 0.3 0.08 ± 0.04 
AorB 34.0 ± 0.6 21.4 ± 0.5 11.9 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.1 
Table 4.5: A breakdown of signal efficiency in percent for the cut-based anal-
ysis in terms of four-jet final state composition (where qq refers to a non-b 
quark pair) and two branches of the analysis (i.e., the two b jet scenario 
branch A and the four b jet scenario branch B). The uncertainties are sta-
tistical only. 
nario branch (A) have only one jet-pairing combination which satisfies the 
selection criteria; the remaining 6% of the selected events have two jet-pairing 
combinations. All six possible jet pairing combinations are selected for events 
passing only the four b jet scenario branch (B) since none of the selection 
criteria are based upon jet pairings. This is also true for events passing both 
of the two branch criteria. As described in Section 4.2.2, if more than one 
jet pairing of a given event passes this selection, the one with M12 closest to 
91.2 Ge V / c 2 is chosen. The overall correct jet pairing4 fraction is 58%; the 
fraction is 86%, 19%, and 52% for events passing only the two b jet scenario 
(A) branch, only the four b jet scenario (B) branch, and both of the branches, 
respectively. 
4The rigorous assignment of quarks from the Higgs and Z bosons at the Monte Carlo 
truth level to reconstructed jets is not possible. The criterion used here is the jet closest 
in angle to a given quark; however, gluon bremsstrahlung before the hadronization pro-
cess can result in changes in the trajectories of primary quarks and subsequent jet-quark 
misassignment. This results in a usable but not a perfect tag of the correct jet pairing. 
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For the correct jet-pairing in simulated signal events, the di-jet mass of 
the Higgs boson candidate jets M 34 is centered around the nominal Higgs 
boson mass used in the simulation, but the resolution is poor. The correct 
jet-pairing M 34 distribution has an RMS of 8.3 Ge V / c 2. A better measure 
of the Higgs boson mass is the quantity M 34 + M 12 - 91. 2 Ge V / c 2 . This 
quantity is referred to as the reconstructed Higgs boson mass and is used in 
the confidence level calculation method described in Chapter 5; the RMS for 
correct jet-pairings is 5.1 GeV /c 2 . This is due to the anti-correlated nature 
of M 34 and M 12 and the jet energy rescaling procedure. Distributions of M34 
and the reconstructed Higgs boson mass are shown in Figure 4.17. 
4.3 Event Selection with Neural Networks 
The b-tagging scheme described in Chapter 3 demonstrates that neural net-
works are able to combine multiple discriminating variables together in an 
effective and efficient manner. It is natural to extend this approach to an 
entire event selection in which multiple variables are available but are often 
difficult to incorporate into a cut-based analysis. 
The strategy for this event selection is to train and use neural networks to 
identify signal while rejecting the qq and w+w- backgrounds. Two neural 
networks in tandem are used, each incorporating differing sets of variables 
designed to reject specific backgrounds. Some of the variables used for the 
neural networks are also used in the cut-based selection. One network is de-
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Figure 4.17: Distributions of (a) M34 and (b) the reconstructed Higgs boson 
mass M12 -M34 -91.2 GeV /c 2 . In both distributions the hatched histogram 
shows the contribution from incorrect jet-pairings. The quoted RMS is for 
correct jet-pairings only. 
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hence they are referred to as the anti-qq and anti-W+w- neural networks 
respectively. The use of a neural network to reject ZZ events deteriorates the 
overall analysis performance for Higgs boson masses approaching Mz due to 
the irreducible component ZZ __., bbqq. 
Individual patterns composed of sets of input variables are presented to 
the neural networks. During the training phase, the network weights are 
optimized to produce an output near one for signal patterns and near zero 
for background patterns. The basic elements used for patterns are the six 
possible four-jet pairings or combinations per event. Only the correct jet 
pairing in signal events is presented to the neural network as signal pattern. 
However, all six jet pairings in qq and w+w- events are used as background 
patterns. 
As is the case for the b-tagging neural network, the performance of a 
neural network is not only a function of the discriminating power of the in-
put variables but also of proper handling of the input variables, the network 
architecture, and the internal parameters used during training (122). Unfor-
tunately clearly defined rules for determining most of these parameters do 
not exist. Hence they must be chosen on the basis of optimal performance on 
an independent testing sample of simulated signal and background processes. 
4.3.1 The Input Variables 
The anti-qq and anti-W+w- neural networks share many variables with the 
cut-based analysis. Several additional variables have been added to each 
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which increase performance. Most of these additional discriminating vari-
ables show only marginal separation between signal and total background 
distributions; however, often there is significant separation between one back-
ground component (i.e., qq or w+w-) and signal. This motivates the con-
struction of separate neural networks for discrimination against the different 
background types. 
The additional discriminating variables can be grouped into two classes: 
topological/kinematic variables and b-tagging variables. 
Additional Topological/Kinematic Variables 
The additional set of topological/kinematic variables includes the following: 
• An event broadening variable B is calculated by dividing the event into 
hemispheres based on the thrust axis (136]. The thrust axis is defined 
as the vector ii which maximizes the quantity 
N 
2: I.Pi· iii 




where N is the number of energy flow objects in the event, Pi is the 
three-momentum vector of the ith energy flow object, and T is the 
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where N is the number of energy flow objects in the hemisphere, Pi 
is the momentum of the jth energy flow, and PTj is the transverse 
momentum of the jth energy flow with respect to the thrust axis. The 
quantity B is the minimum of Bhemi for the two hemispheres. The 
distributions for this quantity are shown in Figure 4.18(a). 
• The average four-jet QCD matrix element (M) is determined by using 
the four-momenta of the four jets in the event and calculating the first-
order transition amplitude for e+e- -t qqqq and e+e- -t qqgg. This 
quantity is described in detail elsewhere (137]. Figure 4.18(b) shows 
the distributions of this variable. 
• (Ejet)i is the energy of the ith jet in the event. The two smallest and 
the largest jet energies are used. Figure 4.18( c) shows distributions for 
the lowest energy jet. 
• (Mjet)i is the mass of the ith jet in the event. The two lowest jet masses 
are used. 
• cos Bv is cosine of the polar angle of the event missing momentum vector. 
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• min(8ij): the minimum di-jet angle. Figure 4.18(d) shows distributions 
of this variable. 
Additional b-Tagging Variables 
The neural network b-tag presented in Chapter 3 offers improved performance 
over single b-tagging variables by combining multiple variables together. It 
was developed in an analysis-independent manner so that it could be applied 
in a uniform manner to many final state analyses designed to search for 
neutral Higgs bosons. It can be complemented with additional b-tagging 
variables to enhance performance for the four-jet final state. The flexibility 
of the neural network framework allow this to be done relatively easily. 
The variables listed below show discriminating power between jet flavors. 
They are evaluated for each jet in the event and included as input variables 
to the analysis neural networks in various forms. 
• A charm rejection variable µi is based upon the impact-parameter-
based probability (Pjet)i described in Section 3.3.1. This new quantity 
µi is the ith jet probability recalculated using only tracks which have a 
rapidity with respect to the jet axis of less than 4.9. This modification 
was developed for ALEPH heavy flavor analyses at LEPl to enhance 
identification of c jets and is described in detail elsewhere [138]. There 
is a substantial component of background from w+w- events with one 
or two charm jets. Figure 4.19(a) and (b) show distributions of this 
variable. 
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• The boosted aplanarity of a jet is calculated in a manner similar to 
that of boosted sphericity described in Section 3.3.4. Energy flow ob-
jects comprising jet i are boosted into the rest-frame of the jet, and 
the momentum tensor S°'f3 and its eigenvalues Q1 (j = 1, 2, 3) are cal-
culated. The aplanarity is defined as 3/2 Q1 where Q1 < Q2 < Q3 . 
Figure 4.19( c) shows the distributions of this variable. 
• The boosted sphericity of a jet, described in Section 3.3.4. 
• The multiplicity of good charged tracks in a jet with rapidity (with 
respect to the jet axis) greater than 1.6 is calculated. Figure 4.19(d) 
shows distributions of this variable. 
These additional b-tagging variables are applied to the Z candidate jets 
in the anti-qq neural network in order to reduce the bbgg component of the 
qq background process. The charm rejection variable is applied to the Higgs 
boson candidate jets in the anti-W+w- neural network in order to reduce 
the component of the w+w- background process having two c jets. 
4.3.2 The Neural Networks 
The anti-qq neural network uses a 22-10-10-1 fully-connected feed-forward 
architecture [122]. The 22 input variables are listed in Table 4.6. 
The anti-W+w- neural network uses a 14-12-10-2 fully-connected feed-
forward architecture. The 14 input variables are listed in Table 4.7. 
During the training phase, both networks are exposed to patterns derived 
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Figure 4.18: Distributions of some of the additional topological/kinematic 
discriminating variables used in the neural network selection at the preselec-
tion level: (a) the event broadening, (b) -log10 of the average QCD matrix 
element, (c) the minimum jet energy, and (d) min(Bij)· Distributions for 
simulated background events and data are shown in the upper half of each 
plot while the signal with Mtt = 85 Ge V / c 2 is given in the lower half. All 
six jet pairings are shown in distributions of data and simulated background; 
only the correct pairing is shown for signal. 
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Figure 4.19: Distributions of some of the additional b-tagging discriminating 
variables used in the neural network selection at the preselection level: (a) 
- log10 (min(µ3 , µ 4)), (b) -log10(max(µ3 , µ 4)), (c) boosted aplanarity of the 
most energetic Z candidate jet, and ( d) multiplicity of tracks with rapidity 
greater than 1.6 of the most energetic Z candidate jet. Distributions for 
simulated background events and data are shown in the upper half of each 
plot while the signal with MH = 85 Ge V / c 2 is given in the lower half. All 
six jet pairings are shown in distributions of data and simulated background; 























min(773, 774) + 
(1 - 7J3)(l - 7J4) + 
'Li=11Ji + 
e+ 
(M), average four-jet QCD matrix element 
Boosted aplanarity of Z candidate jets 
Boosted sphericity of Z candidate jets 
Multiplicity of tracks with rapidity larger 
than 1.6, in the Z candidate jets 
min(Bij), lowest interjet angle 
cos Bv, cosine of the polar angle of the 
event missing momentum vector 
min(Mij + Mk1), lowest di-jet mass sum 
Mmin, Mmin2, the two lowest jet masses 
Emin, Emin2, the two lowest jet energies 
Ema:x, largest jet energy 
Table 4.6: The complete list of inputs to the anti-qq neural network. The 
variables marked with :j: are in common with cut-based selection described 
in Section 4.2. 
from simulated events which pass extended preselection requirements. The 
preselection criteria are identical to those described in Section 4.1 with the 
exception of requirements that the sum of the four neural network b-tag 
outputs be greater than 1.0 and that M34 be greater than 45 GeV /c 2. 
The anti-qq and anti-W+w- are trained on dedicated training samples 
which are summarised in Tables 4.8 and 4.9. Both neural networks are trained 

















min(773, 774) +, max(773, 774) 
(1 - 773) (1 - 774) + 
2=t=117i + 
min(771, 772), inax(771, 772) 
min(µ3, µ4), max(µ3, µ4) 
B, event broadening 
Emin, lowest jet energy 
min(Mij), lowest di-jet mass 
Table 4. 7: The complete list of inputs to the anti-W+w- neural network. 
The variables marked with + are in common with the cut-based variables 
described in Section 4.2. 
1 000 and 1 500 for the anti-qq and anti-W+w- neural networks respectively. 
Figure 4.20 shows distributions of the outputs of the neural networks from 
independent testing samples. 
4.3.3 Performance 
The performance curve for the neural network analysis is obtained by allowing 
the selection cuts on the anti-W+w- and anti-qq neural network outputs to 
vary freely. The working point is determined using the method described 
in Chapter 5. Figure 4.21 shows the performance of the neural network 
analysis in terms of number of expected events from background processes 
versus efficiency for a signal with Mtt = 85 GeV /c 2. An arrow denotes the 
working point which corresponds to requiring the anti-qq neural network 
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Figure 4.20: The neural network outputs for (a) anti-w+w- , and (b) anti-
qq network. The solid lines indicate the response for background processes 
normalized to 57 pb-1 while the dashed line in each plot indicates the re-
sponse for signal with a Higgs mass of 85 GeV /c 2 which has an arbitrary 
normalization. The points show the distributions obtained from data. 
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Process Number Events Number Combinations 
before presel. after presel. 
HZ signal (MH = 70 GeV /c 2) 19995 12380 
HZ signal (MH = 80GeV/c 2) 20000 12920 
HZ signal (Mtt = 85 GeV /c 2 ) 19990 15110 
qqJ-y) 1109 729 62772 
Table 4.8: The training sample composition for the anti-qq neural network. 
Process Number Events Number Combinations 
before presel. after presel. 
HZ signal (Mtt = 80GeV/c 2 ) 20000 9443 
w+w- 26000 21213 
Table 4.9: The training sample composition for the anti-W+w- neural net-
work. 
output to be greater than 0.940 and the anti-w+w- neural network output 
to be greater than 0.964. This yields a signal efficiency of (31.4 ± 0.6)3 
(4.24 ± 0.08 signal events expected for MH = 85GeV/c 2 ) and an expected 
background of 2.36 ± 0.15 events ( 0. 70 ± 0.11 qq, 0.38 ± 0.05 w+w-' and 
1.28 ± 0.08 ZZ); the uncertainties are statistical only. The contribution from 
qq, w+w-, and ZZ is also shown as well as the performance curve for the 
cut-based analysis. It is apparent that the neural network analysis offers 
consistently better performance than the cut-based analysis; for example, at 
a signal efficiency of 343, there is roughly a 153 reduction in background 
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Figure 4.21: The performance of the neural network analysis in terms of 
efficiency for a signal with Mtt = 85 Ge V / c 2 versus the number of events 
expected from Standard Model background processes for an integrated lumi-
nosity of 5 7 pb-1. The background is broken down into its contribution from 
qq, w+w-, and ZZ processes. The arrow denotes the working point deter-
mined using the method summarized in Chapter 5. The thin line with open 
squares denotes the performance curve from the cut-based analysis shown in 
Figure 4.15. 
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4.4 Systematic Studies 
Studies of uncertainties due to b-tagging, jet angle resolution, and discrepan-
cies between data and simulated events are presented in this section. System-
atic effects are quantified with respect to variations of the signal efficiency 
(MH = 85GeV/c 2) at the working point,.EwP defined as: 
E1 - Ewp 
.6.Erelative = ---
Ewp 
where E1 is the new signal efficiency determined from a given systematic 
variation. Some systematic uncertainties are treated as symmetric when 
calculating the total. 
4.4.1 b-Tagging 
Since b-tagging is the most powerful selection criterion in both the cut-based 
and neural network analyses, systematic effects related to the detector track-
ing simulation in simulated events and generator-level b physics parameters 
must be carefully studied. 
In the simulation, the b quark fragmentation is modelled with the Peter-
son function (99) described in Section 3.1.3. An average from experimental 
measurements (140] of the value of the free parameter in the fragmentation 
function Eb is 0.0045 ± 0.0014. In order to estimate the uncertainty on the 
signal selection efficiency arising from the uncertainty on Eb, signal events 
are reweighted to a harder (Eb = 0.0031) and a softer (Eb = 0.0059) frag-
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mentation. As expected, the signal selection efficiency increases (decreases), 
due to the average increase (decrease) in the boost of b hadrons. The dif-
ference between the nominal and reweighted sample efficiencies is taken as 
the systematic uncertainty due to our limited knowledge of the fragmenta-
tion process. Using this technique, a relative working point signal efficiency 
change of ±1.63 is observed. 
In the samples of simulated events the average b hadron lifetime is set 
to 1.50 ps. A recent fit for this quantity from experimental measurements is 
1.55 ± 0.02 ps (141]. The uncertainty due to this discrepancy is quantified 
by reweighting simulated events from 1.50 ps to 1.55 ps and reevaluating the 
working point signal efficiency. A relative + 1.13 shift in working point signal 
efficiency is seen for both the cut-based and neural network analyses. 
As discussed in Section 3.5, a smearing of the d0 and z0 of 33 for tracks 
in simulated events with two VDET hits and 153 for all other tracks is 
performed in order to account for modelling uncertainties of the tracking. To 
estimate conservatively the systematic uncertainty due to this smearing, the 
working point signal efficiency is reevaluated without this smearing. Relative 
shifts of -0.273 and -1.13 in working point signal efficiency are seen for 
the cut-based and neural network analyses respectively. 
Uncertainties due to further problems in the modelling of the tracking in 
the simulation by reevaluating the working point signal efficiency with a new 
sample of simulated signal events generated for which some of these problems 
have been corrected. A relative signal efficiency shift of +5.03 is observed 
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in the cut-based analysis and +5.63 in the neural network analysis.5 
In order to account for uncertainties on the average b hadron multiplicity, 
simulated signal events were reweighted so as to increase the average charged 
b hadron track multiplicity by 0.4 for the weakly-decaying b hadron species. 
This results in a relative working point signal efficiency change of +3. 73 for 
the cut-based analysis and a relative change +2.13 for the neural network 
analysis. 
The b-tagging related systematic uncertainties are summarised in Ta-
ble 4.10. 
Source Lltrelative (3) LlErelative (3) 
Cut-based Neural Network 
b Fragmentation ±1.6 ±1.6 
b Lifetime +1.1 +1.1 
b Multiplicity +3.7 +2.1 
Track Smearing -0.27 -1.1 
Different Tracking +5.0 +5.6 
Total +6.5 +6.3 
-1.6 -1.9 
Table 4.10: A summary of the b-tagging related systematics for the cut-based 
and neural network analyses in terms of relative signal efficiency changes. 
4.4.2 Jet Angle 
In these analyses, most kinematic variables are calculated using the directions 
and rescaled energies of the jets. Hence uncertainties in the jet direction can 
5Part of this error includes statistical uncertainties due to the limited sample sizes of 
the new and old samples ( 10 000 events in each case). 
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contribute an additional systematic error. 
The jet angular resolutions of the ALEPH detector have been estimated 
to be l::lB = 17.7mrad and (sinB)f::l</> = 19.4mrad at LEPl [72]. Here, at 
LEP2, these jet resolutions are conservatively assumed to be 10% worse, 
and the jet angles are smeared by 8.1 mrad in B, and 8.9/ sinBmrad in </> 
respectively. The relative change in working point signal efficiency is -0.8%. 
4.4.3 Neural Network Variables 
Since the neural network analyses use a large set of discriminating variables, 
there is the danger of introducing systematic uncertainties due to discrep-
ancies between the simulation and data. Therefore, the systematic effect 
of each variable used as input to the neural networks must be studied. It 
should be noted that since the neural network analysis shares seven variables 
with the cut-based analysis, some of these systematic concerns apply to the 
cut-based analysis also. 
In order to quantify any possible discrepancies between data and sim-
ulated events for each of the kinematic and jet shape input variables to 
the neural networks, the working point efficiency and expected background 
is reevaluated with a reweighting technique. At the preselection level, 
a smooth Xi distribution is found for each input variable i. The ratio 
R(Xi) = Xi(DATA)/ Xi(MC) is calculated. Each of the signal events is 
reweighted by a factor (R(Xi) + 1)/2. All selection cuts are applied, and 
the reweighted efficiency e.' is calculated. The change relative to the work-
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ing point signal efficiency is determined for each variable and summarized in 
Table 4.11. The total relative uncertainty is ~Erelative =~~:g %. 
I Variable II ~Erelative (%) I 
e 0.1 
I 0.0 




cos ()p -1.0 
(M) 0.0 
min( ()ij) -0.1 
Largest Ejet -0.1 
Smallest Ejet 0.0 
Second smallest Ejet -0.1 
Smallest A1jet 0.2 
Second smallest A1jet 0.4 
Boosted Aplanarity of jet 1 0.0 
Boosted Aplanarity of jet 2 0.1 
Boosted Sphericity of jet 1 -0.1 
Boosted Sphericity of jet 2 -1.1 
Multiplicity for y > 1.6 of jet 1 -0.4 
Multiplicity for y > 1.6 of jet 2 0.8 
TOTAL +1.0 
-2.2 
Table 4.11: Relative changes in working point signal efficiency due to system-
atic reweighting of discriminating variables in the neural network analysis. 
4.4.4 Summary of Systematics 
Systematic uncertainties related to b-tagging, jet angle resolution, and dis-
crepancies between data and Monte Carlo simulations of the kinematic vari-
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ables used in the neural network are studied. The uncertainties due to b-
tagging result in a relative signal efficiency uncertainty of .6.Erelative = ~U 3 
and .6.Erelative =~7:~ 3 in the cut-based and neural network analyses respec-
tively. The uncertainties due to jet angle resolution result in a relative signal 
efficiency uncertainty of -0.83. Finally, uncertainties derived from reweight-
ing the kinematic variables used in the neural network analysis result in a 
relative working point signal efficiency uncertainty of .6.Erelative = ~~:g 3. 
All of the combined systematic uncertainties are less than statistical un-
certainty due to the limited size of the simulated event sample. Variations 
in the expected background were also studied and were also found to be less 
than the statistical uncertainty. 
These systematic uncertainties are incorporated into the final result pre-
sented in Chapter 5 (i.e., the lower limit on the mass of the Higgs boson) 
using the method of Cousins and Highland described in Ref. [142). 
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Chapter 5 
Limit Setting Methods and 
Results 
The analyses described in Chapter 4 and Appendix A are designed to search 
for evidence of the production Higgs boson via the Higgsstrahlung process. 
No evidence of a significant excess is observed in the ALEPH data sample in 
each of the individual final state analyses. 
A confidence level calculation method is used to determine a lower limit 
on the mass of the Higgs boson. For this purpose, the different final state 
analyses are combined together using a technique which weights each analysis 
according to its intrinsic ability. Before the final state analyses are applied 
to the data, their expected combined performance in the absence of signal 
is determined; the resulting average combined confidence level is maximized 
with respect to the most relevant event selection criteria using a reference 
signal with a Higgs boson mass of 85 Ge V / c 2 . This establishes a working 
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point for each analysis. These methods are summarized in Section 5.1. 
Events from the data sample which pass the optimized selection criteria 
are discussed in Section 5.2. Systematic uncertainties are incorporated, and 
a final combined lower limit at a 953 confidence level on the mass of the 
Higgs boson is determined. This is presented in Section 5.3. 
5.1 Limit Setting Method 
5.1.1 The Confidence Levels 
This section summarizes the confidence level calculation methods used within 
ALEPH. These methods are based upon and described in detail in Refs. [143, 
144]. An estimator (often also referred to as a test statistic) is defined as 
where n is the number of candidate events and s is the number of expected 
events from the Higgs boson signal process. The first part of each term 
of the estimator is the standard Poisson probability that i events are from 
signal whens signal events are expected. The summation over this quantity 
alone gives the probability that n events or fewer are from signal when s are 
expected. 
The term ~n in the estimator represents an important and powerful ex-
tension of a confidence level calculation based only on Poisson statistics. This 
term is a measure of how signal-like the i most signal-like events are; specif-
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ically it is the probability for the i most signal-like events to be as or less 
signal-like than observed according to the values of a discriminating variable 
for each event X(1, ... ,n). 
In practice there are multiple sets of discriminating variables for some 
analyses. The reconstructed Higgs boson mass is a discriminating variable 
for all final state analyses (i.e., the Hqq analyses described in Chapter 4 and 
the HvD, H£+.e-, HT+T-, and T+T-qq analyses described in Appendix A). 
For some of the final state analyses, the power of the confidence levels is 
improved by including more discriminating variables in the test statistic. 
These new variables are 
• the b-tagging sum (TJ1 + TJ2 ) of the two hemispheres in the HvD final 
state cut-based analysis; 
• the neural network output in the HvD final state neural network anal-
ysis; 
• the b-tagging sum (TJi + TJ2) of the two jets for the Hf+g- final state 
analysis. 
The construction of the Pr quantity involves several steps. For a given 
single discriminating variable x, the probability densities as a function of x 
are determined from simulated events. This probability density is denoted 
as Ps(x) for signal and Pb(x) for background processes. These probability 
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densities are converted to 
'fJ(x) = Ps(x) - Pb(x). 
Ps(x) + Pb(x) 
which reflects the signal-likeness of an event having a discriminating variable 
value x. 
A probability density for signal events only Ps('fJ) is calculated based upon 
the 'fJ(x) distribution. A cumulative probability distribution R('fJ) is calcu-
lated based on Ps ( 'f]) for each event: 
R ('fJ) = 1: d'fJ' Ps('fJ'). 
Hence R ranks each event, indicating how signal-like an event which has a 
discriminating variable value x is. 
In the case of multiple discriminating variables, there are multiple cumu-
lative probability distributions for the signal (i.e., one for each discriminating 
variable). The ranking variable R ('fJ1, ... , 'fJnd;.J is the product of the inte-
grals of each different 'fJ(Xj) distribution where Xj is the jth discriminating 
variable out a total of ndisc· 
For a given set of n events, the events are ordered according to their R 
values. The R values for the i most signal-like events are combined according 
to the standard prescription for multiple cumulative probability distributions 
to determine ~n. 
Multiple hypothesized Higgs masses are denoted rhtt and are considered 
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in the confidence level calculation. The shapes of the distributions of the 
discriminating variables are fed into a toy Monte Carlo program; one set of 
distributions corresponds to the background processes for the given working 
point (see Section 5.1.3) while multiple sets of signal distributions are used 
each corresponding to a specific value of mH (145). These signal distribu-
tions are evaluated at 5 GeV /c 2 intervals using samples of simulated Higgs 
boson events. An interpolation method is used to obtain the distributions at 
0.5 GeV /c 2 intervals in mH for the confidence level determinations. 
A large number of gedanken experiments using signal only is performed 
for specific values of mH using the toy Monte Carlo program. Expected distri-
butions of f;, as a function of mH are obtained. These expected distributions 
are denoted as p(f;,), and their areas are normalized to one. 
The confidence level on a given signal hypothesis mH is defined as the frac-
tion of all possible experiments with signal only that would have an estimator 
value f;, less than or equal to the observed value from the data f;,obs [144): 
The traditional definition of confidence level is simply 1 - c (i.e., 953 confi-
dence level corresponds to a value of c of 0.05). 
An expected confidence level for the null hypothesis is calculated. This 
null hypothesis assumes that the Higgs boson is too heavy to be produced 
at LEP and the expected confidence level is denoted as (c) 00 (mH)· 
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5.1.2 Combination of Confidence Levels 
Since there are multiple final state analyses, it is necessary to merge them 
together when determining the confidence levels and hence the final result. 
The elitist prescription of Ref. [144) is used to accomplish this. This prescrip-
tion is an extension of a democratic prescription which would combine the 
confidence levels of n different analyses together in an equal way regardless 
of their intrinsic capability to search for the Higgs boson 
n 
f(mH) =II ci(mH) 
i=l 
where f can be interpreted as a new estimator from which to derive a com-
bined confidence level. The new combined confidence level would be the 
fraction of all possible experiments that would have a value f less than or 
equal to the measured one. 
The elitist prescription weights each analysis so that superior ones con-
tribute more to the combined confidence level than inferior analyses: 
n 
f(mH) =II cf;(mtt)(mH) 
i=l 
where ai(mH) is the weight assigned to the ith analysis for a given hypoth-
esized Higgs boson mass mH. These weights are determined during an opti-
mization procedure which minimized the combined expected confidence level 
(c) 00 (mH)· During this procedure, the weights corresponding to the AND of 
the cut-based and neural network analyses for the Hqq final state are fixed to 
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1.0; all other weights are allowed to vary during the optimization procedure. 
The complete details and derivation of this procedure are non-trivial and are 
described in detail in Ref. [144). 
5.1.3 Working Point Determination 
The value of the combined (c) 00 at mtt = 85GeV/c 2 is minimized with 
respect to the position of the cuts on the most relevant selection criteria for 
each of the final state analyses. These most relevant selection criteria are: 
• the three selection criteria based upon b-tagging information and the 
invariant mass of jets from the Z boson in the Hqq cut-based analysis; 
• the neural network outputs in the Hqq neural network analysis; 
• the b-tag sum (TJ1 +TJ2 ) and the event acoplanarity in the HvD cut-based 
analysis; 
• the neural network output in the HvD neural network analysis; 
• the reconstructed Z mass in the H£+ £- analysis; 
• the neural network outputs in the Hr+r- and r+r-qq analyses. 
Technically the resulting working points may not correspond to the most op-
timal selection; however, this procedure has the notable advantage of provid-
ing a well-defined and unbiased way to determine the most relevant selection 
criteria. 
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Two selections exist for the Hqq and Hvv final states: the cut-based 
analyses and the neural network analyses. In each case, the two original 
analyses are separated into three statistically independent subselections. The 
first subselection, corresponding to the overlap of the cut-based and neural 
network analyses, is very pure. Two less pure exclusive subselections (i.e., 
cut-based only and neural network only) contain additional information and 
are combined with the first, decreasing further the overall expected confidence 
level. The gain from this procedure is significant since, when two analyses 
are aimed at selecting the same signal and have similar performance, they 
often have a large overlap in signal efficiency but not so large an overlap in 
terms of background. Signal events are, unlike reducible background events, 
signal-like in many variables. The selection of a background event by both 
selections is therefore less probable: it depends on the specific choice of 
variables in each of the selections. 
Systematic uncertainties related to the knowledge of the residual back-
ground shape and normalization do not affect the results since no background 
subtraction is performed. 
5.2 Results from Data 
Seven events are selected in the data by the various optimized selections, 
in agreement with the 7.2 events expected from all Standard Model back-
ground processes. Four of these events are selected in the four-jet final state; 
these candidates are discussed in Section 5.2.1. The other three candidate 
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MH He+e- HvD Hqq Hr+r- r+r-qq 
(GeV/c 2 ) AND Cuts NN AND Cuts NN 
60 79.6 8.8 8.7 4.7 9.3 5.4 8.1 18.1 0.93 
70 77.8 15.8 4.4 7.9 12.4 8.6 9.0 22.9 2.9 
80 78.3 20.9 2.8 10.9 23.5 7.4 5.2 22.7 9.8 
85 76.2 17.9 4.0 12.2 26.1 7.8 5.2 20.7 12.6 
90 71.9 11.1 5.2 7.0 24.6 9.4 4.6 17.4 13.6 
95 31.1 9.5 2.6 7.2 19.1 7.6 6.0 12.7 11.6 
100 4.0 6.0 1.7 5.7 14.2 6.6 6.9 6.8 5.7 
I Number of events 
nb 2.0 0.16 0.08 0.18 1.4 2.1 1.00 0.17 0.16 
nobs 3 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 
ns 1.1 0.82 0.18 0.56 3.6 1.1 0.71 0.14 0.16 
Table 5.1: A summary of all the final state analyses. Signal detection efficien-
cies are given in percent for different Higgs boson mass values. For the Hqq 
and HvD channels three independent sub-selections are used: events selected 
by both the cut-based and the neural network-based selections (summarized 
in the column labelled "AND"), and events selected exclusively by either 
of them. The number of expected background events ( nb), the number of 
events selected in the data (nobs), and the number of expected signal events 
for MH = 85 GeV /c 2 (ns) are also given. 
events are found in the leptonic final state and are discussed in Section 5.2.2. 
Table 5.1 summarizes the efficiencies of the analyses and subselections for 
various hypothesized Higgs masses, the number of expected background, the 
number of candidates observed in the data, and the number of expected 
signal events. Figure 5.1 shows the reconstructed Higgs boson mass distri-
bution for the candidates in all channels and the expected distributions from 
background and signal. 
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Figure 5.1: Distributions of the reconstructed Higgs boson mass of selected 
events in all search channels (146, 147]. The histogram shows the expected 
distribution from signal and background processes, with the contribution 
from background processes shown in the hatched histogram. The signal 
distribution is for a Higgs boson mass of 85 Ge V / c 2. The data events are 
shown with the points. The events selected in different channels do not have 
equal weights in the combination procedure but have been plotted here with 
unit weight for convenience. 
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5.2.1 Results from the Four-Jet Analyses 
Four events from data are selected. One candidate event is selected by the 
cuts and neural network subselection and has a reconstructed Higgs boson 
mass of 71.5 GeV /c 2. Two events are selected by the cut only subselection 
and have masses of 76.l and 85.0 GeV /c 2• One event is selected by the neural 
network only subselection and has a mass of 85.2 GeV /c 2 . The properties 
of these events are summarized in Table 5.2. Figures 5.2 through 5.5 show 
event displays of these candidate events in various views. 
5.2.2 The Other Final State Analyses 
Three candidates are selected in the dilepton channel with reconstructed 
Higgs boson masses of 67.0, 82.2, and 96.5 GeV /c 2 . The properties of these 
candidates are summarized in Table 5.3. An event display of one of these 
candidates is shown in Figure 5.6. No events are selected from data using 
the HvD, Hr+r-, and r+r-qq final state analyses. 
5.3 Combined Results and Limits 
Figure 5. 7 shows the expected and observed confidence levels as a function of 
the hypothesized Higgs boson mass for the three independent subselections of 
the four-jet analyses and the combined confidence levels. The corresponding 
confidence levels for the other Higgsstrahlung final state analyses are shown 
in Figure 5.8. A lower limit on the Higgs boson mass of 85.7GeV/c 2 at 953 
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Higgs Boson Candidates from Data 
in the Four-Jet Final State 
Run 44220 44830 44681 44253 
Event 9376 2048 3559 6449 
ffiH 85.0 76.1 71.5 85.2 
'T/3 0.992 0.993 0.998 0.784 
'T/4 0.553 0.547 0.537 0.998 
'T/1 0.985 0.073 0.165 0.132 
'T/2 0.253 0.090 0.193 0.051 
M34 94.1 63.7 69.1 103.0 
M12 82.1 103.5 93.6 73.5 
Y34 0.0120 0.0120 0.0206 0.0137 
e 364 365 363 373 
I -1.80 -1.74 -1.83 -1.72 
NNw+w- 0.866 0.938 0.994 0.971 
NNqq 0.999 0.897 0.970 0.946 
Table 5.2: A summary of the four Higgs boson candidate events in the four-
jet final state analyses. The events in the first two columns are selected 
by the cut only subselection. The event in the third column is selected by 
the cut and neural network subselection. The event in the fourth column in 
selected by the neural network only subselection 
Higgs Boson Candidates from Data 
in the Dilepton Final State 
Run Event Z Mass (GeV /c 2) Higgs Mass (GeV /c 2) ('TJ1 + 'T/2) 
44128 409 91.3 82.2 0.94 
44577 9277 85.0 96.5 1.89 
44728 3975 91.4 67.0 1.07 
Table 5.3: A summary of the three Higgs boson candidates in the dilepton 
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Figure 5.2: An event display of a Higgs boson candidate event (Run 44681, 
Event 3559) selected by both the neural network and cut-based four-jet fi-
nal state analyses. The event displays show (a) an r z projection, (b) a ()¢ 
projection showing energy flow objects clustered into jets, and (c) an xy pro-
jection of the region near the primary vertex (the arrow indicates an apparent 
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Figure 5.3: An event display of a Higgs boson candidate (Run 44253, Event 
6449) selected only by the neural network four-jet final state analysis. The 
event displays show (a) an xy projection, (b) a ()cp projection showing energy 
flow objects clustered into jets, and ( c) an xy projection of the region near 
the primary vertex (the arrow indicates an apparent secondary vertex in one 
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Figure 5.4: An event display of a Higgs boson candidate (Run 44220, Event 
9376) selected only by the cut-based four-jet final state analysis. The event 
displays show (a) an xy projection, (b) a 0¢ projection showing energy flow 









Figure 5.5: An event display of a Higgs boson candidate event (Run 44830, 
Event 2048) selected only by the cut-based four-jet final state analysis. The 
event displays show (a) an xy projection, (b) a 8¢ projection showing energy 
flow objects clustered into jets, and (c) an xy projection of the region near 
the primary vertex (the arrow indicates an apparent secondary vertex in one 
of the jets of the Higgs boson candidate). 
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Figure 5.6: An event display of a Higgs boson candidate event (Run 44577, 
Event 9277) selected by the dilepton final state analysis. This event has 
an e+e- pair from the Z boson candidate and two well b-tagged jets from 
the Higgs boson candidate. The event displays show (a) an rz projection, 
(b) a ()<J> projection showing energy flow objects clustered into jets, and (c) 
an xy projection of the region near the primary vertex (the arrows indicate 
apparent secondary vertices in each of the jets). 
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confidence level is set using the combined confidence levels of the three four-
jet subselections. It is not possible to set lower limits greater than 60 Ge V / c 2 
on the Higgs boson mass at the 953 confidence level using any of the other 
final state analyses alone. 
The result obtained when all subselections are combined using the 57 pb-1 
of high energy data is displayed in Figure 5.9. The lower limit on the Higgs 
boson mass at the 953 confidence level is 88.2 GeV /c 2. 
Three events were selected by ALEPH Higgs boson searches from the 
LEPl data in the Hµ+ µ- final state with reconstructed Higgs masses of 
49.7, 51.5, and 66.9GeV/c 2 [36]. No events were selected by ALEPH Higgs 
boson searches in the ..jS = 161, 170, and 172 GeV data [126]. The corre-
sponding confidence level curves combining the lower energy data results and 
the results with the data near 183 GeV are shown in Figure 5.10. These lower 
energy data results only have an impact on the confidence levels for mass val-
ues lower than roughly 75 Ge V / c 2 and do not change the 88.2 Ge V / c 2 lower 
limit at 953 confidence level. 
The values of the LEP energy have been determined by the LEP energy 
working group [148] to be consistently 0.280 GeV lower than the values used 
to calculate all of the confidence levels quoted. The cross sections are reeval-
uated at these new energies which translates into a decrease of the mass limit 
by 0.2 GeV /c 2. 
Incorporating this systematic LEP energy shift, the Higgsstrahlung 
searches exclude all Higgs boson masses below 88.0 GeV /c 2 at the 953 
confidence level. The average limit expected in the absence of signal is 
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85.3 GeV /c 2 . With this expected limit, the probability to observe a limit 
at least as high as 88.0 Ge V / c 2 is 223. 
As explained in Chapter 4 and Appendix A, a number of systematic 
effects are studied and their impacts evaluated. The uncertainties related to 
the selection procedure and to the inadequacies of the simulation of events 
dominate, translating into uncertainties on the selection efficiencies ranging 
from roughly 0.53 to 73, depending on the final state. Following the method 
of Ref. [142], a small decrease of the confidence level results. This corresponds 
to a change in the mass limit of -0.1 GeV /c 2 • 
The mass of the Standard Model Higgs boson therefore exceeds 
87.9GeV/c 2 at the 953 confidence level. This is significantly higher than 
the previous lower limit on the mass of the Higgs boson of 70. 7 Ge V / c 2 at 
953 confidence level which used the ALEPH data taken at center-of-mass 
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Figure 5.7: The observed (solid line) and expected (dashed line) confidence 
levels as a function of the Higgs boson mass for combinations of the four-jet 
final state analyses: (a) the cut-based AND neural network subselection, (b) 
the neural network only subselection, ( c) the cut-based only subselection, ( d) 
the combination of these three subselections [146, 147]. 
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Figure 5.8: The observed (solid line) and expected (dashed line) confidence 
levels as a function of the Higgs boson mass for the the final states other than 
four-jets: (a) the combination of the cut-base and neural network selections 
for HvD, (b) Hc+c-, (c) T+T-qq, (d)HT+T- [146, 147). 
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Figure 5.9: The observed (solid line) and expected (dashed line) confidence 
levels as a function of the Higgs boson mass after all channels are combined, 
using only the 5 7 pb-1 of ALEPH data taken at center-of-mass energies near 
183 GeV [146, 147]. The solid horizontal line denotes an exclusion confidence 
level of 95%. 
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Figure 5.10: The observed (solid line) and expected (dashed line) confidence 
levels as a function of the Higgs boson mass using all ALEPH data (LEPl and 
LEP2) [146, 147). The solid horizontal line denotes an exclusion confidence 
level of 953. 
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Chapter 6 
Summary, Outlook, and 
Conclusion 
6.1 Summary 
The results from the ALEPH Higgs boson searches show no evidence for the 
production of the Higgs boson in the data collected at center-of-mass ener-
gies near 183GeV; a 953 confidence level lower limit of 87.9GeV/c 2 is set. 
The other LEP experiments also conducted searches for the Standard Model 
Higgs boson. Their data also show no evidence of Higgs boson production, 
and lower limits on the Higgs boson mass of 85.7, 87.6, and 88.3GeV/c 2 at 
the 953 confidence level are obtained by DELPHI, L3, and OPAL respec-
tively (149]. These results are summarized in Table 6.1. Combining these 
four results, a preliminary combined 953 confidence level lower limit on the 
mass of the Higgs boson is determined to be 89. 8 Ge V / c 2 [ 150]. 
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LEP Higgs Boson Searches at v's=183 GeV 
Experiment 
ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL 
0 bserved Events 7 6 18 9 
Expected Background 7.2 6.5 24.2 8.9 
Observed Limit at 95% C.L. (GeV /c'2) 87.9 85.7 87.6 88.3 
Expected Limit at 953 C.L. (GeV /c 2) 85.5 86.5 85.0 86.2 
Table 6.1: A summary of results of Higgs boson searches conducted by the 
four LEP experiments. The lower limits use LEP2 data collected at y'S = 
161, 172, and 183 GeV and the LEPl data [150]. 
6.2 Outlook for the Future 
Although the existence of the Higgs boson has not been experimentally con-
firmed, there is still a wide range of Higgs masses that remain unexplored. 
These unexplored ranges will be probed by the increasing center-of-mass en-
ergies at LEP2, the upgraded Tevatron collider, the approved future Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC), and possibly a future high energy e+e- collider. 
6.2.1 Future LEP Higgs Boson Searches 
In 1998, LEP will have delivered an integrated luminosity of roughly 200 pb-1 
to each of the four LEP experiments at a center-of-mass energy of 189 GeV. 
The same or similar analyses designed to search for the Higgs boson at center-
of-mass energies near 183 GeV can be applied to these higher energy data. 
During the summer of 1998, LEP had already delivered roughly 35 pb-1 , and 
each of the four LEP experiments performed preliminary searches using this 
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Preliminary LEP Higgs Boson Searches at y's=189 GeV 
Experiment 
ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL 
Observed Events 10 4 22 4 
Expected Background 8.0 4.8 18.0 8.6 
Observed Limit at 953 C.L. (GeV /c:t.) 88.0 89.6 89.0 93.6 
Expected Limit at 953 C.L. (GeV /c 2 ) 87.5 89.5 88.6 89.3 
Table 6.2: A summary of preliminary results of Higgs boson searches con-
ducted by the four LEP experiments. The lower limits use LEP2 data col-
lected at vs= 161, 172, 183, and 189 GeV and the LEPl data [150]. 
data sample. The results of these searches are summarized in Table 6.2.1. 
Preliminary lower limits were set on the mass of the Higgs boson at 953 
confidence level of 88.0, 89.6, 89.0, and 93.6 GeV /c 2 by ALEPH, DELPHI, 
L3, and OPAL respectively [151]. 
During 1999 and 2000, LEP should be able to achieve center-of-mass 
energies approaching 200 GeV, increasing the sensitivity to the Higgs boson 
mass up to roughly 105 GeV /c 2 . If the Higgs boson is not discovered at 
LEP2, this task will be taken up by experimentalists at future colliders. 
6.2.2 Future Higgs Searches at the Tevatron 
The main injector upgrade will increase the Tevatron's center-of-mass energy 
to 2 TeV from 1.8 TeV and luminosity to 2 x 1032 cm-2s-1 from 1031 cm-2s-1 . 
This will offer the CDF and DO experiments the possibility to explore a 
Higgs boson mass range from 80 to around 120GeV/c 2 if a sufficiently large 
integrated luminosity is collected [152]. 
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The primary Higgs production process considered is qq -> W±H with 
H-> bb and w±-> fve, where£ denotes either an electron or a muon. At a 
center-of-mass energy of 2 Te V and a Higgs mass of 80 Ge V / c 2, this process 
has a cross section of 500 fb (which must be multiplied by the branching ratio 
of roughly 213 for w± _,eve, µvµ)· Searches for this process could be sup-
plemented with searches for the Higgs production process qq -> (W±, Z)H 
with H-> T+T- and (W±, Z)-> qq. 
Studies indicate that with a data sample of 5 fb- 1 it should be possible to 
discover a Higgs boson in the mass range from 60 to 90 Ge V / c 2 . To explore 
the mass range up to 120 Ge V / c 2 would require more integrated luminosity, 
on the order of roughly 25 fb- 1 [152]. 
6.2.3 Future Higgs Searches at the LHC 
The LHC will be a pp collider with a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and a 
peak design luminosity of 1034 cm-2s-1 [153]. With the advent of the LHC, 
it will be possible to search for the Higgs boson with a mass up to 1 Te V / c2 
with the two main LHC detector experiments: A Toroidal LHC Apparatus 
(ATLAS) [154] and the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [155]. 
The dominant Higgs boson production mechanism at the LHC will be 
the gluon fusion process pp -> gg -> H with a cross section ranging between 
100 to 0.1 pb for Higgs boson masses between 100 Ge V / c 2 and 1 Te V / c2 . 
Fusion processes involving w± and Z bosons lead to the next most prevalent 
production process: qq -> Hqq with a cross section between 10 and 0.1 pb. 
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Diagrams contributing to Higgs boson production at the LHC are shown in 
Figure 6.1. Production cross sections are shown in Figure 6.2. 







(d) q t, b 
H 
q t, b 
Figure 6.1: Diagrams contributing to Higgs boson production at the LHC: (a) 
gg--+ H, (b) qq--+ Hqq, (c) qq(tl --+ H(W±, Z), and (d) qq/gg--+ H(bb, tt). 
Despite the LHC impressive center-of-mass energy and luminosity, the 
LEP2 and Tevatron Higgs boson searches will still be important since the 
mass range from 90 to 140 Ge V / c 2 is the most difficult for the LH C exp er-
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Figure 6.2: Higgs boson production cross sections at the LHC from Ref. [156). 
iments [152]. As discussed in Section 1.2.2, in this mass range the Higgs 
boson decays predominantly to bb. Unfortunately, at the LHC, QCD back-
ground processes will overwhelm this signal. Other backgrounds render the 
H ---;. 7+ 7- mode infeasible. The most promising mode to use is the rare 
H ---;. II decay mode for light Higgs boson searches. For a 100 fb- 1, CMS 
will be able discover (i.e., the signal significance would exceed the 50" level) 
the Higgs boson in the mass range from 90 to 140 Ge V / c 2 utilizing its high-
resolution, high-granularity crystal calorimeter [155]. With the same inte-
grated luminosity ATLAS can search in the range 110 to 140 GeV /c 2 but 
would need on the order of 400fb-1 to reach down to 90GeV/c 2 [154, 157). 
The situation for Higgs boson masses from 140 to roughly 800 GeV /c 2 
is different. In this mass regime, the Higgs boson decays predominantly to 
w+w- and ZZ(*). A gold-plated mode exists with very low background: 
H---;. ZZ(*)---;. c+c-c+£-. It is possible to use decays modes of the dominant 
H ---;. w+w-, but the background is larger [154, 155, 156]. A discovery for a 
Higgs boson in the mass range for the gold-plated signal would need only a 
very small integrated luminosity, perhaps as little as 10 fb- 1 (155]. 
For Higgs boson masses between 800 Ge V / c 2 and 1 Te V, the total width 
of the Higgs boson becomes large, between 100 and 600 Ge V / c 2 . Due to 
this broad resonance, the gold-plated signal channel becomes insufficient and 
must be supplemented with or abandoned in favor of higher rate channels 
such as H ---;. (ZZ, w+w-) ---;. CR.vv [154, 155). 
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6.2.4 Future Higgs Searches at e+e- Linear Colliders 
Several preliminary proposals exists for future high luminosity and high en-
ergy e+e- colliders: the Next Linear Collider (NLC) [158] and the Compact 
(or CERN) Linear Collider (CLIC) [159]. The first such collider will probably 
have a center-of-mass energy around 500 GeV with the potential to increase 
it to 1.5 GeV [160]. 
The Higgs production mechanisms are similar to those at LEP2: the 
Higgsstrahlung, w+w-, and ZZ fusion processes discussed in Section 1.2.1. 
As shown in Figure 6.3, the w+w- fusion process dominates at high energies. 
There is the additional production mechanism of radiation off of top quarks 
e+e- ---+ ('y, Z) ---+ tt + H, but the cross section for this is very small [157]. 
There is also the possibility that these future e+e- machines could be run in 
a 'Y'Y or e±'Y collider mode, in which case the Higgs could be produced via 
T'/---+ H, wy---+ vW±H, and e'Y---+ eH processes [161]. 
Studies indicate that in e+e- collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 
500 Ge V an integrated luminosity of 5 fb- 1 would be needed to discover the 
Higgs boson with mass up to 180GeV/c2 . To extend the discovery range up 
to 300GeV/c 2 would require roughly 50fb-1 [162]. 
6.3 Conclusion 
While the search for the Higgs boson presented in this thesis reveals no 
evidence of its existence, there is still an ample range of experimentally un-
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Figure 6.3: Higgs boson production cross sections in high energy e+e- col-
lisions from Ref. [161]. The solid curves are for a center-of-mass energy of 
500 Ge V while the dashed curves are for a center-of-mass energy of 800 Ge V. 
The HZ, HvD, and He+e- curves refer to the Higgsstrahlung, w+w- fusion, 
and ZZ fusion processes respectively. 
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explored masses. If this Higgs boson exists, there is an excellent discovery 
potential for it at present and future colliders. If the Higgs boson has not 
been discovered by the end of the LH C era, the Higgs mechanism for spon-
taneous electroweak symmetry breaking may have to be reevaluated and 




Other Higgsstrahlung Final 
State Event Selections 
This appendix briefly describes the event selections used for other possible 
e+e- ---+HZ final states: the leptonic channel H.e+.e- (147, 163], the missing 
mass channel Hvv (147, 164], and final states with T leptons HT+T- and 
T+T-qq [147, 165). The T+T-T+T- and T+T-viJ final states are not explicitly 
considered. All of these analyses rely upon the neural network b-tagger 
described in Chapter 3 with the exception of the T+T-.e+.e- and T+T-qq 
analyses. The results of these analyses are combined together with the Hqq 
analyses described in Chapter 4 using the methods described in Chapter 5. 
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A.1 The Dilepton Final States 
The He+ e- channel represents 6. 73 of the Higgsstrahlung cross-section where 
e refers to either an electron or a muon. The signal events are characterized 
by two leptons with an invariant mass close to Mz and a recoil mass equal 
to the Higgs mass. The case in which the Higgs boson decays to T+T-
is also considered. Although the branching ratio of this channel is small, 
the experimental signature is very clear and the Higgs boson mass can be 
reconstructed with high resolution. 
Figure A.1 shows an exemplary simulated Higgs signal event in this final 
state at vs = 183 Ge V and with a Higgs boson mass of 85 Ge V / c 2 . The 
event has two energetic muons from the Z and two b jets from the Higgs 
boson. One jet has an apparent secondary vertex indicated with an arrow in 
Figure A.l(c). 
A.1.1 Selection Criteria 
Events are required to have at least four good tracks with jcos Bl < 0.95 with 
a total charged energy larger than O.lJs. 
The selection procedure reconstructs the Z boson by finding pairs of op-
positely charged particles, hereafter referred to as leptons. To be considered 
as lepton candidates, charged particles must either be identified as electrons 
or muons, or else must be isolated from other particles by more than 10°. The 
isolation angle of a particle is defined as the half-angle of the largest cone 






1--!5 Gev EC 
1--!5 Gev HC 
Figure A.l: An ALEPH event display of a simulated dilepton (µ+µ-) chan-
nel Higgs signal event at y's = 183 GeV and with a Higgs boson mass of 
85 GeV /c 2: (a) an xy projection, (b) a B¢ projection showing energy flow 
objects, and (c) an xy projection of the region near the primary vertex (the 
arrow indicates a secondary vertex due to b hadron decay). 
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of the other particles in the event. To account for possible bremsstrahlung 
photons, neutral energy-flow objects within 2° of the directions of the lepton 
momenta are excluded from the isolation calculation. In events with an iden-
tified electron, the energy of these neutral objects is added to the electron 
energy. All accepted combinations of oppositely charged lepton candidates 
must have at least one identified lepton. Mixed e-µ pairs are not considered. 
Low angle muons are identified down to 7.5° from the beam line by find-
ing hit patterns in the hadronic calorimeter consistent with a muon. The 
momentum of such a low angle muon is calculated from an over-constrained 
fit to the event using energy and momentum conservation. Low angle elec-
trons are identified down to 12.4° from the beam line by finding large isolated 
energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeters. To separate these elec-
trons from photons, an electron candidate must have at least two consistent 
hits in the ITC. This expanded definition of lepton candidates improves the 
Hf+ e- signal efficiency by approximately 4 3 for the same purity. 
The Higgs boson mass is calculated as the mass recoiling to the lepton 
pair. Final state radiation photons off the Z decay products are identified 
and added to isolated lepton candidates to improve the Higgs boson mass 
resolution. Such a photon must be isolated and have an energy greater 
than 2 GeV. The isolation angle is determined in the same way as above, 
but excluding the leptons from the calculation. If more than one photon is 
identified, the photon which forms with the leptons the invariant mass closest 
to Mz is chosen. The reconstructed£+ e-( /) mass is allowed to vary according 
to the procedure described in Chapter 5. The working point corresponds to 
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requiring this quantity to be greater than 82.75 GeV /c 2. 
To reject events with an energetic photon from a radiative Z return, the 
most energetic isolated photon must have an energy less than 753 of the 
most probable energy of the photon in qq.(-"y) events. 
After selection of the lepton pair, the remaining particles are clustered 
. 
into two jets using the Durham algorithm. To reject qq('Y) events where the 
leptons are close to the jets, the sum of the transverse momenta of the leptons 
with respect to their nearest jet is required to be greater than 20 Ge V / c. The 
visible mass, excluding the particles attributed to the Z decay, must be larger 
than 15 GeV /c 2. This rejects e+e- --t 1* and Z1* processes with a low 1* 
mass. The background from w+w- - qq' l!v events is rejected by explicitly 
reconstructing the w± bosons. The missing four-momentum (neutrino) and 
the lepton are assigned to the leptonic W. Events with exactly four good 
tracks are candidates for (H --t r+r-)f!+e- and are required to have a missing 
energy of at least O. lfa. Although requirements on the neural network 
b-tag output for the two jets are not explicit event selection criteria, this 
information is used in the limit setting procedure described in Chapter 5. 
Figure A.2 shows the performance of this analysis in terms of number of 
expected background events versus signal efficiency; the performance curve 
is obtained by varying the reconstructed f!+ e- ( 1) mass. The Hf!+ e- working 
point corresponds to a selection efficiency is 76.23 for Mtt = 85GeV/c 2 . 
The total background expected is 2.0 events, dominated by the topologically 
indistinguishable backgrounds from the ZZ and Zee processes. Results from 
the data are presented in Section 5.2.2. 
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Figure A.2: The performance of the H.e+e- analysis in terms of efficiency 
for a signal with MH = 85 Ge V / c 2 versus the number of events expected 
from Standard Model background processes for an integrated luminosity of 
57 pb- 1. The arrow denotes the working point determined using the method 
summarized in Chapter 5. 
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A.1.2 Systematic Uncertainties 
Several potential sources of systematic uncertainty are investigated. These 
include the identification of electrons and muons, the isolation criterion, and 
the simulation of the energy and momentum resolution of jets and leptons. 
Some limitations are found in the simulation of the background to low angle 
electrons which, however, do not contribute any systematic effect. The total 
relative systematic uncertainty in the signal detection efficiency is 0.43. 
A.2 The Missing Mass Final State 
The HZ final state where the Z decays invisibly to two neutrinos constitutes 
203 of the total Higgsstrahlung cross section. A large missing mass and two b 
jets from the Higgs boson decay characterize this final state. Figure A.3 shows 
an ALEPH event display of an exemplary simulated Higgs signal event in this 
final state at ...JS= 183 GeV and with a Higgs boson mass of 85 GeV /c 2 . The 
neutrino and anti-neutrino from the decay of the Z escape undetected; thus 
the event exhibits missing mass and two acoplanar jets. The two b jets from 
the Higgs exhibit displaced vertices indicated by arrows in Figure A. 3 ( c). 
As is the case for the Hqq final state, two independent analyses are used 
to search for a signal in this final state: a cut-based analysis and an analysis 
based on a neural network. 
Both analyses share a common hadronic event preselection; events must 
contain five or more good charged particles and a total charged energy greater 
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! (c) 
~P>.~O cm x 
Figure A.3: An ALEPH event display of a simulated missing energy chan-
nel Higgs signal event at y's = 183 GeV and with a Higgs boson mass of 
85 GeV /c 2: (a) an rz projection, (b) a ()<jJ projection showing energy flow 
objects, and (c) an xy projection of the region near the primary vertex (ar-
rows indicate secondary vertices due to b hadron decay). 
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than 0.1.JS. The plane perpendicular to the thrust axis is used to divide 
the event into two hemispheres. All energy flow particles in a hemisphere 
are considered to belong to a jet, and both jets are required to have non-
zero energy. To reduce background from II interactions, the preselection 
requires either PT > 0.05.JS or Mvis > 0.3.JS, where PT is the total transverse 
momentum of the event and Mvis is the visible mass. Finally, the missing 
mass of the event must be larger than 80 Ge V / c 2 . 
A.2.1 Cut-based Event Selection 
In order to reject radiative Z returns, the missing momentum vector is re-
quired to point into the detector Wi1 > 20°), and its component along the 
beam line is not allowed to be large (I Pz I < 26 Ge V / c). The energy de-
posited within a 12° cone around the beam axis is required to be small 
(E12 < 0.012.JS) to reject Wev and Zee events with a very energetic electron 
deflected at a low angle into the detector. 
A modified event acoplanarity A further reduces the contamination from 
radiative Z return events. This is defined as A= (31 x ] 2 ) • z where Ji is the 
unit vector pointing along the direction of the sum of the momenta of all 
energy flow objects in the ith hemisphere and z is the beam direction. 
Events are required to be well b-tagged. Jets are formed by forcing the 
event to two jets, and the sum of the output of the neural network btag for 
these two jets T/i +TJ2 is determined. For this final state, the neural network b-
tag has been slightly modified. The value of the transverse lepton momentum 
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PTt is ignored if it is greater than 1.5 Ge V / c. This requirement is necessary 
due to events of the type w+w- -+ TV7 qq'. In this case, an electron or 
muon from a single-prong T decay is clustered with one of the quark jets and 
typically has an extremely large PTe which mistakenly enhances the neural 
network b-tag output. Distributions of rJi + 'f}2 are shown in Figure A.4. 
Finally, in order to suppress background from w+w- - qq1TV decays, 
the whole event is reclustered into T-minijets (see Section A.3), and the most 
isolated jet is required to have a low energy (Er< 7GeV). 
The acoplanarity and 'f/l + rJ2 requirements are allowed to vary in de-
termining analysis performance and the working point. The working point 
corresponds to requiring the acoplanarity to be greater than 0.13 and that 
'f/l + 'f}2 be greater than 1.1. 
A.2.2 Neural Network Event Selection 
The analysis described above is complemented with a neural network selec-
tion based using the six variables of the cut selection and five additional ones. 
The new variables include the fraction of the energy deposited beyond 30° of 
the beam line, the total energy within a 30° wedge around the missing mo-
mentum direction, the acolinearity of the jets, and an additional combination 
of the b-tagging variables, log10(1- rJi'f/2/2). The isolation angle of the most 
isolated track (with p > 1 GeV /c), Bisoi provides additional discriminating 
power against w+w- -+ qq' TV background. 
The neural network is a fully-connected multi-layer feed-forward net-
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work trained with Resilient Backpropagation (RPROP) algorithm using the 
Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator (SNNS) [125]. The architecture is 11-
20-3 with the three output nodes corresponding to Hvii signal, w+w-, and 
qq. The network weights are trained to produce an output near one for HvD 
signal and near zero for background patterns. The architecture and training 
parameters are chosen based upon optimal performance in simulated events. 
The training sample consists of simulated Higgs boson signal for masses of 
80 and 85 GeV /c 2 and qq and w+w- background processes. The events 
used for training are required to pass the preselection criteria. Only the neu-
ral network output corresponding to the HvD signal is used to discriminate 
between signal and background. 
Figure A.5 shows the neural network output. Events are selected if the 
neural network response exceeds 0.983. 
The limit setting technique uses the fitted mass and the neural network 
output as discriminating variables. The requirement on the analysis neu-
ral network output is allowed vary in determining the performance and the 
working point. 
A.2.3 Results 
Figure A.6 shows the performance of the cut-based and neural network anal-
yses in terms of number of expected background events. The working point 
for the cut-based analysis corresponds to a signal efficiency of 21.93 with 
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Figure A.4: The distribution in the missing energy channel of the sum of the 
two neural network b-tag outputs. The distribution is shown for the data 
(points), the total simulated background (solid line), and the reference signal 
sample (dashed line) after the preselection cuts. The signal distributions have 
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Figure A.5: The distribution in the missing energy channel of the output 
of the neural network used for event selection. The distributions are shown 
for the data (points), the total simulated background (solid line), and the 
reference signal sample (dashed line) after the preselection cuts. The signal 
distributions have an arbitrary normalization. 
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working point corresponds to a signal efficiency of 30.43 and 0.34 events 
expected from background processes. Results from the data are presented in 
Section 5.2.2. 
A.2.4 Systematic Uncertainties 
Based on deviations between data and simulated events of the kinematic vari-
able distributions, a relative systematic uncertainty of 2.43 is determined. 
The simulated HZ signal events are reweighted to simulate changes in the 
b-lifetime, b-multiplicity, and b-fragmentation, giving a total systematic un-
certainty of 3.03. The relative systematic uncertainty from discrepancies 
between the tracking in the simulated data and real data is 6.13. The total 
relative systematic uncertainty of the selection efficiency is 7.23. 
A.3 Final States with T Leptons 
Three signal channels contribute to final states with at least one r+r- pair. 
The process HZ --* Ifr+r- corresponds to 3.43 of the total Higgsstrahlung 
process, and H --* r+T-, Z --* qq corresponds to an additional 5.53. These 
events are expected to have two oppositely charged low multiplicity jets in 
association with missing energy from the T decays. The case of H - r+r-
and Z --* £+ g- is the third Higgsstrahlung final state with T leptons, but 
it is grouped together with the analysis for Hf+ g- final state discussed in 
Section A. l. 
Figure A.7 shows an exemplary simulated Hr+r- signal event at -JS= 
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Figure A.6: The performance of the HvD analyses in terms of efficiency 
for a signal with MH = 85 Ge V / c 2 versus the number of events expected 
from Standard Model background processes for an integrated luminosity of 
5 7 pb-1. The dashed line with open circles shows the cut-based analysis 
performance while the solid line with filled circles shows the neural network 
analysis performance. The arrows denote the working points determined for 
each analysis using the method summarized in Chapter 5. 
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183 GeV and with a Higgs boson mass of 85 GeV /c 2• The decay products of 
one T has a three-prong topology (i.e.,r+ ~ aivr with ai ~ 7r+7r+7r-) and 
the decay of the other T has a one-prong topology (i.e.,r- ~lire-De)· There 
are two b jets in the event from the decay of the Higgs boson. One jet has 
an apparent secondary vertex indicated with an arrow in Figure A.7(c). 
A.3.1 Event Selection 
Hadronic events are selected by requiring at least eight good tracks. The 
total charged energy in the event is required to exceed 20% of the center-of-
mass energy. Events from radiative Z returns are rejected by requiring I Pz I + 
Emiss < 1.8/peak· Here, Pz and Emiss are the total longitudinal momentum of 
the event and its missing energy. The mean of the ISR photon spectrum peak 
is denoted as /peak and is defined as /peak = JS /2 - M'.jj2JS. In addition, 
IPzl is required not to exceed 0.6/peak· In order to exploit the missing energy 
expected in this final state, the total missing transverse momentum of the 
event is required to be at least 0.025JS. 
The event is clustered into a large number of jets, referred to as minijets, 
with mass consistent with Mr. The T candidates are then selected from these 
mini jets. 
Events with at least two oppositely charged T candidates are selected. 
At least one of the candidates has to be single-prong. The remainder of 
the event is forced to form two jets using the Durham clustering algorithm. 
Events which have more than one T pair candidate yield multiple r+r-qq 
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Figure A.7: An ALEPH event display of a simulated HT+T- signal event 
at y'S = 183GeV and with a Higgs boson mass of 85GeV/c 2: (a) an xy 
projection, (b) a B</> projection showing energy flow objects, and (c) an xy 
projection of the region near the primary vertex (the arrow indicates a sec-
ondary vertex due to b hadron decay). The T+ exhibits as three-prong decay 
while the T- exhibits a one-prong decay. 
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combinations. A x2 is determined for each event combination with a kine-
matic consistency fit. This fit requires energy-momentum conservation while 
keeping the four jet directions fixed. In the fit, the mass of the candidate 
7 jets is fixed to the nominal 7 lepton mass, and the energy resolution of 
the two non-7 jets is taken into account. The invariant mass of either the 
7+7- or the qq pair is constrained to be compatible with the Mz, depending 
on the channel. In addition, the non-7 jet momenta are constrained to be 
larger than 753 of the measured value. The combination with the lowest x2 
is chosen and presented to the neural networks described below. 
A.3.2 The HZ~HT+T- Final State 
To discriminate between H7+7- and background events, a neural network 
is used with five input variables: the total missing transverse momentum of 
the event, the sum of the two 7 jet isolation angles, the sum of the fitted 
transverse momentum of the 7 jets with respect to their nearest hadronic 
jet, the kinematic consistency x2 , and (ry1 + ry2 ). The jet isolation angle 
definition for the second variable is the same as for the He+ c-- selection. The 
last variable reflects the b quark content of the two non-7 jets. 
Figure A.8 shows the response of the H7+7- neural network in the data 
and in simulated signal and background events. The neural network output is 
allowed to vary in determining analysis performance and the working point. 
The performance of this analysis is shown in Figure A.10. The working point 
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Figure A.8: The distributions of the neural network outputs for the HT+T-
channel. The distributions are shown for the data (points), the total simu-
lated background (solid line), and the reference signal sample (dashed line) 
after the preselection cuts. The signal distributions have an arbitrary nor-
malization. 
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a signal detection efficiency of 20.73 with 0.17 background events expected. 
Results from the data are presented in Section 5.2.2. 
A neural network is also used to select HZ--+ T+T-qq events. The input vari-
ables to this neural network are identical to those described in the previous 
subsection except that the b-tagging variable is not used. This is a limit-
ing factor in the performance of the selection. Figure A.9 shows the neural 
network output in the data and simulated signal and background events. 
Again the neural network output is allowed to vary in determining anal-
ysis performance and the working point. The performance of this analysis 
is shown in Figure A.10. The working point corresponds to requiring events 
to have a neural network output larger than 0.980. This results in a sig-
nal selection efficiency of 12.63 and 0.16 events expected from background 
processes. Results from the data are presented in Section 5.2.2. 
A.3.4 Systematic Uncertainties 
The main sources of systematic uncertainty in the final states with T leptons 
are the reconstruction of the kinematic variables, the clustering of jets and 
the tagging of jets containing b quarks. 
From a comparison of multihadronic events with an identified lepton, in 
the data and in simulated events, a discrepancy in the total transverse mo-
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Figure A.9: The distributions of the neural network outputs for the T+T-qq 
channel. The distributions are shown for the data (points), the total simu-
lated background (solid line), and the reference signal sample (dashed line) 
after the preselection cuts. The signal distributions have an arbitrary nor-
malization. 
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Figure A.10: The performance of the HT+T- and T+T-qq analyses in terms 
of efficiency for a signal with Mtt = 85 GeV /c 2 versus the number of events 
expected from Standard Model background processes for an integrated lu-
minosity of 57pb-1 . The line with filled circles shows the T+T-qq analysis 
performance while the line with open squares shows the HT+ T- analysis per-
formance. The arrows denote the working points of each analysis. 
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(0.23) in the signal detection efficiency for the H1+1- (1+1-qq) final state. 
The effects from jet reconstruction are evaluated by conservatively smearing 
the reconstructed jet angles and energies according to the expected measure-
ment errors. The systematic effect on the detection efficiency is 0.4 3 ( 0.13) 
from the jet directions and 0.13 (0.13) from the jet energies, in absolute 
. 
terms. Uncertainties arising from the tagging of b jets affect only the H1+1-
selection and are evaluated to total 0.93. Therefore, total relative systematic 
uncertainties of 5.63 and 1.93 are respectively assigned to the H1+1- and 
1+ 1-qq signal detection efficiencies. 
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